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Abstract
A novel experimental method using gas puffing of neutrals to stimulate charge exchange
emission has been developed to measure ion temperatures and toroidal rotation velocities
in the edge of MAST. This uses cold deuterium gas puffing as the source of neutrals in place
of the more usual method of donation from neutral beams. A pre-existing spectroscopy
system with 60 toroidal chords with spatial resolution of 1.5 mm and temporal resolution
of 10 ms was adopted for this purpose. The C6+(n = 8 → 7) transition at 5290.5A˚ was
identified as the optimal emission line, while a resonance in the cross section between the
D0(n = 2) and C6+(n = 8) energy levels makes the measurement feasible.
In order to assess the potential of this measurement method a model of the expected
performance of the system was created. All important processes in the edge regime were
identified and density profiles of electrons, carbon ions and deuterium neutrals were mod-
elled. These were combined to produce a prediction of performance.
The spectrum observed was complicated by molecular deuterium emission and a fitting
routine to this complex data was developed and benchmarked. Correction factors were also
identified and calculated for the emission line. System improvements were made including
a new bandpass filter, gas valve and camera.
Analysis of the measured intensity profiles showed a good response to gas puffing and
toroidal velocity and ion temperature results are presented. A large reverse shear in the
toroidal rotation is observed close to the separatrix in normal operation, but not in counter-
rotation experiments. This is attributed to parallel Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow. The ion tempera-
ture results display a large difference between ion and electron temperature in the pedestal
region in many H-mode discharges. This is linked to the collisionality of the ions such that
flux surface coupling in the banana regime leads to small ion gradients.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Fusion
The world’s fossil fuel energy resources are finite and peak production of coal, oil and natural
gas are all expected within the 21st century. Furthermore CO2 emissions due to fossil fuels
are believed to be driving global warming and a move away from energy production through
fossil fuels is a stated goal of most major nations. Renewable energy sources are generally
deemed too intermittent and low energy density to produce consistent base load power
without future improvements in technology. The other major established source of power,
nuclear fission, has the problem of nuclear waste disposal and limited resources of uranium,
which will also become depleted over time. The impact of the Fukushima disaster in Japan
has also influenced politicians to move away from nuclear fission power in countries such
as Germany and its future looks uncertain.
Concurrently humanity’s population is growing at an increasing rate and is predicted
to peak at ∼ 9 billion by 2050 [1]. As more of the third world industrialises, the worlds
energy demands are likely to increase by 52% by 2035 [2]. There is therefore a demand for
alternative sources of energy to keep up with this demand and to supplant other sources
as they become unavailable, and fusion offers one of the brightest possibilities.
Fusion works by fusing isotopes of low atomic number elements together through the
strong nuclear force. The most promising reaction for the near future is between two
isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium (D) and tritium (T ). If these isotopes can be made to
overcome their electrostatic repulsion they can fuse together, releasing large amounts of
energy with every reaction as mass difference through Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2,
as
D + T → He+ n+ 17.6 MeV (1.1)
1
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The produced helium nucleus (or alpha particle) is stable while the neutrons can cause
activation of materials. However, this does not generally produce long lived radioactive
isotopes, unlike nuclear fission, and so energy production from fusion would not suffer the
same waste disposal issues.
Due to the ratio of their masses and conservation of momentum the helium nucleus
receives 3.5 MeV, the neutron receiving 14.1 MeV, and it is the neutron which is generally
useful in extracting energy from the process while the helium may provide the heat for
the reaction to be sustained. This energy is around three orders of magnitude greater
than most chemical reactions, implying a great potential for large quantities of power to
be produced from only a small amount of fuel. Deuterium is abundant on Earth as one
atom in 6400 in water is deuterium. Tritium is unstable and has a half life of ∼ 12.3 years
[3], but can be produced from lithium. Lithium resources worldwide are estimated at 25.5
million tonnes [4] which would supply world total energy consumption at current rates for
∼ 30, 000 years [5]. If fusion power can be made to reliably work, fusion has the potential
to supply the world with its stable base load generation for the foreseeable future.
1.2 Tokamaks
Figure 1.1: Schematic of a tokamak explaining the major components, currents and fields.
For nuclear fusion to become a reality, a way of sustaining enough fusion reactions to
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produce a valuable amount of power must be found. This necessitates overcoming the
Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei, which requires giving the particles a large kinetic
energy. To give the nuclei enough energy to maximise the cross section for fusion to occur
between D and T , the gas mixture needs to be heated to approximately Ti ∼ 11 million K,
or Ti ∼ 10 keV. At these temperatures all electrons are stripped from the atoms through
collisions and the gas becomes a plasma.
It is also necessary for enough reactions to take place to maintain a useful energy output
so that the energy created through fusion can be used to produce a self-sustaining reaction.
Therefore the density of particles ni must be kept high. A further criteria is that the
characteristic time at which energy is lost to the plasma, τE (the energy confinement time)
must be maximised so that the energy does not leave the plasma more quickly than it is
being produced, which would lead the process to die out without external heating.
For the fusion reaction to be self sustaining it can be summarised by the Lawson criterion
that the product of the above three factors must be
niTiτE > 5× 1021 keV s m−3 (1.2)
One way to maximise this value is to use magnetic fields to confine the plasma so that it
does not collide with solid objects which would cause the plasma to cool down. Tokamaks
are one such magnetic confinement device.
Figure 1.2: Cyclotron motion of an ion about a magnetic field line [6]
A property of charged particles is that in a magnetic field they will tend to follow field
lines. As all particles in the plasma are ionised this can be used to confine the plasma
to the field lines. The Lorentz force causes the particles to gyrate around the field line
with cyclotron frequency for species j of ωcj = (ejB)/mj and Larmor radius ρ
j
L = v⊥/ωcj,
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where ej and mj are the charge and mass respectively of the particle, B the magnetic field
strength and v⊥ =
√
(2kBTj)/mj the perpendicular velocity to the magnetic field.
If the field lines are closed upon themselves in a torus shape then the particles will be
confined along the field lines. Cross field diffusion is many orders of magnitude slower than
transport along it so the particles are essentially trapped to move along these orbits.
The word tokamak derives from Russian and is an shortening of “Toroidal chamber with
magnetizing coils”. It consists of a vacuum vessel shaped in a torus, the vacuum removing
collisions of the plasma with atmospheric gases which would otherwise cool it. The main
confinement arises from toroidal field coils which produce a solenoidal magnetic field which
is closed upon itself by the torus shape to form a toroidal field. In plasma physics toroidal
refers to the ‘long’ way around the torus while poloidal refers to the ‘short’ way.
Confinement by toroidal field alone is not sufficient to hold the plasma. The curvature
of the field lines leads to a drift of the ions and electrons in opposite directions towards
the top and bottom of the vessel. This sets up an electric field which causes the plasma
to move outwards and hit the outer wall of the vessel. To counter this a solenoid in the
centre of the vessel induces a toroidal current in the plasma through transformer action
(the plasma itself acting as the secondary winding). This has two effects, firstly it heats
the plasma through resistive (Ohmic) dissipation, and secondly it creates a magnetic field
in the poloidal direction. The sum of the toroidal and poloidal fields is a helical field. This
counteracts the curvature drift by redistributing ions and electrons to the top and bottom
of the plasma so that the electric field does not arise.
Due to surface area differences between the inside and outside of the plasma a hoop force
arises which pushes the plasma outwards towards the walls. To act against this poloidal
field coils are added which help to stabilise this and also shape the plasma.
As the current is driven inductively the plasma can only last as long as there is a flux
in the transformer. Therefore the tokamak is a pulsed device at present. Methods of non-
inductive current drive are being investigated and other toroidal shapes such as stellerators
do not require inductive drive, implying that in the future fusion devices can be made at
least quasi-constant in power output.
1.3 The MAST tokamak
A limiting factor in the development of power generating fusion devices is the ratio of
outward plasma pressure to inward magnetic pressure. This ratio is known as β, defined as
β =
2µ0〈p〉
B2
(1.3)
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In conventional tokamaks this ratio is generally less than 10% and has a hard limit before
the plasma becomes unstable to ballooning modes [7]. Theoretical work [8] suggested that
an improvement in confinement could be achieved if the aspect ratio (A = R0/a is the
ratio of major and minor axes) were reduced to below 2. These tokamaks are referred to
as spherical tokamaks. The improvement is partly due to high safety factor values (q) at
the plasma edge in low aspect ratio tokamaks, which means the particles spend a long time
in the ‘good’ confinement region of the plasma, which is close to the centre column of the
plasma (see figure 1.3). This improves the stability of MHD modes in the plasma [9].
Figure 1.3: Magnetic configuration of conventional tokamaks and spherical tokamaks. Ions and
electrons follow the field lines around the tokamak, and therefore in spherical tokamaks the particles
spend more time close to the centre column, in the region of good curvature. From Peng (2000) [9]
Spherical tokamaks are characterised by increased natural elongation and triangularity
(which also improves stability) and higher bootstrap current resulting in smaller require-
ments to externally (inductively) drive current in the plasma [10]. As they are compact
they are cheaper to construct and run than conventional tokamaks of similar size, magnetic
field and plasma current.
The compact shape produced by removing as much material as possible from the centre
of the machine also means that the plasma is closer to the centre column and that the plasma
feels a greater magnetic field produced by the toroidal field coils for a given nominal value
of magnetic field produced, than would be experienced in conventional tokamaks. This
results in higher β values in spherical tokamaks than could be achieved otherwise. The
START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) tokamak [11] was constructed at Culham,
UK, to test the spherical tokamak concept and achieved β values of 40% [12], around 4
times higher than in conventional tokamaks. This small machine was operational between
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1991 and 1998. Typical parameters are shown in table 1.1.
Tokamak A R0 (m) Bφ (T) Ip (kA) t (ms) Te(0) (eV)
START 1.25 0.32 0.5 310 40 ∼ 500
MAST 1.4 0.85 0.6 1300 < 1000 ∼ 2500
NSTX 1.4 0.85 0.6 1400 < 1600 ∼ 2000
Table 1.1: Plasma parameters of important spherical tokamaks, from left to right aspect ratio,
major radius, vacuum toroidal field, plasma current, pulse length and typical core electron temper-
ature.
The success of this experiment lead to the construction of two larger spherical tokamaks:
NSTX (National Spherical Tokamak eXperiment) [13, 14], based at Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory, USA, and MAST (Mega-Ampere Spherical Tokamak) [15–18], based at
Culham, UK, both of which have been in operation since 1999. Their parameters are listed
above. The two tokamaks are the two largest spherical tokamaks currently in the world,
and often co-operate in mutually beneficial areas of research as their main parameters are
broadly similar (see table 1.1).
In MAST the toroidal field in the plasma is generated by 24 field coils in 12 pairs
which surround the vacuum vessel wall and form a closed loop through the plasma centre
column. A solenoid running through this column drives startup and induces toroidal current
in the plasma. The main sources of heating in MAST are through Ohmic heating and
approximately 5 MW of heating from two JET style PINI (Positive Ion Neutral Injection)
neutral beams [18] injected with accelerator energies between 65 and 75 kV. The machine
contains two divertors located at the top and bottom of the machine. This allows operation
in several different divertor configurations: as single null operation using predominantly
only the top or bottom divertor or both divertors in a double null configuration operation
with two X-points at the top and bottom of the plasma. In normal operational mode the
ion ∇B drift is towards the lower divertor.
The MAST tokamak is contained within a vacuum vessel ∼ 4.4 m in height with a radius
of ∼ 2 m. The large vessel allows the poloidal field coils to be located within the MAST
vessel close to the plasma. As the plasma only occupies around 20% of the interior volume
of the plasma vessel this also allows a level of access for diagnostics which is unparalleled
by most other tokamaks in the world. Apart from the ECELESTE diagnostic discussed
in detail in this thesis the most important diagnostics used during this research include a
130 chord ND:Yag Thomson scattering system producing measurements of Te and ne with
a spatial resolution of ∼ 1 cm and time resolution of 4 ms in normal operation [20], and a
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Figure 1.4: A schematic showing the structure and dimensions of the MAST tokamak. The
left hand side shows a superimposed image of Dβ emission while the right shows lines of constant
poloidal magnetic field. From Temple (2010) [19].
core charge exchange spectroscopy system which will be described in more detail in section
1.5.
1.4 The plasma edge
The edge of the plasma refers here to the last 5 to 10 cm inside the last closed flux surface
(LCFS) in the MAST plasma. This region interacts both with the scrape-off layer (SOL)
and the inner region of the plasma. In the SOL open field lines carry hot ions and electrons
from the plasma to the divertor while neutrals and impurities enter across the separatrix
(flux surface containing the X-point1) into the plasma and become ionised. The majority
of visible emission from the plasma occurs from this thin layer. Compared to the core the
temperatures are cool and densities low requiring consideration of different processes than
are important compared to the hot core. The region is a transition from core processes and
SOL processes.
1in MAST the terms LCFS and separatrix can generally be used interchangeably
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the electron density in the edge of the ASDEX tokamak during a transition
from L-mode to H-mode showing the development of the pedestal gradient. Recovery after ELM
emission proceeds with a similar increase in the gradient over time. From Manso (1993) [21].
Plasmas can be divided into two main confinement regimes. In 1982 a regime of im-
proved confinement was discovered in the ASDEX tokamak [22] which improved the con-
finement time τE by a factor ∼ 2. This mode was designated the High-confinement mode
or H-mode, plasmas not displaying this improvement are now denoted as Low-confinement
(or L-mode) or Ohmic dependent upon whether they are heated by neutral beams. The
difference in these cases is that the L-mode has lower confinement than Ohmic plasmas
as the neutral beam heating drives turbulence. H-mode has since been observed on many
other tokamaks including spherical tokamaks and stellerators, indicating this is a general
phenomena of toroidal plasma devices. It appears to require a threshold heating level to
enter and is characterised by formation of a transport barrier in the form of a pedestal
(region of steep gradient) in the pressure at the plasma edge (see figure 1.5) and a large
reduction in turbulence in the same region. The formation of the edge transport barrier and
transition to H-mode confinement is still a subject of study but the most widely accepted
explanation involves turbulence suppression through sheared poloidal flows in the plasma
edge [23].
A feature of the H-mode is an MHD (Magneto-HydroDynamic) instability called the
Edge Localised Mode (ELM). These are characterised as a rapid expulsion of plasma mate-
rial and a collapse of the edge pedestal. The pedestal gradient recovers and steepens until
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another expulsion occurs, producing a periodic cycle of ELM events. These are believed to
be driven by MHD peeling-ballooning modes [24].
For a machine the size of MAST ELMs are not a serious problem in terms of dam-
age. However the next generation tokamak, ITER, which is currently under construction
in Caderache, France, will be ∼ 8 times the volume of JET, the largest tokamak now in
existence. In a large future tokamak device such as ITER the energy expelled by the plasma
during ELMs could be sufficient to quickly damage the wall materials unless ELMs can be
controlled [25]. Understanding edge pedestal physics will play a crucial role in controlling
ELMs and mitigating their effects, as well as maximising the tokamak performance in the
H-mode to ensure the confinement requirements for net fusion power can be realised. Ion
temperatures are an important component of the pressure, so a good diagnostic measure-
ment of these temperatures is important in understanding the plasma edge. Similarly ion
toroidal velocities play a role in flow shear transport suppression, locked modes and ELM
control via RMP’s (Resonant Magnetic Perturbations) [26]. Therefore detailed diagnosis
in the plasma edge of these values is of great interest.
1.5 Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
Since its inception in the 1970’s charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) using
neutral beams has been developed into a widely used and reliable diagnostic technique in
tokamaks around the world. It was originally put to use in determining impurity densities
[27, 28]. However, it quickly became widely used in determining ion temperatures [29, 30]
and rotational velocities [31, 32] where it has become the most reliable tool in detecting
these quantities [33] and a CXRS system has been installed for these purposes in many
modern tokamaks [34–40].
Temperatures and velocities can generally be inferred from Doppler spectroscopy of
gases and plasmas which are in thermodynamic equilibrium and thus possess a Maxwellian
distribution of energies. This requires spectroscopic emission from the observation location
to provide information about the energy distribution however. If impurities have a long
enough lifetime in the plasma they will become equilibrated with the bulk ions (gener-
ally deuterium in most fusion experiments) so that one can infer the bulk (majority) ion
temperature from them, which is normally the quantity of more interest (due to mass differ-
ences bulk rotation speeds cannot necessarily be inferred as readily from impurity rotation
however). The centre of tokamak plasmas are generally so hot that all low Z impurities
are fully ionized and so do not produce spectral emission. High Z impurities are generally
not fully ionized, but tend to emit at ultraviolet wavelengths and below where inferring
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temperatures and velocities is more difficult and where the spectra themselves are harder
to measure and require vacuum lines of sight which are more complex and expensive [33].
Emission from low-Z hydrogen-like impurities on the other hand is typically in the visible
spectrum which is far more convenient to use for spectroscopic purposes. Therefore if fully
ionised low-Z impurities can become hydrogen-like by gaining an electron this provides a
way to gain information about ions in the core.
Neutral beams are used as a heating source on many tokamaks including MAST. Es-
sentially these are collimated beams of neutral atoms produced via breakdown of source
gas on filaments, acceleration via grids to energies between 10 keV and 100 keV, followed
by neutralisation through a second tank of gas, where some ions receive an electron and
become neutralised. The fraction which does not is diverted into a beam dump using a
bend magnet, while the rest enters the plasma. As the particles are neutral they are not
influenced by the strong magnetic fields in the plasma, allowing them to enter the core
of the plasma where the heating is most effective. As the neutrals become ionised they
impart both heating and torque (if, as is usual, orientated at an angle with a tangent to
the plasma) as they are designed to be of higher energy than the temperature of the ions in
the core. The neutral beams are most commonly composed of deuterium, although diag-
nostic beams of other species have been implemented [38]. Neutral beams provide a means
of donating electrons to these hot impurities as they can penetrate to the core, producing
emission which is localised at the beam location.
Neutrals also penetrate the plasma from gas present at the plasma edge, fueling from
gas valves, and recycling from the walls. In all cases charge exchange between a neutral
donor and an ionised receiver proceeds in the same way. The neutral atom D donates an
electron to the receiver R through collisions via
D0 +RZ+ → D+ +R(Z−1)+∗. (1.4)
This process generally does not greatly perturb the state of the receiver due to the mass
difference between the ion and the donated electron, so its energy is not greatly disturbed.
This allows us to assume that the state of the receiving ion after the charge exchange
process is a reflective sampling of the entire population.
Generally the electron will transfer into an excited state and then cascade down to the
ground state through emission of photons, i.e.
R(Z−1)+∗ → R(Z−1)+ + γ (1.5)
By observing these photons from a given spatial location they can tell us the temper-
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ature and velocity of the emitting particles if the spectrum is examined by processing the
light via a spectrometer. These photons will have a Doppler broadened distribution due to
the Maxwellian distribution of energies such that the distribution function for a species j
is given by
Pj(λ)dλ =
√
mjc2
2πkBTj
exp
(
−mjc
2 (λ− λS)2
2kBTλ20
)
dλ (1.6)
where λ0 is the natural (rest) wavelength of the photon and λS the observed central
wavelength due to the Doppler effect from net rotation either towards or away from the
point of observation. By fitting a Gaussian function to the emission
f(x) = Aexp
(
−(x− x0)
2
2σ2
)
+ c (1.7)
we can equate x0 = λS as the centrum of the Gaussian and σ =
√
(kbTjλ
2
0)/(mjc
2) as
the standard deviation of the Gaussian, A = (mjc
2)(2πkBTj) being the amplitude of the
emission, while c is the baseline.
The velocity v can be inferred from λS as
λS
λ0
=
√
1 + v/c
1− v/c (1.8)
In the non-relativistic limit (which is generally true for ion rotations, which are of the
order 105 m s−1 in MAST) we can use the binomial theorem to simplify this expression as
√
1± v
c
≈ 1± 1
2
v
c
(1.9)
where rearranging and assuming λS ≈ λ0 the rotational velocity can be determined as
v ≈ c
(
1− λS
λ0
)
. (1.10)
The temperatures can simply be inferred from the standard deviation of the fitted
Gaussian i.e.
kBTj =
σ2
λ20
mjc
2. (1.11)
While in principle simple the measurements are complicated by a variety of factors.
Firstly the line emission selected must have a great enough intensity to be observed, which
depends on the distribution of neutrals and receiving ions in the plasma, as well as the
rate coefficients for charge exchange between the two species. Furthermore there are sev-
eral background processes which can complicate the observed emission as well as reducing
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the signal to background ratio. This requires a solid understanding of the atomic physics
involved as well as modelling of the population and distribution within the plasma of all rel-
evant species. Furthermore, there are factors which distort the lineshape from a Gaussian,
such as the instrument function of the measurement system, fine structure broadening etc,
which must be corrected for. Therefore determination of true values of ion temperature
and velocity requires maximising the signal received due to active stimulation as well as
fully understanding all background processes, as well as isolating the Doppler broadening
from other factors. This will be discussed in chapter 3.
1.6 Motivation for using ECELESTE to produce ion tem-
peratures and velocities
Figure 1.6: A schematic showing the core CXRS system in the MAST tokamak. The heating
beams are depicted as pink, the green views are toroidal chords while the yellow views are poloidal
chords. From Conway et. al. (2006) [40].
As discussed in section 1.5, charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) has a
long and successful history in plasma diagnostics. On MAST the core ion temperature and
velocities have been measured via CXRS utilising the neutral beams using the spectrometer
CELESTE-3 [40]. In summary the CELESTE-3 system consists of two toroidal views, each
with 64 chords,one viewing across each beam, plus a toroidal view for background of 28
chords. In the poloidal direction it has two sets of views for each beam, each with 32 chords,
16 of which sample background and 16 of which sample the beam. A summary is shown in
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figure 1.6. Overall it has a spectral resolution of ∼ 1 cm and a time resolution of 5 ms [40].
This provides high quality ion temperature (Ti) and velocity measurements in the toroidal
(vφ) and poloidal directions (vθ) in the plasma core in scenarios where the beam is on.
It is desirable to know the edge ion temperatures and toroidal velocities across the
pedestal region of the plasma (see section 1.4). The ECELESTE system used in this thesis
is an edge spectroscopy system, at the commencement of this thesis used for measuring
the radial electric field (ER) [41]. It consists of 64 viewing chords in poloidal and toroidal
directions (although in this thesis only 60 of the toroidal chords were used and none of
the poloidal chords). A more detailed description is given in chapter 2. While the core
charge exchange system covers the entire plasma radius with a 1 cm radial resolution the
ECELESTE system is focused solely on the plasma edge, covering approximately the last
10 cm inside the separatrix with a maximum radial resolution of ∼ 1.5 mm. This allows
detailed examination of the edge region which should be complementary to the core CXRS
system by investigating here in much more detail than would be available otherwise.
The edge region of the plasma is an area of transition between the cool temperature
behaviour of the scrape-off layer (SOL) and the hot temperature behaviour of the core, often
incorporating steep gradients which affect the entire interior due to the pedestal in H-mode.
The electron temperatures and densities are reliably diagnosed with very high spatial and
temporal resolution by a Thomson scattering system which covers the plasma over its entire
extent, including the scrape off layer [20]. At the plasma edge electron temperatures (and
densities) generally display a pedestal (a region of steep gradient) during H-mode which is
usually between 5 and 20 mm in width [42]. It is possible that an ion temperature pedestal
gradient exists on a similar length scale to the electrons. If this is the case then this will
not be studied in detail by the beam based system as the radial resolution is ∼ 10 mm.
The ECELESTE system has a maximum radial resolution of ∼ 1.5 mm covering the outer
∼ 10 cm of the plasma so any pedestal in the ions will be well diagnosed.
In the edge region the CELESTE-3 system also has drawbacks which it was hoped the
ECELESTE system could be adapted to compensate for. Firstly without the beams no
information is available. Secondly the system often gives spurious results in its outermost
chords. This can be at least partially attributed large instrument function of the CELESTE-
3 diagnostic, which is around 400 eV [43], as well as a large background of passive charge
exchange emission caused by neutral influx into the plasma which locally complicates the
total signal and can dominate over the emission due to the beam.
In order for spatially localised measurements in the plasma edge to be made by ECE-
LESTE, a source of neutrals that would stimulate charge exchange emission was required.
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Figure 1.7: (top) Recorded background emission intensity as a function of time for several toroidal
background viewing chords showing that turning gas puffing on and off directly stimulates charge
exchange emission. (bottom) Gas puff signal voltage, where zero indicates gas puffing on [44]
The ECELESTE system focuses at a location where gas can be puffed into the system from
an injection nozzle HELIOS, so if a suitable gas were to be identified this could be delivered
locally. It was noted during 2007 that gas puffing affected some of the toroidal background
viewing chords [44] (see figure 1.7) which indicated that neutral deuterium which was fuel-
ing the plasma was also stimulating charge exchange emission in the edge, which was being
picked up by these lines of sight. While problematic for the core CXRS system as it af-
fected the background subtraction process, this indicated a way to produce localised charge
exchange emission without neutral beams in the edge of the plasma. By locally injecting
cold neutral deuterium at the location observed by the ECELESTE viewing chords, this
produces an additional source of neutrals, locally boosting the ’passive’ emission observed
as background by the core CXRS system. This additionally added perturbation can boost
the signal and can then be subtracted from the remaining passive emission.
1.7 Thesis summary
The method of measuring ion temperatures and velocities at the edge of the MAST tokamak
involved modifying the setup of the ECELESTE system and the HELIOS nozzle used to
inject the neutrals. An overview of the system is made and its capabilities assessed in
chapter 2.
Edge CXRS diagnostics have generally used neutral beams to provide the neutrals
[38, 39, 45], combined with a dedicated edge spectroscopy system. Measurements of poloidal
rotation and ion temperature at the high field side of the C-Mod tokamak have recently
been produced using neutral deuterium gas puffing charge exchange with B5+ [46],[45]
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while measurements of electron temperatures and densities using helium gas puffing at the
low field side edge of MAST has also been performed [47]. To the knowledge of the author
however, measuring ion temperatures and toroidal velocities through CXRS at the low field
side plasma edge using gas puffing as a neutrals source has not previously been presented in
literature. This is also the first measurement of this kind to be made in spherical tokamaks
and the radial resolution of the ECELESTE system is much higher than that available at
C-Mod allowing greater insight.
The processes involved in producing charge exchange in this regime are quite different
from those involving neutral beams due to the large energy difference between cold neutral
deuterium with an energy of a few eV from gas puffing and hot neutral beams with ener-
gies of tens of keV. Therefore, it was necessary to investigate fully the processes involved in
charge exchange in this regime to assess the feasibility of the technique. This is discussed
in detail in chapter 3 where identification of a suitable line of sufficient intensity was the
first priority. All rate coefficients of relevant processes were then collated or calculated
in this regime and the contribution of background processes is assessed. Collisional ra-
diative modelling of the deuterium energy level population was made to asses each level’s
contribution to the emission. The expected radial density profiles of electrons, deuterium
neutrals and carbon ions are discussed and where required modelled. A model of the gas
puff penetration and collimation was also made. From this an expected performance of the
ECELESTE system in terms of active to background signal ratio is determined for both
H-mode and L-mode scenarios.
In chapter 4 the complex spectra recorded are examined and complicating emission
from molecular deuterium is identified. The development of a fitting routine capable of
fitting to this complex edge spectra is discussed and benchmarked against simulated data.
Identification of all corrections to the data from line distorting factors is made and the size
of their influence assessed. Where necessary the correction factor has been calculated. An
assessment is made of all uncertainties in the results for velocities and temperatures as well
as radial uncertainties.
In chapter 5 the performance of the gas puffing in producing active spectra is assessed
as well as the limitations of the system. Improvements to the ECELESTE system are also
discussed. The author’s contribution to the hardware upgrades in these cases was the full
design and purchase of a bandpass filter, the physics basis for a gas valve located in the
HELIOS nozzle head and assisting in commissioning two new CCD cameras, but in each
case the impact of the upgrades are discussed and results of the improvement presented
where available.
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Finally in chapter 6 typical results for toroidal velocities and ion temperatures are
presented. In the velocity results a large reverse shear in the flow close to the separatrix is
observed and possible explanations for this behaviour are investigated. In the case of the
ion temperatures a large discrepancy between ion and electron temperatures is observed
in the pedestal region in some H-mode shots. The causes of this are also investigated.
In the case of the velocity shear this is attributed to parallel Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow while
for the temperature results this is linked to the collisionality and suggested to be due to
flux surface coupling in the banana regime limiting the ion temperature gradient in the
pedestal region. The impact that this has upon the scrape off layer is also considered, and
the results found to be compatible with expectations.
Chapter 2
The ECELESTE system
2.1 Introduction
The work of this thesis centres around the observation of visible spectral emission arising
from charge exchange at the MAST plasma edge, caused by the deliberate introduction of
neutral gas. This chapter will describe the ECELESTE spectrometer used to record these
spectra, as well as the HELIOS nozzle used to deliver the gas puff. Collectively these are
designated the ECELESTE system. An overview of the system is described below, while a
more detailed description of the main components follows this. Description of calibrations
and systematic improvements made are given in Appendix C and section 5.4.
2.2 ECELESTE overview
The ECELESTE spectrometer was originally used as part of the COMPASS-D tokamak,
when it was called CELESTE (‘Charge Exchange Light Emission Spectroscopy for Tem-
perature Evaluation’) and used to determine core ion temperatures Ti, as well as toroidal
and poloidal plasma rotation velocities viφ and v
i
θ [48]. It was later adapted into a combined
diagnostic with HELIOS (see below) called HELCEL to measure the radial electric field
ER [49]. Following COMPASS-D’s decommissioning and the construction of MAST, the
spectrometer was removed and installed with adaptations as an edge diagnostic (‘Edge-
CELESTE’). Originally the set-up was used to determine the edge radial electric field ER
using helium injection at the plasma edge [41], but this work returns the system to the
purpose of determining Ti and v
i
φ.
The HELIOS gas puff nozzle was also part of a COMPASS-D diagnostic (HELIOS,
‘HELium Injection and Optical Spectroscopy’) [50], originally used to determine Te and
ne via line intensity ratios of He I injected via the nozzle. Again the nozzle was fitted to
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MAST and re-purposed to provide impurity injections, although the rest of the HELIOS
system was not retained.
The HELIOS nozzle delivers a puff of cold impurity gas (in this case deuterium) to
the plasma at the outer midplane. The subsequent emission is collected by two lenses, at
poloidal and toroidal viewing locations (although the poloidal views have not been used in
this study). Light collected by the lenses is fed into optical fibre bundles which transfer the
light via a patch panel to a lens at the entrance of a Czerny-Turner spectrometer. This lens
focuses the light into the spectrometer through an entrance slit array, which is optimised
to provide good spectral resolution. The spectrometer splits the light into spectra with a
2400 lines/mm grating which are then coupled through a de-magnifying lens into a CCD
camera. This records the dispersed light intensity as a digital signal and sends the output
to a computer, where the signal is processed. An overview is shown in figure 2.1 [19]
2.2.1 The HELIOS nozzle
The nozzle system consists of a gas supply, a plenum, a pipe connection and a nozzle head
at the plasma edge. The gas supply is introduced into the plenum prior to a plasma shot,
the species of which can be changed from shot to shot. The plenum has a volume of around
3 litres, which is more than sufficient to supply gas with no discernible loss of pressure over
the duration of the discharge. The supply of gas is controlled by a series of high volume fast
acting piezoelectric valves the last of which is located approximately 1.5 m from the nozzle,
and which are rated to approximately 1.5 bar (which is the limiting factor for the pressure
in the system). When the piezoelectric valve is activated the gas flows along a 1.5 m section
of 4.72 mm internal diameter pipe to the end of the nozzle and into the plasma. The nozzle
head is boron-nitride which has a high heat capacity to protect the steel pipe from plasma
interaction. The head also contains ceramic breaks to prevent currents propagating in the
nozzle.
In order to get a high level of localization the nozzle needs to be located within a few
cm of the plasma separatrix. However, the plasma radius can vary widely between 1.3 m
and 1.6 m. Moreover, the whole system needs to be retractable outside the vessel wall
and gate valve for testing and in order to allow conditioning of the MAST vacuum vessel.
Therefore the entire nozzle can be driven with an accuracy of ±1 mm radially away from
and towards the plasma between shots via a stepping motor over a range of -0.05 to 1 m
from the vacuum vessel wall.
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Figure 2.1: (a) An overview of the ECELESTE system showing the position of the HELIOS nozzle
(blue), the positions of the poloidal (red) and toroidal (green) collection optics and a schematic
of the rest of the system. (b) view from behind the HELIOS nozzle (c) view from the toroidal
optics location (d) view from the poloidal optics location indicating the relative positioning of these
components [19]
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2.2.2 ECELESTE collection optics and fibres
The ECELESTE spectrometer system consists of two sets of viewing optics, one at a
poloidal viewing location located on a strut looking down from the top of the vessel, and
one at a toroidal location looking through a window near the midplane of the vessel, looking
tangentially at the end of the HELIOS nozzle (see figure 2.1). Each set of optics consists
of 64 viewing chords covering approximately a 10 cm radial extent.
The poloidal optics are an f/7 custom built lens, while the toroidal optics are an f/2
off the shelf Canon camera lens, which looks into the plasma via a mirror. Therefore due
to its smaller aperture the poloidal signal is much weaker as the lens couples much less
light into the system. Due to the width of the Doppler broadened spectral images in this
experiment it was not possible to accommodate both sets of poloidal and toroidal spectra
on the CCD1 and so in order to maximise the signal strength and spatial resolution only
the toroidal fibres were connected to the spectrometer. Therefore, while in theory poloidal
rotation viθ could be determined using this technique it has not been determined during
this investigation and for the purposes of this thesis the poloidal system can be ignored.
The toroidal optics can be moved between shots using a micrometer to view different
parts of the plasma edge in order to study particularly large or small plasmas, which is an
additional advantage as the poloidal view is fixed. However, as the MAST machine area
(the area inside the radiological safety wall) is closed during operations this is typically
only possible at the start or end of a day, not on an ad-hoc basis.
To provide easy access the spectrometer is located outside of the machine area and
requires a fibre optic feed from the collection optics to the spectrometer. This allows a
more flexible set-up by permitting changes to the fibre alignments to the spectrometer
outside the machine area, and makes the system easier to maintain. A direct relay inside
the machine area would also not permit 120 chords in the way a fibre optic array allows.
The disadvantage of this is attenuation of the signal along the fibre of approximately -20
dB km−1. Over the 32 m of fibre optic cable this equates to ∼ 86% transmission so this is
not a significant issue.
Instead of a single fibre for each toroidal chord, each view consists of a three fibre array
aligned to have the same radial location, but spaced vertically over a region of ∼ 1.5 cm.
This allows for finer radial and spatial resolution by using thinner fibres while maintaining
the same etendue. At the outer midplane edge flux surfaces are approximately vertically
aligned. As gradients in temperature and velocity in the direction of the magnetic field are
1This is not true when measuring helium spectra in ER experiments, as the helium does not equilibrate
and so has less broadening
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Figure 2.2: An improvement of spatial and radial resolution due to using an array of fibres (a)
rather than a single fibre (b) arises due to each chord cutting fewer flux surfaces, while maintaining
the same etendue.
much smaller than those in the radial direction, by sampling from regions of approximately
constant poloidal field a more representative sample of the nominal position observed by
the chord is recorded than for a chord with greater radial width. The spacing of the fibres
in this manner consequently covers fewer flux surfaces than a single circular cross section
collecting the same amount of light would do (see figure 2.2). The three fibres are then
bundled into a single fibre (see figure 2.3) and can be treated as a single source at the
spectrometer.
The focal spot size diameter of each of the toroidal optics is 3.0 mm. As the radial range
of the viewing chords is ∼ 10 cm this means the maximum radial resolution2 possible under
ideal conditions is ∼ 1.5 mm, so the fibres are mounted in six rows to avoid overlapping.
Although the spots are focused at the gas puffing location each viewing chord can be
closely approximated as a long cylinder of diameter 3 mm as the focal plane is 1.73 m
from the optics’ location and so almost focused at infinity. This means that the amount of
background light detected along the line of sight in regions far from the gas puffing position
is minimised due to the narrow field of view, compared to an optic focused on that position
from a closer location (as the volume of background enclosed by the line of sight would be
larger). By focusing at the gas puffing location rather than actually at infinity however the
spatial localisation is maximised at that position.
2Radial resolution refers to the accuracy of positioning of individual chords with respect to one another
and the overall geometry of the plasma while spatial resolution refers to the spread in possible positions of
each chord
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Figure 2.3: The design of the toroidal fibres showing the arrangement of the fibres as they receive
light from the plasma behind the collection optics (right) and how they are packed into a single
fibre during transmission to the spectrometer (left)
The system also contains a view located at the midplane but located toroidally around
from the gas puffing location looking radially into the plasma. As radial velocities are much
smaller compared to poloidal or toroidal velocities this signal essentially provides a measure
of the unshifted signal as a zero-point for the velocity measurements, as well as a measure
of changes to the background signal level while the gas puffing is activated.
Between the fibres from the tokamak and the spectrometer there is a patch panel con-
sisting of 120 fibre to fibre connections which allows the inputs to the spectrometer to be
reconfigured. As measurements of ER were also being made using the same system [19, 41]
this allowed easy reconfiguration to take place without having to change the inputs at the
spectrometer entrance which could misalign the fibres to the entrance slits and grating.
2.2.3 The spectrometer
The light from the fibres is focused onto a set of entrance slits via an input lens (see figure
2.4 [51]). The slit set consists of ten 400 µm vertical slits each of which accommodates
twelve fibres to produce a possible 10×12 array. Due to the width of the broadened spectra
however, only every other fibre was connected to produce a 5 × 12 ‘chequerboard’ array.
As this is less than the number of usable toroidal chords (64) typically five chords (to also
accommodate the radial chord) viewing at the inner radius are not connected, halving the
radial resolution at that point.
The spectrometer is a 1m Monospek 1000 Czerny-Turner spectrometer manufactured by
Hilger Analytical. It consists of two 10cm diameter toroidal mirrors and a 2400 lines/mm
holographic reflecting grating made by Milton-Roy (see figure 2.5). The grating is manually
rotatable via an external wheel to allow different wavelengths of light to be aligned to the
exit. The holographic grating has the advantage of reducing stray light and thus errors
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Figure 2.4: The ECELESTE spectrometer input lens is adjustable to focus light between 220 and
650 nm and has a magnification of 2.0 [51]
while maintaining a similar level of efficiency compared to a traditional mechanically ruled
grating [51].
The spectrometer produces an array of spectra of the same dimensions as that at the
input slits (i.e. the 10×5 chequerboard array) so a wavelength specific filter is used to select
the region around the charge-exchange line in order to remove unwanted crosstalk due to
photons from adjacent chords in the array (see section 5.4.2 for more details). The large
length of the spectrometer and high line ruling of the grating produces a high dispersion
such that the spectra array would overspill the CCD image region. Consequently the
dispersed light is de-magnified using another coupling lens behind the filter which reduces
the apparent size of the array to ∼ 7× 7 mm on the CCD.
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Figure 2.5: The ECELESTE spectrometer (top) and detail of the entrances side (bottom). Light
from each fibre is focused onto the entrance slits (1) and collimated by a toroidal mirror (2). The
diffraction grating (3) disperses the light chromatically and this is focused by a second mirror (4)
onto the spectrometer filter and exit (5) and out of the spectrometer into a demagnifying lens and
camera (6)
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2.2.4 The CCD and data acquisition
The CCD (Charge Coupled Device) used on ECELESTE is a custom built frame transfer
Wright Instruments device consisting of a 2D array of 22.5 µm× 22.5 µm pixels arranged in
a 340×1152 grid. Each pixel consists of a photoactive semiconductor sensor which produces
conduction band electrons when exposed to light due to photon absorption. The number
of electrons produced in each pixel is proportional to the number of photons incident upon
it, so this provides a measure of light intensity at that point on the CCD. The CCD
signal is dependent on the quantum efficiency of the detector (the rate at which photons
are converted to electrons), which is wavelength dependent (see figure 2.6). While the
optical fibres limit the wavelength range measurable in the blue/UV range, due to the low
transmission of optical fibres in this wavelength region, the CCD has very poor efficiency
above ∼ 950 nm, which effectively limits spectroscopic measurements using this system to
the visible or near infra-red. In order to improve the efficiency and reduce noise the camera
is Peltier cooled to 200 K.
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Figure 2.6: The quantum efficiency of the CCD as a function of wavelength
The light has been distributed chromatically in the x-direction (referred to here as the
row or horizontal direction, the y-direction being referred to as the column or vertical
direction) by the spectrometer. Each column of pixels acts as a shift register separated by
oxide channel stops and by applying voltages in sequence (see figure 2.7) the electrons are
moved down vertically from the image region (the top 340× 576 region) to the store region
(a masked 340 × 576 area which is shielded from the light source). When the electrons
reach the line read out region they are shifted horizontally into an output amplifier (see
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of charge transfer in a typical CCD: The electrons are collected in the second
potential well by applying a positive bias voltage to the gate electrode (top). These are transferred
by applying a voltage to the third gate which allows the electrons to move into this adjacent potential
well (middle). The voltage at the second electrode is then switched off and the electrons now all
move into the third well (bottom). By repeating this process the electrons are shifted down the
CCD [51]
figure 2.8).
The reason for the store region on the ECELESTE CCD camera is to hold the data
to be read out. Typically CCD shift times are much quicker than readout times. At high
speed the pixel read out cycle time is 5.2 µs so to read out the entire active image region
takes 893 ms. As the typical MAST shot time is 300-500 ms this is therefore completely
inadequate. Moreover, while the data is slowly being read out the data is also slowly
moving down the chip (at a speed of 1.5 ms per row if this were the case for this camera),
which produces a vertical smear from positions of high intensity in those columns as they
are moved down the CCD under that exposure area. With high and low intensity sources
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Figure 2.8: Typical layout of a frame transfer CCD, showing direction of movement of electrons
from image region to store region to readout region to output amplifier [51]
in the same columns this could overwhelm weak signals with strong ones.
To avoid this the entire image region is quickly moved down to the store region, allowing
the image region to accumulate data in the meantime. To down transfer a row takes 300 ns,
so in order to shift all 576 takes ∼ 1.7µs. Test shots showed that exposure times of 5-10 ms
are required to record enough light to detect the spectra with good photon statistics (see
section 4.4) so this value is only a small fraction of the exposure time. Therefore vertical
smearing is virtually eliminated as each row is exposed for approximately 300ns per row as
it passes under illuminated areas of the CCD.
However, the above arrangement would still only allow one unsmeared image to be taken
per shot. To enable multiple time resolved spectra to be recorded the rows of the image
section are binned together in groups of approximately 25 and the total photons in each
column of the bin are added together to produce a single total row which contains all the
data from one row of the spectral array. This has the added advantage of reducing the noise
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to signal ratio at read-out. As the spectral array does not completely cover the image region
there are approximately 275 pixel rows at the top which are essentially unilluminated and
can be ignored as they are not recorded. This produces twelve rows of data per timeslice,
which can be transferred to the store region. This allows up to 48 timeslices (576/12) to be
taken per shot before it must be read out. At 10 ms this would be sufficient for all but the
longest shots, while at 5 ms the majority of the shot can be covered. The added advantage
of this is that the data can be read out slowly after the shot, as noise from the amplifier is
inversely proportional to the speed at which it operates.
While use of a store region and binning largely avoids the effect of vertical smearing,
smearing of the charge exchange signal can also occur due to inefficient transfer of electrons
between rows, where some electrons can be left behind if transfer is not 100% efficient. If
low intensity sources are higher up the CCD than high intensity sources this can provide
an additional spurious signal on the low intensity spectra. In order to quantify the effect
of this and any residual vertical smearing (which would provide a similar effect as both
are proportional to incident intensity) the spectra incident on the CCD were arranged in
a chequerboard pattern so that binned rows above and below did not contain a viewing
chord but were empty except for any light from these effects. Analysis of these regions
during measurements showed that electrons in these regions were very close to background
and that smearing is not an important problem.
The output from the amplifier is transformed to a digital signal by an ADC (Analogue-
to-Digital Converter) and deposited in the MAST data stores. This is processed via a series
of analysis codes to produce data, as discussed in section 4.3.
Due to the high speed nature of the shot the CCD operation is pre-programmed and
triggered by a signal from the MAST control system. This allows the start of data collection
to be set with an accuracy only limited by the clock signal of the computer. The binning
regions, exposure times and trigger point can all be adjusted using custom software between
shots, allowing a high degree of flexibility in the operation of the ECELESTE system.
2.3 Conclusion
The overall system is capable of providing up to 48 sets of 60 channels of 3 mm spatial
resolution, 1.5 mm radial resolution data at a time resolution of 5-10 ms. This allows
the entire edge region to be surveyed throughout the majority of the plasma discharge,
providing a suitable diagnostic for the investigations of ion temperature and velocity in the
plasma edge if a suitable charge exchange line is found in this region. Identification of a
suitable line and its modelled performance will be discussed in chapter 3.
Chapter 3
Modelling of the charge exchange
signal
3.1 Introduction
Prior to attempting to measure the charge exchange signal it was necessary to assess the
feasibility of the proposed method of stimulating charge exchange by using a gas puff to
inject cold deuterium into the plasma. This required answering several questions to assess
the feasibility of the diagnostic. These included deciding which emission line was best to
utilise and how large a signal would be expected, based on which impurities exist in the
MAST plasma and which emission lines are in the visible range, and also whether the
impurity chosen would be in thermal equilibrium with the plasma. It was also necessary
to understand what background processes exist and how large a contribution these would
make in affecting the signal to noise ratio.
In order to assess this it was also necessary to model how the gas puff would perform
by determining how far the gas puff would penetrate into the plasma, how localized the
gas puff would be, and what density of gas puff would be required to create a good signal.
This chapter therefore firstly discusses the candidate species that could be used to
produce charge exchange emission and which emission lines would be the most promising.
It then considers the question of whether or not the impurity would be in equilibrium with
the bulk ions in the plasma and whether the impurity’s use as a proxy for ion temperature
and velocity would therefore be valid. The cross sections and rate coefficients for charge
exchange with cold deuterium are determined and the contributions from ground state and
excited state deuterium atoms are analysed. The background processes that are significant
are then identified and rate coefficients for all processes compared. A model for the density
of carbon in the plasma is produced as well as models for the neutral deuterium present as
29
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background and from gas puffing. Finally the individual model profiles and rate coefficients
are combined together to produce overall model profiles of background and active emission
rates as would be seen by the ECELESTE spectrometer views, and the validity of these
results assessed.
3.2 Issues with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
The use of hydrogen (and its isotopes) as the receiver ion in CXRS to diagnose the temper-
ature and velocities within a tokamak plasma is not easily viable as imaging H0 emission
after charge exchange recombination gives poor spatial resolution. Once the H+ ions regain
an electron they are then neutral and no-longer bound to the field lines. Velocities in the
core can be of the order 100km s−1, while for transitions in the Balmer series in the visible
range the largest transition probabilities Aik are in the range 10
6− 107 s−1 [52], leading to
movement of several mm before emission of a photon.
It is necessary to use an impurity ion for CXRS which remains charged even after
accepting an electron. Ideally the impurity ions are in thermal equilibrium with the H+
ions so that they have the same temperature.
In tokamaks the main impurities come from the wall materials, air that has been ab-
sorbed into the wall between shots and then released during the shot, and any injected
impurities, which can also linger in the vacuum vessel after their use on previous shots.
The main impurity ions present in the MAST tokamak are helium, carbon, iron and oxy-
gen, as shown in figure 3.1. The most abundant of these is carbon, which is ablated and
sputtered from the surface tiles and divertor plates, both of which are made from fine grain
graphite. Therefore carbon is the leading impurity to consider for CXRS.
Throughout the majority of the MAST plasma the dominant impurity is fully ionized
carbon (see figure 3.2). At higher temperatures intermediate ionization species may not
be in equilibrium with the plasma even if they are present as they will be ionized before
they can equilibrate if the thermalization time is longer than the ionization time (although
generally this is not true at the plasma edge, see section 3.3). Moreover the intermediate
ionization states will generally be spatially localised over a small radial extent, meaning
measurements across most of the plasma using that state are impossible.
Given the need for the impurity line in CXRS to be from a fully ionized impurity this
limits the number of possible emission lines to those from hydrogen-like emission. This
immediately rules out iron as a source as it will only be fully ionized in the core, if at all,
(the ionization potential of hydrogen-like iron is 9278 eV [55]).
High-Z impurities tend to have their strongest emission lines in the UV range. However
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of emission lines in the VUV region (before and after a boronization),
showing the predominant impurity species in the plasma [53]
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium fractional abundances of carbon ionization stages calculated from a col-
lisional radiative model available from ADAS [54]
UV spectroscopy requires much more complex and expensive optics such as a vacuum
lines-of-sight which must be situated in the torus chamber meaning this was not a viable
option. The ECELESTE system uses optical fibres which do not transmit UV well. The
available camera also only has a large quantum efficiency in the visible and near infrared
(see section 2.2.4), thus limiting the upper wavelengths available. Limiting the wavelength
to the visible/near IR range thus implies that the transitions should be of the type n→ m
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where n,m ≫ 1. All transmissions which are not electric dipole (E1) transitions are
likely to be too weak to be visible above noise so transitions other than electric dipole
are not considered. As the transition probabilities are strongest for transitions of the type
n = m + 1 this further limited the number of possibilities. These are listed in table 3.1
with their nearest neighbours in the spectrum in the infrared or ultraviolet [56, 57]. As
carbon is the most abundant impurity this implies that C5+(8→ 7) at 529 nm is the most
promising line to utilise.
Helium Carbon Oxygen
Line λ (nm) Line λ (nm) Line λ (nm)
He+(3→ 2) 163.89 C5+(7→ 6) 343.37 O7+(8→ 7) 297.58
He+(4→ 3) 468.52 C5+(8→ 7) 529.05 O7+(9→ 8) 434.06
He+(5→ 4) 1011.99 C5+(9→ 8) 771.28 O7+(10→ 9) 606.30
O7+(11→ 10) 819.77
Table 3.1: List of usable spectral lines for charge exchange measurements (visible range (380-
700nm) in bold)
3.3 The equilibrium between D and carbon impurity
Beam heating of the plasma favours the heavier impurity ions over the deuterium ions as
the slowing down time of the fast ions by the plasma ions is proportional to mz
(mb+mz)Z2
[5]
where mb is the mass of the beam ions while the energy coupling efficiency from the beam
is proportional to mb/(mb+mz) so that overall each carbon ion receives six times as much
power as each deuterium ion [51].
For the measurement of temperature and velocity to be valid using CXRS, it is nec-
essary for the impurity and bulk ions to be in equilibrium with each other. Therefore
it is necessary that any differences between ion and impurity heating are quickly equili-
brated. This requires that the thermal transport time is longer than the thermalization
time (τtrans >> τzi), thus allowing the ions to equilibrate with each other at each flux
surface. The thermalization time between impurity and deuterium is given by [5]
τzi =
3
√
2π3/2mzmi
nze4Z2i Z
2
z ln Λ
(
kBTz
mz
+
kBTi
mi
)3/2
(3.1)
and is proportional to temperature and inversely proportional to density. A range of
values for thermalization between C6+ and D+ are shown in figure 3.3. Although these are
calculated using the assumption that the impurity temperature Tz = Ti, the deuterium tem-
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Figure 3.3: Thermalization times as a function of ni and Ti for C
6+ and D+ under the assumption
that Tz = Ti calculated using equation 3.1
perature, altering this does not significantly change the results due to the mass difference
between deuterium and carbon.
The thermal transport time can be estimated as
τtrans ≈
L2p
χi
(3.2)
where Lp = p/∇p and the neoclassical thermal diffusivity can be estimated as [5]
χi ≈ kBT
τeω2cm
. (3.3)
The true thermal diffusivity is normally in the range 0.1 < χi < 10 and the estimate of
equation 3.3 provides a reasonable estimate in H-mode for the true value, while in L-mode
this tends to underestimate the true value of χi by up to a factor of 10 higher [58]. Figure
3.5 indicates that this should not significantly influence the below conclusions.
As Lp and χi are changing functions of radius, to estimate τtrans model profiles of nz and
Tz were made for L- and H-mode in the edge region under the assumptions that ni = ne
and Zeff = 1.5 (see figure 3.4). These were based on typical electron temperature and
density profiles from Thomson scattering and provide order of magnitude estimates of the
size of τtrans. There are several uncertainties involved in this approach, especially given the
difficulty in calculating accurately the slope of the pressure gradient ∇p. Nonetheless figure
3.5 shows that except when the density is very low at the edge of the plasma (where it is
unlikely that there would be any significant signal in any case) τtrans >> τzi and therefore
deuterium and carbon are expected to be in thermal equilibrium with each other.
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The carbon must also remain in its fully ionized state for longer than the thermalization
time in order to equilibrate. The criterion for this is that the recombination time (given as
τrc = (ne〈σv〉rc)−1) is much greater than the thermalization time. The total recombination
rates for C6+ are of order 10−17 − 10−18 m3s−1 (see section 3.5.1) while densities are of
the order 1017 − 1019 m−3 in the plasma edge, meaning τrc is of the order 10-1000 ms,
much larger than the thermalization time shown in figure 3.5. The fact that the transport
times are also calculated to be smaller than the recombination time implies that higher
ionisation states can be present in the edge at larger radii and lower temperatures than
could be expected from equilibrium abundances (see figure 3.2). However, the equilibrium
profiles will still remain a good first order assumption in producing model carbon density
profiles (see section 3.6.1).
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Figure 3.4: Model profiles of carbon density and temperature used to estimate τtrans
The mass ratio between electrons and ions is large which means the electron and ion
temperature can become decoupled from one another if the electrons and ions have a large
equilibration time. However, Ti and Tz could also become decoupled if the gradient scale
length Li⊥ of the deuterium ions becomes very small. As deuterium is the bulk ion, the
carbon will generally be coupled to its temperature. If the gradient scale length of the
deuterium is smaller than the Larmor radius of the carbon ρCL , then the temperatures can
be decoupled from one another in steep gradient regions. However, the Larmor radius for
carbon is a factor
√
mi
mz
Z =
√
6 smaller than the Larmor radius ρiL of deuterium. Therefore
as generally Li⊥ > ρ
i
L the carbon will respond to any changes in deuterium over short scales
and remain in equilibrium at all flux surfaces.
A measurement of Tz via charge exchange can be construed to be a measurement of Ti
as it has been shown that the carbon remains ionized for long enough that equilibration
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Figure 3.5: Calculated values of τtrans and τzi for the model profiles in figure 3.4
can take place. Furthermore as the carbon and deuterium ions equilibrate with each other
more quickly than they are transported and the gradient scale length of carbon is smaller
than that of deuterium the two species should be in equilibrium on every flux surface. This
allows measurements of C6+temperature and velocity to be used to infer the temperature
and velocity of D+.
3.4 Size of active signal
3.4.1 Cross sections
Given that C6+ appears the most promising of the impurities available in the MAST plasma,
and that the n = 8 → 7 line is the most probable emission line to use, it is necessary to
estimate whether this interaction will produce a large active signal. This is determined both
by the overall rate for charge exchange leading to emission of light at this wavelength and
by the relative rate compared to other processes which would contribute to the background
emissions.
To determine the contribution to an emission process from charge exchange it is first
necessary to determine the cross section for the interaction for the relevant plasma con-
ditions. Cross sections are difficult to measure and complex to calculate. As well as
charge-transfer into the excited level directly, electrons may end up in this level by transfer
into a higher level followed by cascade to the n-level of interest [32]. Additionally, within
the n-level the states are split into different orbital angular momentum states l and into
different total angular momentum states j where j = l ± 1/2 due to spin-orbit coupling.
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This fine structure is also populated by different amounts and this must also be accounted
for.
An initial estimate of which levels will be preferentially populated can be found by
following a semi classical approach, as outlined in Hutchinson (2005) [57]. We consider
a collision between a fully stripped ion of charge Zi and a singly charged ion or atom of
charge Zp with the electron in the principle quantum level np. The two nuclei are passing
at a relative constant velocity v (which in this particular case will be essentially the thermal
speed of the ions) and with impact parameter R, and as they pass their potential wells are
interacting so that the electron moves in a joint potential V (t).
Initially we consider collisions where v << ve, the electron’s orbital velocity in the
magnetic field. As the nuclei approach each other there is a resonance or ’level crossing’
at a separation b = a0rr where the total electron energies are equal, due to the lowering
of the potential well of the atom by the interaction with the ion. The electron can thus
transfer across while conserving total energy and angular momentum. In reality this is a
quantum mechanical effect: the resonance is due to the energy of the electron wavefunction
attached to either nuclei being approximately equal, therefore allowing the probability of
the electron being attached to the carbon ion to gradually increase, much like two coupled
pendula. However, treating the problem classically leads to a similar result.
Solving the equation for the electron energies and for the electric potential at the saddle
point leads us to an equation for rr and the ratio of the resonant energy levels ni/np (see
appendix A):
rr =
2np
2
Zp
2
(
Zp + 2
√
ZiZp
)
=
2ni
2
Zi
2
(
Zp + 2
√
ZiZp
)
(3.4)
ni
np
=
(
Zi
Zp
)3/4(2√Zi +√Zp
2
√
Zp +
√
Zi
)1/2
(3.5)
From equation 3.5 the resonant state for np = 1, Zp = 1, Zi = 6 is ni ≈ 4.4 while
for np = 2 the resonant state is ni ≈ 8.8. This immediately implies that the first excited
state for the donor deuterium will be important at low energies as the majority of the
charge exchange from ground state will be into lower excited states of the carbon ion. As
the wavelengths for these transitions are in the UV there will therefore be no visible light
emitted as it cascades down the energy levels to the ground state.
If we now assume that nuclei which approach closer than b have an equal probability of
emerging attached to either atom and that the probability of charge exchange is zero for
R > b then we can estimate the cross section probability as
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σlow ≈ 1
2
πa0
2rr
2 = 8
πa0
2np
4Zi
Zp
3
[
1 +
√
Zp/Zi + Zp/4Zi
]
(3.6)
From this it can be immediately seen that there is no energy dependence at low energies,
so it should be expected that the real cross sections will follow a similar shape. The scaling
of ∼ np4Zi/Zp3 follows what would be intuitively expected, that electrons in high np states
in low Zp atoms will be loosely bound to the nucleus, and that the larger the charge of the
interacting ion Zi the stronger the attraction, the larger rr is and thus the larger the cross
section is. Thus for np = 1, σ ≈ 70πa02 but for np = 2, σ ≈ 1114πa02 due to the strong np4
dependency, a factor ∼ 16 greater. This scaling indicates that the cross section is not only
resonant at approximately the correct level for this visible line but that the probability of
charge exchange is much greater as well. This further adds to the evidence that the np = 2
state of the D excitation will be at least important, if not dominant, in the analysis of the
overall rate of exchange.
At large collision velocities such that v ≈ ve, the resonance condition is broken, and the
probability of interaction will decrease with increasing v. For intermediate energies it can
be estimated as follows, again following Hutchinson (2005) [57].
If the electron is to transfer from the deuterium atom to the carbon ion it must have
enough kinetic energy, in the rest frame of the atom, to match the speed of the ion as
it moves past. Therefore the saddle potential must be at least 12mev
2. If the probability
of capture is postulated to be P(Capture) ≈ (b/v)(ve/a) for an impact parameter b and
electric orbital radius a = (a0np
2)/Zp then the capture cross section can be calculated as
σ ≈ πb2P(Capture), i.e (see appendix A)
σmed ≈ πa02Zm
3Zp
2
√
2np3
(
2Ry
1
2mev
2
)7/2
(3.7)
where Zm =
(√
Zp +
√
Zi
)2
. Defining
ε =
1
2mev
2
2Ry
and then εˆ =
2εnp
2
Zi
4/7Zp
10/7
(3.8)
interpolation of the cross section for charge exchange between the low and intermediate
energy results can be achieved using the formula
σinterpol = σlow/(1 + εˆ
7/2) (3.9)
.
This interpolation procedure is illustrated in figure 3.6. As this is a sum over all final
n-levels it cannot be determined what proportion of this will be to the ni = 8 final level.
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However, at low energies it would be expected that the resonance would hold strongly, such
that only n-levels lying close by in energy would be significantly populated. Therefore for
np = 1 this will be mostly ni = 4, 5, while for np = 2 this will be mostly ni = 8, 9. At
higher and intermediate energies where this resonance breaks down, the spread of n-levels
should be broader. For l-states at low energies the electron is most likely to transfer into
the state nmax = l where nmax = npZ
3/4 (or n − 1 = l for n < nmax). At higher energies
the population is more skewed towards higher l states, particularly l = n − 1 states in all
cases due to angular momentum conservation [32, 59]. Calculations by Olson and Schultz
(1989) [33, 60] show this for O8+ at beam energies between 40 and 80 keV (see figure 3.7).
At the lower energies of interest here this nl state preference will be even more pronounced,
although the l = n− 1 dominance can be rebalanced to a more statistical state by l-mixing
effects (see section 4.6.1).
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Figure 3.6: Semiclassical cross sections for charge exchange, showing the low (equation 3.6), and
medium (equation 3.7) energy solutions as well as the calculated from equation 3.9 for three different
processes: charge exchange of ground state deuterium with C6+ (solid line), charge exchange of
deuterium in the first excited state with C6+ (dashed line), and, for comparison, ground state
deuterium with D+.
There is a large body of literature discussing the cross section for emission from the
n = 8 → 7 line in C6+ [60–69]. Preferred cross sections for carbon [65, 68, 70], oxygen
[65, 70], beryllium and boron [71, 72] etc. have been collected and ADAS [54] also has a
comprehensive set of data. Although few experiments have been possible to test this data
[66] there is a good enough agreement between all methods that a good level of confidence
is possible (for example see figure 3.8).
Much of the published literature on charge exchange cross sections is concerned with
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Figure 3.7: (a) Partial cross sections at a variety of beam energies for the charge exchange reaction
H0(1s) + O8+ −→ H+ + O7+(n). (b) Partial cross sections at 40 keV amu−1 into specific l-levels
for a variety of n-levels. From Isler (1994) [33] based on data from Olson and Schultz (1989) [60].
Figure 3.8: Total cross section data for C6+ + H0 −→ C5+ + H+ collated by Suno and Kato
(2007) [68].
charge exchange at the keV energy range of neutral beams for the purposes of determining
heating deposition within the plasma and for CXRS using neutral beams. This is a well
established technique on many tokamaks to measure ion temperatures and velocities and
the emission line in question has often been employed [39, 40, 73–75]. However, using a
gas puff to provide the source of neutral deuterium is a novel technique and so little study
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has been made of cross sections for charge exchange in the relevant plasma conditions.
A gas puff of cold deuterium will have energies 1000 times smaller than the cross section
ranges generally quoted for deuterium accelerated in an NBI system and so much of the
cross section literature is therefore not relevant. The temperatures of the neutral atoms
provided by the gas puff will generally be in the range 2-8 eV due to the energy released
by Franck-Condon dissociation of the molecular D2 into its atomic constituents. Therefore
the energies of collision are not those of the neutrals, but of the plasma itself, except at
very low energies, so the region of interest is energies ranging from a few eV up to several
hundred eV. Suno and Cato (2006) [76] give a summary of preferred cross sections and
their database provides data in the eV range, but only for total cross section from ground
state and for ni-levels up to ni=5.
Despite this, however, some data at low energies is available from ADAS [54]. Several
sets of data for np = 1 and np = 2 are available and shown in figure 3.9. Preferred data
for np = 2 is from Hoekstra et. al. (1998) [67] calculated via classical trajectory Monte-
Carlo method (CTMC) and preferred data for np = 1 is combined data by Fritsch (1989),
Frirsch and Lin (1984) and Ryufuku (1982) [63, 77, 78] using the close-coupling molecular
orbital (CCMO) and unitarised distorted wave approximation (UDWA) methods. This has
been spline interpolated between 10 and 1000 eV as no data is available, but this should
nevertheless give an order of magnitude estimate of the contribution from np = 1 neutrals.
As can be seen the data is qualitatively consistent with what is expected, with the cross
section for np = 2 neutrals much larger than that for np = 1 at low energies. The shape
for np = 2 is also similar to the semi-classical prediction, as the transition to ni = 8 is
the dominant contributor to the total cross section, while for np = 1 this is only a small
fraction of the total cross section.
3.4.2 Rate coefficients
The rate coefficients for these charge exchange reactions can be calculated within ADAS
(see figure 3.10). The rate coefficient is defined as
〈σijv〉 =
∫
σijf(v)vd
3v
/∫
f(v)d3v (3.10)
for a cross section (for some reaction i → j) σij . As f(v) is normally assumed to be a
Maxwellian 〈σijv〉 is a function of temperature T . Effective emission rates 〈σi→jv〉eff can
also be calculated which take into account the additional population of the upper level j
from transitions into higher n-states > j, followed by decay into the upper level of interest.
The total effective emission rate for charge exchange into C6+(n = 8) from all D0(n = i)
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Figure 3.9: Cross section data for C6++H0(n = 1, 2) −→ C5+(n = 8)+H+ from various sources
[61–63, 67, 77–79], sourced from ADAS [54]. Also total semi-classical cross sections (into all final
states) for the two processes as calculated from equation 3.9
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Figure 3.10: Effective rate coefficient data for C6+ +H0(n = 1, 2) −→ C5+(n = 8) + H+ from
various sources [63, 67, 77, 78], sourced from ADAS [54]
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states is therefore
ΦCX = B8→7
∑
i
nD0(n = i)nC6+〈σi→8v〉eff (3.11)
where Bj→i = Aji/
∑
k 6=j Ajk is the branching ratio. As discussed previously the pri-
mary line of interest is where j = 8, i = 7. In order to understand the full contribution
from ground and first excited state it is necessary to know what fraction of the neutral
deuterium population is in the first excited state to work out the total charge exchange
emission. The total emission can be defined as
ΦCX = B8→7
(
nD0nC6+
(
(1− f)〈σ1→8v〉eff + f〈σ2→8v〉eff
))
(3.12)
where f = n2/n1 assuming that the population of other excited states are negligible
(a good assumption, except at high densities, see below). Generally tokamak plasmas are
not in total thermal equilibrium as radiation tends to be weakly coupled, mostly being
lost without re-absorption. In the case where electron densities are large and collisions
dominate then there will be a local equilibrium between states, the criterion for which can
be given as [57]
ne ≫ 1019T (eV )(∆E(eV ))3 m−3 (3.13)
Equation 3.13 is satisfied for most species only at high n-levels where ∆E is small.
At lower energies a more general collisional-radiative model must be used. In equilibrium
situations the general equation for the population of a level i can be given as a sum over
all other states j [57]
0 =
∑
j 6=i
[niAij − njAji + (niBij − njBji) ρ (νij) + neni〈σijv〉 − nenj〈σjiv〉] (3.14)
where Aij, Aji, Bij , Bji are the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
transitions, ρ (νij) is the radiation density and 〈σjiv〉, 〈σijv〉 are electron collisional exci-
tation/dexcitation rate coefficients. By solving the set of coupled equations for each level
i the populations of all levels can be found, assuming the Einstein coefficients and rate
coefficients for all processes are known. As this is highly complex, a simple assumption
of coronal equilibrium can be applied as a first approximation, where all excitations are
collisional, and all de-excitations radiative. This is a good approximation in the regime
where densities are low and the plasma is optically thin, such that most photons emitted
from excited states are lost from the plasma without re-absorption, and therefore radiative
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excitation will be negligible compared to electron excitation. If the electron collision time
τe is much greater than the excitation time τex this will be a valid approximation. The
electron collision time is given as [5]
τe = 12π
3/2 ǫ
2
0m
1/2
e (kBTe)
3/2
nemee4 ln Λ
(3.15)
while the excitation time for a level i is given as τex = 1/
∑
j<iAij. In the edge the
collision time for electrons is of the order 1 µs while the excitation time is of the order 1-100
ns. Therefore coronal equilibrium is a good approximation for the plasma edge, which is
the region of interest.
In coronal equilibrium the rate of downward radiative transitions depends only on the
Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission Aij, so a plasma which is of sufficiently low
density will have a rate of collisional de-excitation negligible in comparison to this, while
upward excitations will be overwhelmingly from collisional electron excitation of the ground
state. Therefore all but the first and last terms in equation 3.14 can be ignored, so that
the excited state population can be calculated as
ni
n1
=
ne〈σ1→iv〉∑
j Aij
. (3.16)
While this will give a good approximation of the excited states in many situations,
it does not well approximate the case of the first excited state of deuterium, due to the
metastable nature of the 2S1/2 excited state. This occurs as the spontaneous emission from
2S1/2 to the ground state is first order forbidden, with Aij = 2.495× 10−6 (compared with
Aij = 6.270 × 108 for the 2P3/2 state for example). Coronal equilibrium of the 2S1/2 is
not applicable, as most de-excitation will be collisional. A simplified model therefore is to
treat sublevels 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 + 2P3/2 = 2PJ separately, using only collisional transitions
between levels n = 1↔ 2(2S1/2) and n = 2(2S1/2)↔ 3, truncating the summation at this
point (i.e. ignoring higher n-states), and ignore all radiative population of the n = 2 level
from n = 3 and above and other radiative terms. Equation 3.14 then becomes
D0(2S1/2)
D0(1S1/2)
=
〈σ2S1/2→1S1/2v〉
〈σ1S1/2→2S1/2v〉+
∑
L=S,P,D〈σ2S→3LJv〉
. (3.17)
Population values using this simplified model for 2S1/2 and the coronal equilibrium
model for 2PJ are shown in figure 3.11, as well as calculations for both using a full
collisional-radiative model [54], which includes the effect of neutral hydrogen charge ex-
change, ionization and recombination. The simplified models are accurate to within 25%
in the case of the coronal equilibrium model and within 75% in the case of the collisional
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Figure 3.11: Fractional abundances of the first excited state of deuterium as a function of electron
density, for both 5 eV and 200eV using both a full collisional-radiative model [54] and simplified
models (equations 3.16 and 3.17)
model over the density and temperature range shown, up to ne ≈ 1015 cm−3, far higher
than the density of tokamak plasmas.
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Figure 3.12: Effective rate coefficients for charge exchange of C6+ into ni = 8 from D
0(np = 1, 2)
The relative contributions of the 2S1/2 and 2PJ levels to the overall rate of charge-
exchange emission can be determined. At all but very high densities the population of
the 2PJ excited state is negligible compared to the 2S1/2 state, so the fraction is almost
independent of electron density. Therefore, the overall fraction can be calculated as a
function only of electron temperature, so that the overall contribution to charge exchange
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Figure 3.13: Photon emission coefficients for charge exchange emission C6+ ni = 8 → 7 from
D0(np = 1, 2) at keV beam energies, calculated by Hoekstra et. al. (1998) [67], under the assump-
tions that Ti = Te = 8 keV and ne = 5× 1013 cm−3
from np = 1 and np = 2 can also be found in terms solely of temperature, assuming Ti = Te,
as shown in figure 3.12. This shows that for cold neutrals in the plasma edge the charge
exchange signal comes almost totally from exchange with np = 2 neutrals, the contribution
from ground state being negligible in comparison, so that equation 3.12 can be reduced to
its second term only. This is compatible with the calculations of Hoekstra et. al. (1998)
[67] which uses the same cross section data to calculate this at keV beam energies (see
figure 3.13).
The active charge exchange signal can therefore be calculated if the density of C6+ and of
D0 is known. The active charge exchange signal will be visible above background charge ex-
change if the value of nD0(active) from the gas puff is large compared with nD0(background)
(see section 3.6.2). However it is also necessary to determine whether charge exchange is the
dominant process producing radiation at this wavelength in the plasma, as otherwise any
perturbation in the charge exchange signal will be unobservable compared to background
even if the number of deuterium atoms from the gas puff is much greater than the number
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naturally in the plasma. This will be investigated in section 3.5.
In this analysis contributions from higher excitation levels of the donor deuterium atoms
(D0(np ≥ 3)) have been ignored, which will provide an additional source of charge exchange
ions and thus CX emission. However, for np = 3 the cross section into ni = 8 will be small
as the dominant level according to equation 3.5 will be ni = 13.2 with only a fraction
entering the ni = 8 state during cascade to the ground state. Furthermore the population
of np ≥ 3 will be small as none of these states are metastable, and thus the equilibrium
population will be well described by coronal equilibrium, and thus negligible (the fraction
of the total population in the np = 3 state is ∼ 1× 10−4 over most of the temperature and
density ranges of interest, while for higher states the fraction will be even smaller).
3.5 Background processes
3.5.1 Rate coefficients
At the wavelength of interest there are several processes which contribute to the background
signal recorded by the ECELESTE system. These include radiative recombination of C6+
into the n = 8 state and electron excitation of C5+ to the n = 8 state, both of which
are wavelength specific. Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation across the wavelength
spectrum, which increase the overall broadband noise produced must also be considered.
For a general emission line, dielectronic recombination would also make a contribution, but
not for fully ionized ions as this process is only possible in the presence of an atomically
bound electron. As an optically thin plasma has been assumed, radiative excitation is also
assumed to be negligible. Therefore the background signal can be characterized as
ΦBG = ΦCX(BG) +ΦEE +ΦRC (3.18)
or more specifically:
ΦBG = B8→7
(
nBGD0 nC6+
(
f〈σ2→8v〉effCX + (1− f)〈σ2→8v〉effCX
)
+ · · ·
+nenC5+
∑
i<8
f ′i〈σi→8v〉effEE + nenC6+〈σ∞→8v〉effRC
)
(3.19)
where f ′i and is the fraction of C
5+ in state n = i.
As there is no ADAS data available for radiative recombination of C6+ above the
n = 5 level an approximate rate coefficient assuming a Maxwellian electron temperature
distribution was used to calculate 〈σnv〉RC for the n = 8 level and above from Hutchinson
(2005) [57], given as
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〈σnv〉RC = g¯n5.2 × 10−20Z
(χn
T
)3/2
exp(χn/T )E1(χn/T ) m
3s−1 (3.20)
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Figure 3.14: Rate coefficients for radiative recombination of C6+ into ni = 1− 5, 8 from ADAS
[54] and equation 3.20 and effective rate coefficient for recombination into C6+(n = 8)
where g¯n is an average Gaunt factor over the Maxwellian distribution, χn = Z
2Ry/n
2
for recombination to a given level n, i.e. the ionization energy of that level and E1(x) =∫∞
y (exp(−x)/x) ds is the first exponential integral function. It is assumed that g¯n = 1,
which is accurate to within 20% [80], while the approximation ln(|1 + 1/x|) − (0.56/1 +
4.1x+ 0.9x2) ≈ expxE1(x) gives a further inaccuracy of up to 0.5% [57]. When compared
to fully calculated values from ADAS for C6+(n = 1 → 5) this approximation is accurate
to within 25% over the temperature range 5(eV) ≤ T ≤ 1000(eV) for n = 1 → 5, such
that a similar level of accuracy can readily be assumed for n ≥ 8. In order to calculate
the effective rate coefficient knowledge of the branching fraction for decay into the n = 8
level is required. Calculation of this requires solution of a full collisional radiative model
for these high level states, but a first order approximation assumes equal decay into lower
principle quantum levels such that the branching fraction into level i from upper level
j is 1/(j − 1) (assuming degenerate sub-levels). This is likely to be an overestimate for
levels where j ≫ i and an underestimate for levels where j ≈ i as the spontaneous emission
coefficient Aji is proportional to 1/λ
3
ji. This correction increases the effective rate coefficient
by approximately 10%. This is also shown in figure 3.14
As there is no electron excitation data available from ADAS for electron excitation to
levels above n = 5 again an analytical approximation is used [57], given as
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〈σnv〉EE = 1.925 × 10−14 8Ry√
π∆Enm
√
Ry
T
e−u
(
Ry2Z
2
∆Enmn
3
j
[
1− aueu+auE1(a+ au)
]
+ · · ·
+fnm
[
eu + E1u− u
s+ u
es+uE1(s+ u)
])
m3s−1 (3.21)
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Figure 3.15: Rate coefficients for electron excitation from ground state of C5+ into ni = 2− 5, 8
from ADAS [54] and equation 3.21, empirically adjusted values and effective rate coefficient for
excitation into C5+(n = 8)
where u = ∆Enm/T , a = 4χn/∆Enm, s = 1/a and the oscillator strength fnm =
(32/3
√
3π)nn(χn/∆Enmnm)
3g, with g a Gaunt factor taken to be 1. The results are shown
in figure 3.15. Comparison with known values for excitation from ADAS for C5+(n =
1 → 2 − 5) shows that this is a significant underestimate of the true values by a fitted
empirical factor in the range 2.7-5.7 over the temperature range 20-1000 eV. Multiplying the
analytical results with this factor results in a fit within 30% for temperatures 20 < T < 500
eV. By making the same assumption as for recombination for the branching ratios, the
branching from higher excitations results in increasing the effective rate coefficient by a
factor of 22%. Contributions from excited levels of C5+ into the n = 8 state are negligible,
removing the necessity for a summation in equation 3.19.
The rate coefficients of the four processes populating the n = 8 state of C5+ are shown
for convenience together in figure 3.16.
While bremsstrahlung, cyclotron and synchrotron radiation will all produce additional
background emission, this is essentially all broad spectrum emission which can be sub-
tracted from the emission spectrum if measured at a wavelength away from the n = 8→ 7
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Figure 3.16: Effective rate coefficients for charge exchange, electron excitation and radiative
recombination into the final state C5+(n = 8)
charge exchange line. As this radiation can separately be quantified by measurement and
subtracted from recorded spectra, consideration of these processes in more detail is unnec-
essary.
3.5.2 The plume effect
In the theory discussed so far the only source of active data is assumed to be due to
charge exchange of the donor deuterium with C6+ leading to emission from the n = 8→ 7
transition. The charge exchange process followed by decay to the ground state, however,
will mean that there is an extra source of C5+ ions produced by the gas puff and which are
prompt with its introduction into the plasma. These C5+ ions will drift around the torus
following the magnetic field lines. If they drift into the line of sight of a viewing chord and
are excited by electrons into the n = 8 state then this will produce a source of emission
which is non-localized to the gas puff and which is likely to be a different temperature and
velocity to that attempting to be deduced (see figure 3.17). Therefore it is important to
deduce the contribution from this plume emission. Fonck et. al. (1984) [32] discuss this for
neutral beams and determine that this is most significant for the n = 2→ 1 transitions of
low Z elements, as the electron excitation rates are highest in these transitions. Bell et. al.
(2006) [81] have expanded on this work and applied it to the neutral beam CXRS system
at NSTX and find that for the n = 8→ 7 transition of C5+ it is of most importance in the
core. This is due to the fact that the magnetic pitch angle in spherical tokamaks is large
at the edge due to the small difference between the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields
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Figure 3.17: A diagrammatical explanation of the plume effect as it affects neutral beam facilitated
CXRS. The extra C5+ created by a neutral beam can drift around the field lines. If it is excited as
it moves across the lines of sight of the spectrometer it can cause spurious emission from locations
not at the neutral beam line of sight intersection, giving a false temperature and velocity [32].
compared to conventional tokamaks. In this case it is therefore only necessary to consider
what plume emission is produced locally at the gas puffing location.
The extra C5+ produced by the gas puff is balanced by the ionization rate of C5+ back
to C6+. Therefore the density of the extra C5+ is given by
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nplume
C5+
=
nGPD0 nC6+〈σv〉TOTCX
ne〈σv〉ION (3.22)
The extra C5+ will only contribute to the emission if it is excited by electrons before
it leaves the region observed by the ECELESTE lines of sight. After this it moves away
from the midplane and will not be observed if it is excited before ionization. The region
covered, as discussed in section 2.2.2, is 1.5 cm in height, and the pitch angle in the plasma
edge region is approximately 36◦ (see section 4.6.2). This gives a maximum observable path
length l of ∼ 25 mm. Using the excitation rate coefficients from section 3.5.1 the path length
between excitations is approximately λEE = v||τEE where v|| ∼ 1×105 m s−1 is the parallel
velocity of the ions and τEE = 1/(ne〈σ1→8v〉EE). The fraction fEE = l/λEE then gives the
ratio of observable to total electron excitation, and is of the order 10−7 − 10−8. From this
we can therefore determine the ratio of plume emission to charge exchange emission as
Bplume
BCX
=
nen
plume
C5+
〈σ1→8v〉EEB8→7V
nGP
D0
(n = 2)nC6+〈σ2→8v〉CXB8→7V
fEE (3.23)
where V is the volume enclosed by the intersection of the gas puff and the lines of sight.
This can be simplified using equation 3.22 to
Bplume
BCX
=
nGPD0
nGP
D0
(n = 2)
〈σv〉TOTCX
〈σ2→8v〉CX
〈σ1→8v〉EE
〈σv〉ION fEE. (3.24)
This can be evaluated for the edge region using the model profiles used in section 3.3
and can be found to be smaller than 10−3 everywhere in H-mode and smaller than 10−4
everywhere in L-mode (see figure 3.18). Therefore the plume effect is not important in this
case.
3.6 Particle modelling
Given these processes the contribution for each can be calculated if the density of e−,
D0, C5+ and C6+ are known. The density of electrons is well diagnosed by the Thomson
scattering diagnostic to a high accuracy, while nC5+ can be determined from nC6+ and the
fractional abundance ratios shown in figure 3.2 as the ratios of the two are assumed to
be rigidly coupled. The densities of background and active D0 and of C6+ are left to be
determined.
All of these data are assumed to be global quantities upon a given flux surface as the
transport time around the tokamak is very short, in the region of 10−5 s, with the exception
of the active signal which is localized at the gas puffing region. Therefore it is sufficient to
model nC6+, nC5+ and nD0BG
as functions only of radius.
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Figure 3.18: Calculated ratio of Bplume to BCX using equation 3.24 and the model profiles of
section 3.3
3.6.1 Carbon density modelling
The density of carbon is not directly diagnosed, but can be inferred indirectly from mea-
surements of Zeff (assuming carbon is the dominant impurity) or from measurements using
neutral beam modelling to reconstruct the impurity density. Within MAST both of these
methods are possible but the first allows us to infer the density of both C6+ and C5+ from
the edge ne and the pre-existing carbon abundance data and has therefore been utilized in
this analysis using the definition of Zeff as [5]
Zeff =
∑
j njZ
2
j∑
j njZj
. (3.25)
The carbon density profile can vary considerably from shot to shot and between the var-
ious modes of operation, as well as change through these modes. Typical profiles are shown
in figure 3.19 for beam cut-on (approximately Ohmic), L-mode and H-mode discharges [43].
As can be seen the carbon impurity level is much higher in H-mode than L-mode, implying
that signal levels from charge exchange could be stronger in this case. As seen in figure 3.20
the carbon density also builds up through the course of an H-mode. Therefore a typical
carbon profile can vary greatly with discharge conditions. To create a generic profile to be
used here to estimate the signal level the general shape of the L-mode and H-mode have
been retained. A constant value for Zeff = 1.5 has been assumed for L-mode, while to
construct a model H-mode profile an underlying shape with Zeff = 1.5 relative to ne was
combined with a Gaussian shape with a peak value at Zeff = 2.5, σ = 0.05r/a and centred
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Figure 3.19: Carbon (C6+) density profiles in particles m−3 (above) that each characterize a
typical profile at beam cut-on (approximately Ohmic conditions) (left) during L-mode (centre) and
during H-mode (right). Corresponding Zeff values calculated from these are given below. From
McCone (2011) [43].
Figure 3.20: Contours of C6+ density profiles in particles m−3 showing evolution of the carbon
profile through H-mode
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at r/a = 0.92, which is consistent with measured values [43]. The Zeff profiles used are
shown in figure 3.21.
To determine the values of nC6+ and nC5+, Zeff is approximated as
Zeff ≈ 1 + nc
ne
〈Z〉 (3.26)
where 〈Z〉 =∑i fiZ2i /∑i fiZi is the average charge of carbon in the plasma, assuming
carbon is the sole impurity, and fi are the temperature dependant fractional abundances
shown in figure 3.2. Rearranging this given the generic Zeff profiles for L-mode and H-mode
gives equations for nCi+ as
nCi+ = fine
Zeff − 1
〈Z〉 (3.27)
The generic profiles generated are shown in figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.21: model Zeff profiles used in the production of model carbon density profiles of C
6+
and C5+ in figure 3.22
3.6.2 Neutral density modelling
The density of neutrals was calculated using the kinetic transport model KN1D [82]. This
is a 1-D in space (minor radius), 2-D in velocity (perpendicular and parallel to the minor
geometric axis) slab geometry transport code which calculates the distribution functions
fH , fH2 of the atomic and molecular deuterium respectively. From this the density of the
atomic and molecular deuterium as a function of minor radius are determined. The model
uses a numerical grid to calculate the density using an algorithm which incorporates all
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Figure 3.22: model carbon density profiles used in construction of model intensity profiles in
section 3.7
major atomic and molecular processes. The required inputs include the machine geometry
as well as profiles for ne, Te and Ti. The model profiles for a typical MAST L-mode and
H-mode shown in figure 3.4 were used under the same set of assumptions. The model also
required the pressure of D2 neutrals at the vessel wall. In MAST this is provided by a fast
ion gauge [83]. In typical shots the value ranges from 1 − 5 × 1018 m−3. The modelling
results are shown in figure 3.23 for a range of different fast ion gauge values. Overall the
results for H-mode show a much larger gradient in neutral density as the neutrals enter the
plasma due to the higher densities and temperatures typical of H-modes resulting in more
rapid ionization.
The charge exchange emission produced by a localized gas puff requires a more com-
plex model for the density of neutral deuterium than outlined above. GTNEUT [84] is
a 2-D transmission-and-escape-probabilities code which calculates neutral transport fluxes
and densities. The code calculates the flux of particles through each side of the mesh of
convex cells specified by the user through a series of time-steps and calculates the number
of particles escaping as neutrals during each timestep until equilibrium is reached. Neutrals
are unaffected by magnetic fields so the variations in the third dimension can be assumed
symmetrical to spatial variations in the second dimension and therefore a full three dimen-
sional image of the gas puff can be created. The code was set up in a slab geometry with
boundaries sufficiently far from the gas puffing region to produce no effect on the result
and benchmarked using the calculated background flux to ensure that the two codes were
compatible for comparison. The results of this are shown in figure 3.24 and show reasonable
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Figure 3.23: Density of atomic D0 as a function of normalized radius in a typical L-mode and
H-mode for a range of molecular deuterium wall pressures as measured by the fast ion gauge (FIG)
(indicating the maximum, minimum and most likely values for the FIG pressure) calculated by
KN1D
agreement when the total D0 particle flux calculated by KN1D are applied uniformly as a
source along the separatrix edge of the GTNEUT model geometry.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of density of atomic D0 as a function of normalized radius in a typical
L-mode and H-mode between KN1D and GTNEUT at fast ion gauge pressure of 3× 1018 m−3
While the radial variation of the gas puff can be found given an arbitrary source rate
for particle influx to the plasma due to the gas puff, it is necessary to make an estimate of
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the rate in order to determine the ratio of background to active signal.
The mass flow rate is defined as m˙ = ρvA where ρ is the particle density, v the flow
velocity and A the flow area. In MAST the gas puff is provided by the HELIOS nozzle,
an external pipe injecting gas at the separatrix supplied from a plenum located outside the
vessel (see section 2.2.1). This is large enough that the supplied pressure does not drop
during the puff. The flow is regulated by a fast acting piezoelectric valve located ∼ 1.5 m
from the end of the pipe, which has an inner diameter of 4.76 mm. The maximum rating
of this valve is 1.5 bar (the absolute upstream pressure pu), while the density at the pipe
outlet (i.e. at the plasma edge, the downstream pressure pd) is around 5× 10−5 bar. If the
flow regime is that of choked flow, the limit on flow rate is governed by the Mach number
of the gas. The criteria for this to be true is that
pu
pd
>
(
γ + 1
2
)γ/(γ−1)
(3.28)
where γ = Cp/CV is the ratio of specific heats of the gas, which for molecular hydrogen
is 1.41, so that the ratio is 1.9, which is greatly exceeded in this case, so the gas flow is
indeed in the choked flow regime. Molecular hydrogen is a small and non-polar gas, so can
be well approximated as ideal.
If we assume isentropic flow (as there should be no shocks in the flow) the molecular
flow rate (molecules s−1) can be defined as (see appendix B)
N˙ =
m˙
m
= A
√
γ
mkB
pu√
Tu
(
γ + 1
2
)− γ+1
2(γ−1)
(3.29)
where Tu is the absolute upstream temperature. The atomic mass flow rate will be
double this if it is assumed that all the molecular D2 is quickly dissociated upon contact
with the plasma. This is borne out by the KN1D modelling. Given this the atomic flow
rate can be calculated as 7 × 1023 ± 5 × 1022 atoms s−1. Inserting this into GTNEUT
gives an equilibrium density profile, shown in figure 3.25. While the gas puff is a transient
phenomenon, as long as the equilibrium is reached on a shorter timescale than the gas puff
timescale then these results will be accurate. The timescale for this is approximately the
ionization time of deuterium τion, defined as
τion =
1
ne〈σionv〉 (3.30)
The ionization rate coefficient is of the order 10−14 m3 s−1 [85] meaning ionization
occurs on a timescale of 10 − 100 µs, much less than the gas puff duration (around 10
ms). Equilibrium ionization of the gas puff deuterium can thus be assumed.
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Figure 3.25: Results of modelling of gas puff injection, showing the calculated profiles (a and c)
and differential profiles between the gas puff and background (b and d) for H-mode (a and b) and
L-mode (c and d)
The GTNEUT modelling also answers the important question of whether the gas puff
atoms will be localized. Figures 3.25(b) and 3.25(d) show the density of the gas puff
relative to the background, demonstrating that the gas puff density is as high or higher
than background density levels over a radius of 5-10cm (from the vector between the gas
puff location and the centre column centre at z = 0m) between 0-10 cm inside the separatrix
in H-mode, and has a radius of 6-12 cm between 0-10 cm from the separatrix in L-mode.
The effect of this finite width will be to produce a measurement over different flux surfaces
and therefore reduce the spatial resolution of the diagnostic. The extent of this effect will
be dealt with in section 4.7.
3.7 Model intensity profiles of charge exchange emission
3.7.1 Effect of tokamak geometry
In order to determine the effective penetration depth of the gas puff into the plasma it
is necessary to transform the 1D models of densities and temperatures, as well as the 2D
model of gas puffing into the toroidal geometry through which the spectrometer collects
emission. As the viewing chords of the ECELESTE spectrometer look tangentially through
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the edge of the plasma their orientation needs to be taken into account when determining the
strength of the active signal relative to the passive (background) signal, as the background
will be a line-integrated measurement along the length of the chord, while the active signal
also has a finite width along which it is integrated, as shown in section 3.6.2.
To generate model profiles of L- and H-mode signal intensity the outside edge region
of the plasma was assumed to be spherical with respect to the centre column centre at
z = 0m with an outer major radius of 1.45 m. This is approximately correct in the toroidal
direction. At the outer radial positions this closely fits the shape of the flux surfaces over the
small region of interest and allows the modelling to remain in 2D with the third dimension
implicitly symmetrical with the second.
The viewing chords were also assumed to all intersect the gas puff vector tangentially.
This is not entirely the case as the chords intersect at small angles to the normal but this
assumption is sufficiently close to reality for these purposes.
Transforming to this system the effect is to curtail the penetration depth of the gas puff
as the signal strength from the edge background can overcome the active signal on some
inner chords.
3.7.2 Model profiles
The local emissivity as a function of radius for H-mode and L-mode background processes
are shown in figure 3.26. The major contributing factor over most of the region is from
charge exchange (dominated by the charge exchange from D0(n = 2) process) but neither
recombination nor electron excitation are negligible. The position of the background well
within the position of the separatrix is predominantly due to a lack of carbon at the plasma
edge due to the cold ions and electrons used in the model profiles.
The geometry adjusted contour profiles (see figure 3.27) imply a narrow band of high
emissivity from the gas puff injection as indicated by figure 3.25. When line integrated
along the spectrometer lines of sight the total, signal and background intensities indicate
that the active signal is significantly larger than the background over a radially narrow
window of approximately 10cm in both scenarios (see figure 3.28). This is similar to the
radial extent covered by the ECELESTE spectrometer and would be wide enough to detect
a pedestal in the ions with a size of the same order as the electron pedestal (0.5-2 cm [86]).
Figure 3.29 also shows that the upstream pressure should be maximised as a reduction
produces a proportionally smaller active signal. The modelling implies that the higher
temperatures of H-mode plasmas and higher overall density of carbon impurities in the
plasma (partially due to the effects of quasineutrality and the electron density pedestal)
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of background emission contributions as a function of radius between H-
mode and L-mode model profiles showing the contributions from charge exchange with background
deuterium (black), electron excitation of C5+(blue) and electron recombination with C6+(green),
as well as the total of these three processes (red)
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Figure 3.27: Geometry adjusted contour profiles of background (a and c) and active (b and d)
emission for H-mode (a and b) and L-mode (c and d) scenarios
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of integrated emission intensities along the spectrometer lines of sight
as a function of radius for H-mode and L-mode model profiles
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of integrated emission intensities along the spectrometer lines of sight
for H-mode scenarios where the upstream pressure in the plenum of the HELIOS nozzle is set at
different values, showing the effect on gas puffing signal
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should ensure an approximately 10 times higher signal level in the edge region, despite the
lower neutral penetration, in H-mode scenarios.
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Figure 3.30: Effect of adjusting minimum edge Ti on model emission profiles for H-mode (above)
and L-mode (below)
3.7.3 The effect of edge temperatures
Throughout this analysis there have been many assumptions which make the results only
an approximation. In the model profiles (figure 3.4) the ion temperature Ti is assumed
to equal Te, which falls to 10 eV at the plasma edge. Therefore the density of C
6+ falls
off quickly as the separatrix is approached. This has the effect that the combined signal
is only significant approximately 2 cm or 6 cm from the plasma edge in H-mode and L-
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mode respectively. A hotter plasma edge for the ions would result in a larger population of
C6+ (and C5+). The L-mode and H-mode scenarios were therefore repeated with a higher
edge ion temperature (Ti(r/a = 1.0) = 50 eV or 90 eV) to investigate this. The overall
results are shown in figure 3.30, and imply that measurements could be made much closer
to the plasma edge if ion temperatures remain higher than originally modelled in the near
separatrix region. The results also imply the measurement range would also be extended
in this case, most significantly in L-mode, where the measurement region could be greater
than 13 cm if this scenario were to be realistic. However, due to the inferior penetration
of the deuterium neutrals measurements at radii more than 10cm from the plasma edge
appear unlikely regardless of edge temperature in H-mode.
The radial extent of charge exchange emission could also theoretically provide a measure
of carbon densities. However the modelling challenges are large which would mean the
uncertainties in the measurement are likely to be larger than those of existing measurement
techniques, so this has not been further investigated here.
3.7.4 Analysis of modelling errors
As seen in figures 3.26 and 3.28 the main contribution to overall signal levels is from charge
exchange, both background and active. As both rely on the same rate coefficients and
C6+ density differences between the two signal levels result from the relative densities of
neutral deuterium. Therefore the calculations were repeated in both a worst- and best-case
scenario, based on the range of uncertainties in neutral pressure at the wall used in KN1D
(a range between 1 − 5 × 1018 m−3) and neutral particle flux calculated using equation
3.29 (a range between 6.5 − 7.5 × 1023 atoms s−1) as well as the most likely scenario
calculated above. The results (figure 3.31) show that the radial measurement range would
be unaffected, but that the signal to background ratio could vary at the peak signal position
from approximately 2:1 in the worst case scenario to approximately 10:1 in the best case
in H-mode, and between approximately 3:2 in the worst case and 6:1 in the worst case in
L-mode. This indicates that measurements using this technique are likely to be successful,
most significantly in H-mode.
3.7.5 Conclusion
By assessing the impurities present in the MAST plasma and their ionization distribution
over the plasma, as well as the available diagnostic system and line strengths of candidate
lines, the best line to use for CXRS measurements is found to be the C5+(n = 8→ 7) line.
The C6+ in the plasma was calculated to be ionized for long enough to be equilibrated
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Figure 3.31: Best- and worse-case predictions of emission intensity profiles for H-mode (above)
and L-mode (below) scenarios
with the bulk deuterium in the plasma, and by using model profiles of L-mode and H-mode
found to be in equilibrium with it over all flux surfaces. This allows C6+ to be used as
a proxy for D+ in determining ion temperatures and velocities via charge exchange with
neutral deuterium provided by a gas puffing nozzle.
Cross sections and effective rate coefficients for the charge exchange process were then
produced using the ADAS [54] database, and the contributions from the ground state
and first excited state of neutral deuterium to the overall charge exchange signal assessed
by calculating the equilibrium population of the deuterium atom. This implied that the
dominant process by which deuterium atoms exchanged an electron to C6+ is from the first
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excited state of the deuterium, and that the ground state and higher state contributions
are negligible. The main background processes producing the same C5+ (n = 8 → 7)
emission were identified to be charge exchange from background deuterium ions via the
same process as discussed in section 3.4, electron excitation of C5+ and recombination of
plasma electrons with C6+. The effective rate coefficients for these were calculated from
analytical expressions and compared to available ADAS data.
Modelling of the densities of D0 present as background, as well as introduced via gas
puffing were made, as well as the densities of C6+ and C5+. The carbon density models were
model profiles based on measured Zeff data and the models of ne and Te used in section 3.3
along with equilibrium population models for the different ionization states. The model of
background neutral deuterium was made using the kinetic transport model KN1D [82]. The
active signal was modelled by GTNEUT [84], a 2-D transmission-and-escape-probabilities
code. Having benchmarked the two codes against one another to ensure consistency, the
modelling showed that the gas puffing would provide a narrow localised region of neutral
density which was higher than background in both H-mode and L-mode scenarios over at
least 10 cm from the plasma edge, implying that the active signal would be confined to
that region and that good spatial resolution would be achieved.
By combining the effective rate coefficients and model profiles for all processes an ar-
tificial intensity profile in the geometry of the spectrometer was created for H-mode and
L-mode scenarios. This showed a narrow region of good active to background signal ratio,
but similar in length to the ECELESTE systems radial coverage. The modelling also im-
plied that the L-mode signal would be much smaller than H-mode signals as C6+densities
are much lower in L-mode. Furthermore if the plasma edge was cool (≪ 100eV ) this would
mean that measurement near the separatrix would be impossible as there would be no
C6+in cool regions to provide signal. Overall, however, the modelling in this chapter shows
that measurement of ion temperatures and velocities in the plasma edge using CXRS via
cold deuterium gas puffing is a viable diagnostic within the first several cm of the plasma’s
separatrix on MAST, and allows progression to measurements using the ECELESTE sys-
tem to proceed with confidence. A description of the process of producing measurements
of ion temperature and velocity from the data will be made in 4.
Chapter 4
Spectra analysis
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the method of determining ion temperatures and toroidal velocities from
the width and spectral peak position of the line recorded by the ECELESTE spectrometer
after excitation by charge exchange following a deuterium gas puff will be discussed. The
complex spectral shape of the spectra is first examined and additional lines to the charge
exchange emission identified and investigated. The fitting routine applied to the spectral
lineshape is then described, followed by an analysis of the sources of noise in order to assess
the size of errors in the temperature and toroidal velocity measurements. The fitting routine
is benchmarked to investigate any distortions due to the multi-Gaussian fitting necessary
to incorporate the additional lines. A series of correction factors to the width and position
of the spectral lineshape are then identified, and the size of these are quantified.
4.2 The complex spectrum
In order to produce an ansatz for the fitting function some initial raw data was recorded.
These preliminary experiments proceeded by injecting deuterium gas at 1.5 bar as discussed
in chapter 2. The data recorded was divided into subsections each containing a single
viewing chord. The raw spectral line profiles produced by this proved more complex than
the simple Gaussian shape that would be expected from Doppler broadening of a single
emission line alone, and this shape varied considerably over the plasma radius. A typical
set of spectra as recorded are shown in figure 4.1.
The charge exchange emission line is the sum of hundreds of emission lines of very similar
wavelength, split by fine structure degeneracy breaking and Zeeman splitting, amongst
other effects. It is also convolved with the instrument function of the system. Each line
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Figure 4.1: Typical raw (binned) spectra produced in initial experiments (shot 20301, time 300
ms). The data is not in radial order but higher row numbers refer to smaller radii, while for each
spectra the wavelength increases towards the left. The left hand side indicates the overall intensity
recorded normalised over the entire set of spectra while on the right each row has been normalised
to the highest peak within that row.
is broadened by Doppler and Stark broadening. However, it is shown in section 4.6 that
the total sum is well represented by a single Gaussian if corrections for all of these effects
are made. Therefore the shape of the emission spectrum will highly resemble a Gaussian
shape and will be well fitted by one.
The observed spectra show a much more complex spectra, especially at the plasma edge,
while further inside a single Gaussian shape produces a much better fit (see figure 4.2). It
therefore appears clear that there is at least one other line emitted from the plasma close
to the emission wavelength at the plasma edge.
From an initial examination of the spectra it appeared clear that there was at least
one other line which is very strong at the edge, often becoming stronger than the charge
exchange line (which can be identified from its position at inner radii) at the outermost
few chords. As it does not penetrate in as far as the charge exchange line it can be isolated
from the charge exchange emission. Fitting to the unidentified line over several shots shows
that it has a width very close to the instrument function, and that its spectral position does
not change over the radius, implying that this is a line positioned at a constant wavelength
around 5288-5289 A˚ . When deuterium is injected the line integrated intensity increases as
shown in figure 4.3. This reduces the identity of the unidentified line to two options. Either
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Figure 4.2: A comparison of two raw spectra showing that one-Gaussian fitting does not fit the
emission close to the edge (top, major radius 1.413 m) but provides an excellent fit further inside
the separatrix (bottom, major radius 1.388 m). From shot 20301, time = 246 ms.
this is a cold impurity ion which is stimulated to emit by charge exchange due to the added
deuterium, or it is a molecular deuterium line where the addition of extra deuterium boosts
the emission. Molecular deuterium has over 5000 emission lines over the range 4500-5500
A˚ [88] so this is a distinct possibility in the plasma edge.
A broad spectrum survey of the plasma edge was conducted using an edge chord of
the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic [91]. The results show the same line present
next to the carbon emission line (see figure 4.4 (b)), removing any doubt that this could
be an instrumental effect. As the impurity must have a reasonable prevalence within the
plasma the NIST database [90] provides only one plausible line from Fe I at 5288.52 A˚
[89]. However, the broad spectrum survey does not show the other stronger Fe I emission
lines that should be present when compared to an LTE spectrum generated from the line
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Figure 4.3: A comparison between the line integrated emission intensity profile before and during
a gas puff of the unidentified line. The emission profiles are from shot 20262, time = 240 ms
(background only) and time = 250 ms (with gas puff). The plasma edge was identified using
the HOMER linear camera [87]. The simulated D2 emission was produced from KN1D-generated
H-mode profiles and is scaled to fit by dividing by 5× 1015 m−3.
strengths and wavelengths from the NIST database [90] (see figure 4.4 (a)). This eliminates
the possibility that the line is an Fe I emission line and leaves only the possibility that this
is a molecular deuterium emission line.
A comparison of the line integrated emission spectrum compared with simulated line
integrated emission produced from the KN1D data generated in section 3.6.2 shows a similar
profile shape which adds strength to the argument that the additional line is D2 molecular
emission (see figure 4.3).
To investigate further whether the emission is D2 molecular emission a spectrum from a
low pressure deuterium lamp was recorded using a PI Acton lab spectrometer with a 2400
line grating. This has a larger dispersion than the ECELESTE spectrometer, allowing
narrow and weak lines to be identified more easily. Fitting to the data recorded from this
shows that the already identified line is likely to be the deuterium line at 5288.8 A˚ (line a).
There is also a weaker, broader line at 5292.0 A˚ (line b) (see figure 4.5). It seems likely that
conditions in the lamp and at the plasma edge are sufficiently similar to assume that this
second line is also present and must be accounted for when fitting to the recorded charge
exchange spectra, especially considering the obvious existence of line a in the recorded
spectra. If this first deuterium line is strong then it is likely that line b is also important
in the fitting process. However, the more free parameters are available, the less reliable
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Figure 4.4: A comparison between (a) the expected Fe I emission line spectrum (black) and C II
spectrum (red) generated from data by Nave et. al. (1994) [89] via NIST [90] and (b) the measured
emission spectrum over the same wavelength range from MAST plasma shot 20879, time = 61 ms.
The two strong C II lines have also been identified.
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Figure 4.5: The deuterium lamp spectrum around 5290 A˚ covering the wavelength region in which
the C5+ emission spectra are recorded using a PI Acton spectrometer. Two emission lines (a and
b) are identified by fitting to this. For reference the simulated spectra of the C5+ emission line at
100 eV and zero rotation has been added, assuming a negligibly small instrument function. The
recorded ECELESTE spectra are more complicated than this due to additional broadening by a
variety of effects.
the fitting routine will be. Therefore only two Gaussian fitted lines are considered for most
spectra, with three Gaussian fitting triggered if the measured height of line a is sufficiently
large. Benchmark testing (see section 4.5) shows that line b is only important when line a is
large, while leaving the line b as a free parameter in all fits significantly reduces the quality
of the fit if the height of lines a and b are small. Fitting of spectra where line a is intense
shows a marked improvement in the quality of the fit, where spuriously high temperatures
at the edge of the plasma were produced if line b was not considered (see figure 4.6).
It is concluded that the unidentified additional lines are due to molecular emission of
D2. As the molecular deuterium will be cold and with a small or zero toroidal velocity,
the assumptions of severely constrained width and position in the fitting algorithm, as
discussed in section 4.3 can be used with confidence.
4.3 The fitting routine
In order to determine the position (for velocities) and width (for temperatures) of the
active spectral emission it was necessary to fit the data with an analytical curve f(x,a)
(where x is the pixel number and a the fitting parameters). As discussed in section 4.2 it
was necessary to fit multiple Gaussians to the spectrum. The fitting equation to the line
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of two (a) and three (b) Gaussian fitting for an example profile near the
plasma edge (∼ 1 cm inside separatrix). The top fit with only two Gaussians shows a poor fit on
the red wing of the data which is corrected by the three-Gaussian fit.
profiles was initially set to be
f(x, (a)) =
n∑
i=0
a3i exp
(
−(x− a
2
3i+1
2a23i+2
)
+ a3n+1. (4.1)
where n is the number of Gaussian fits. Comparison with equation 1.7 shows that a3i
are the maxima of the Gaussians, a3i+1 the centroids, and a3i+2 the standard deviations
and an+1 the baseline. We will define a0, a1 and a2 as the maxima, centroid and standard
deviation of the charge exchange line. Generally n = 2 but if triggered three Gaussian
fitting to the data is made.
Equation 4.1 was fitted to the data using the IDL fitting code MPFIT [92]. This uses
the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares fitting algorithm. A general overview
of this technique can be found in, for example, ‘Numerical Recipes in C’ by Press et. al.
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(1998) [93].
The fit to each line profile recorded for a viewing chord begins with N data points
representing the spectral variation of the line profile intensity variation in the form of the
number of photoelectrons yi at CCD pixel positions [x1 . . . xi . . . xN ]. The χ
2 value of the
fit of f(x,a) to this set of data is therefore
χ2(a) =
N∑
i=1
(yi − f(xi,a))2
σ2i
(4.2)
where σi are the individual independent, normally distributed standard deviations on
each measured datum yi.
The MPFIT routine calculates the spectrum and derivatives of the fitting function
f(x,a) using the initial guesses ainitial supplied by the user. Then the χ
2(a) value of this
fit is calculated. The method minimises the χ2 function through the use of two algorithms.
The method of steepest descent is applied far from the minimum and then switches to the
inverse-Hessian method as the minimum is approached. It does this by iteratively adjusting
a step size parameter δa which interpolates from the method of steepest descent when δa
is small to the inverse-Hessian method when δa is large. The routine finds the value of
χ2(a + δa). If the iteration χ2(a + δa) ≥ χ2(a) then δa is decreased and χ2(a + δa) is
recalculated. If χ2(a + δa) < χ2(a) then δa is increased, a is replaced by a + δa in the
function f(x,a) and the function and χ2 recalculated. Once the reduction in χ2 reaches a
tolerance limit from one step to the next the iteration stops and the best fit is found.
The advantage of this profile fitting method is that it is more robust than the inverse-
Hessian method alone as it can often find the solution even if the initial ansatz is far from
the final minimum. However, it does not find a global minimum, only the local one. In
order to reduce this problem and maximise the chances of finding the global minimum, the
fitting parameters a were constrained with upper and lower bounds close to the expected
parameters, while leaving a large enough range to cover all possible values. To further
improve fitting the fitting parameters a4 and a5 (and a7 and a8 where applicable) were
constrained very closely to their ansatz values. This is justified in section 4.2 and the
impact of this assessed in section 4.5.
4.4 Sources of noise
In order to minimise χ2 using the above technique, the statistical error σi on each pixel
must be known. The individual pixels will each have an independent error which consists
of several sources.
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Figure 4.7: The probability that k events will be recorded for a Poisson distribution with expec-
tation value λ for several values of λ, calculated using equation 4.3.
1. Shot noise: Any system which measures quantized variables that are emitted ran-
domly will be subject to shot noise. A source emitting photons (such as the charge
exchange process within the MAST plasma) will emit an average number of random
independent photons over time. The number of photons collected in a given time
interval will not necessarily be the average, but may be more or fewer. This spread
about the average will be a Poisson distribution, where the expectation that there
will be k events (where k is a positive integer) is given by
f(λ, k) =
λke−λ
k!
(4.3)
where λ is the expected value (i.e. average photons recorded) and also the variance.
Although the number of photoelectrons at each individual pixel can be accurately
measured, the spread due to this variation produces a variation over the total spectra
which is analogous to other forms of noise, and can thus be regarded as such.
As illustrated in figure 4.7 this distribution approaches a normal distribution when λ
is large, as implied by the central limit theorem. This is important as least squares
fitting assumes that the errors are normally distributed independent values. At all
but very low intensities this will therefore be true as shot noise is generally dominant
over other forms of noise. Each pixel can therefore be classified as an independent
variable with mean λ counts and standard deviation σ =
√
λ counts to first order.
2. Dark noise: Even when no light is incident upon the CCD, electrons and holes are
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still randomly generated in the CCD’s potential wells. The number generated is
proportional to the temperature of the CCD and is the main reason the camera is
Peltier cooled to 200 K. At this temperature the number of electrons generated is
only 0.71 per second per pixel. Considering that frame exposure times range from 5
to 10 ms this can therefore be largely disregarded as negligible (0.0071 electrons RMS
at 10 ms).
3. Readout noise: As described in section 2.2.4 the camera reads out each pixel of data
through an amplifier and ADC. The process of transforming clumps of electrons to
a digital signal has an inherent error associated with it. The readout noise is the
average variation in reading out the same data multiple times (e.g. taking several
unilluminated zero exposure time frames and calculating the standard deviation in
the difference between them). This provides another advantage of using a store region
and binning data by allowing the data to be read out slowly after the discharge is
over. As the error is related to the speed at which the data is read out, faster readout
times produce noisier data. For the Wright Instruments CCD the low speed readout
produces a standard deviation of 4.3 electrons RMS for each pixel, independent of
the frame exposure time.
4. Continuum noise: Bremsstrahlung, cyclotron and synchrotron radiation produce a
continuous background upon which line emission is superposed. As these processes
produce a background which varies only weakly over the small wavelength range
measured the emission is therefore simply a constant background source of photons
which add to the overall shot noise. By fitting a non-zero baseline to the overall
emission this can therefore be accommodated.
A further complication to calculating the noise is that each digital count represents
approximately µ = 2.5 electrons at the maximum gain available. Therefore the Poisson
noise in photoelectrons for N counts is σshot =
√
µN .
The total noise in counts can be calculated as a combination of all sources of error, i.e.
σ =
√
σ2shot + σ
2
dark + σ
2
readout (4.4)
At large counts the shot noise dominates and the error becomes approximately nor-
mally distributed. At low counts, however, the error is larger than the expected normal
distribution for this number of counts, leading the fitting algorithm to give less weight to
pixels which are actually within the true standard deviation of the measurement. There-
fore, this tends to produce bad fitting when the overall pixel count is low. However, due
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to the continuum noise, recorded data tends to be dominated by shot noise everywhere on
the CCD and pixel counts are large enough to avoid this problem.
4.5 Fitting benchmarking
Benchmark testing (testing using known centroids, maxima and widths) of the fitting rou-
tine was carried out to ascertain whether two-Gaussian fitting would be reliable or create
systematic fitting errors to be corrected or excluded. In order to do this sets of 100 model
profiles each of varying height, width, position and height ratio were created over the ex-
pected data range of the fitting parameters. These were given a randomly seeded Poisson
error and then fitted using the above methodology. Any systematic errors should therefore
produce deviations in the fitted parameters from the originals.
The parameters a4 and a5 in equation 4.1 were fixed for the purposes of benchmarking.
Table 4.1 shows results from an example comparison fit between fixing the position and
width of the deuterium line, as opposed to leaving all parameters free. While fixing pa-
rameters should in theory improve the fitting quality, this might also lead to a systematic
error if the fixed positions are not correct. However no systematic error of this kind can
be detected while there is a reduction in the error and in the standard deviation of the
deduced line width and position if the parameters are fixed.
Parameter Model values Free Fixed
Width (pixels) 5.0 4.931 ± 0.288 4.962 ± 0.192
Position (pixels) 15.0 14.940 ± 0.303 14.999 ± 0.219
Table 4.1: Comparison between free and fixed parameters for the deuterium line on fitting of
model spectra
Using the fixed parameters a4 and a5 for deuterium line width and position a more
thorough survey of the parameter space was conducted by varying intensities, height ratios,
widths and heights of the modelled emission lines. The most obvious and expected effect
of doing so was that increasing spectra signal height resulted in better statistics, due to
the Poisson noise error being proportional to signal height (figures 4.8,4.9). For the width
fitting it was found that there were large discrepancies at low intensities with a very large
range of fitting results when the width was large, thus indicating that all fitting here should
be disregarded as unreliable. Therefore the fitting was discarded if
a2 ≥ 0.086a0 + 2.57 (pixels) (4.5)
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Figure 4.8: Relationship between modelled height and fitted and model widths of two-Gaussian
fitting technique also showing the cut to discard the fitting results where the fitting becomes unre-
liable.
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Figure 4.9: Relationship between modelled height and fitted and model positions of two-Gaussian
fitting technique
where a0 and a2 are defined in equation 4.1. In fitting the spectral positions of the
carbon emission line the fitting routine was able to replicate the input parameters at all
values, albeit at increased uncertainty at lower intensities.
An analysis of the height ratio between the carbon line and the deuterium line (defined
as a3/a0 from equation 4.1) shows that the distance between the peaks has a distinct
effect upon the fitting when the carbon peak height was low, tending to overestimate the
width when the modelled width was large and the spacing between peaks was large, and
underestimate the width when the spacing is small (see figures 4.10,4.11). At low heights
the height ratio has a moderate effect when the height of the two peaks was similar, but
generally there was little correlation with the modelled ratio of peak height and failure of
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Figure 4.10: Relationship between modelled height ratio at a carbon line height of 30 counts and
fitted and model heights of two-Gaussian fitting technique for each modelled position (in pixels at
top right of each plot, vφ=0 when pixel number is 15 and one pixel equated to ∼ 9000 km s−1
in terms of plasma rotation.). The modelled position is shown as a black grid while the average
measured position is shown on top.
the fitting to replicate the modelled values. Most of the bad fitting is due to the fitting
routine misidentifying the two separate peaks as one large carbon peak and a much smaller
deuterium peak, leading to an overestimation of the width of the carbon peak, and an
underestimation of the deuterium peak height as shown in figure 4.12. However, this is
mostly confined to low height fitting so introducing a threshold requirement on the height
of the carbon emission line can eliminate this analysis problem. From figure 4.13 it can be
seen that there is no correlation between position fitting and this bad fitting effect however
as the average position fit is always correct.
Though this benchmarking survey does not address the background subtraction or the
effect of placing limits on the fitting parameters, the study provides an indication of the
limits of the fitting procedure and suggests reliable ranges within the fitting parameter
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Figure 4.11: Relationship between modelled height ratio at a carbon line height of 100 counts
and fitted and model heights of two-Gaussian fitting technique for each modelled position (in pixels
at top right of each plot, vφ=0 when pixel number is 15 and one pixel equated to ∼ 9000 km s−1
in terms of plasma rotation.). The modelled position is shown as a black grid while the average
measured position is shown on top.
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Figure 4.12: Correlation between the ratio of fitted and modelled widths and the ratio of fitted
and modelled height ratios between the two emission lines
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Figure 4.13: Correlation between the ratio of fitted and modelled positions and the ratio of fitted
and modelled height ratios
space. In summary, as well as the limit imposed in equation 4.5 spectral widths fitted to
the carbon emission line where the line height is below 50 counts should not be regarded
as reliable, and error estimations should reflect this.
4.6 Fitting corrections
Beyond Doppler broadening and Doppler shift other processes can introduce uncertainties
in the width and position of the charge exchange emission line. Other effects can also change
the shape of the line from Maxwellian which affects the validity of the fitting process. The
size and effect of these processes must be considered in order for the results to be reliable,
and if the effect is large, corrections made. The various processes are discussed in this
section and their effect on the resulting temperature and velocity profiles assessed.
4.6.1 Fine structure effects
Until now the charge exchange emission line has been considered to be a single wavelength
transition between the n = 8 and n = 7 principle quantum levels of C6+. However, the
energy levels are split into different l-levels, each of which is split further into two j = l± 12
levels (see figure 4.14) [59]. Levels with the same j value are generally degenerate and are
coupled in tokamak plasmas by ion microfields for all levels except for n = 2 [94]. Therefore
j becomes the good quantum number.
As described in section 3.4.1 certain resonant n-levels are dominantly populated by
the charge exchange process, the dominant average level being given by equation 3.5. For
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Figure 4.14: Fine structure of the n = 8 and n = 7 levels of C5+, from Wisse (2007) [59], data
from Erickson et. al. (1977) [56] via NIST [90]
levels where n ≤ ni (ni being the resonant level), the highest l states (y-rast states where
l = n− 1) are dominantly populated by the charge exchange processes due to momentum
conservation. For levels where n > ni the l ≈ ni levels are dominantly populated [32]. This
is accounted for in the cross sections and rate coefficients given in section 3.4.
However, these fine-structure states can be further coupled together by several processes,
producing a redistribution of the sub-level populations before a photon is emitted. These
l-mixing processes include ion-ion collisions and mixing by the motional Stark effect. The
criteria for these to produce significant mixing are given by Fonck et. al. (1984) [32] and
are shown in figure 4.15. For typical MAST edge plasma conditions (B = 0.1 − 0.3 T,
T = 50− 500 eV Zeff = 1.5− 4 and ne = 1× 1017− 5× 1019 m−3) the ion-ion collisions are
shown to be an important mechanism while the linear and quadratic motional Stark effect
only becomes an important mechanism for higher n-levels than n = 8.
The ion-ion collisions are most strongly dependent on density. For the plasma edge in
MAST the large density range means that the l-mixing regime is transitional between full
and no l-mixing. When full l-mixing occurs the l-levels are relatively populated within a
given n-level according to their statistical distribution (2l + 1). It is therefore simple to
calculate the relative emission strengths of the electric dipole transitions using the Burger-
Dorgelo-Ornstein sum rule [95] and produce a spectrum composed of all ∆j = ±1, 0 tran-
sitions. For the intermediate case the calculations become more complex and require fuller
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Figure 4.15: Criteria for onset of l-mixing due to ion-ion collisions (top) and due to the linear
and quadratic motional Stark effect (bottom). The bars shown for n = 8 show the range of values
calculated for typical MAST edge plasma conditions (data from Fonck et. al. (1984) [32])
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Figure 4.16: The l-mixed ∆j transitions, including j-coupling effects, for several densities (top).
The emissivities for 5× 1018m−3, 1× 1019m−3 and 5× 1019m−3 have been increased in wavelength
by 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 A˚ for presentational purposes. The resultant net spectra are also shown for
Ti(real) = 100 eV (bottom). Data calculated through ADAS [54]
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Figure 4.17: Correction curves for calculating the real ion temperature from apparent tempera-
tures broadened by fine structure effects. Comparison with data calculated by Fonck et. al. (1984)
[32] shows good agreement.
modelling. The spectral positions and relative intensities are calculated using an ADAS
subprogram (ADAS306) [54] for several different densities (shown in figure 4.16 (top)) while
the resultant spectra at 100 eV are shown in figure 4.16 (bottom).
The result of the fine structure effects are three-fold. Firstly the multiple lines create
a small distortion in the shape of the overall emission spectrum (although not enough to
produce a large enough deviation from a Gaussian shape that alternative fitting must be
considered for temperatures greater than 10-20 eV). Secondly the net spectrum is broad-
ened spuriously by the combination of multiple closely spaced emission lines, producing an
apparent temperature which is larger than the true temperature for each individual line.
By fitting a Gaussian curve to the overall spectrum a correction curve can be calculated,
as shown in figure 4.17. Comparison with Fonck et. al. (1984) [32] who calculated this
using the same method for 25 keV donor atoms at temperatures greater than 100 eV (and
which assumes full l-mixing for the n = 8 level) shows good agreement when the densities
are large and full l-mixing is approached. A two dimensional array of correction values has
been created for various values of ni and apparent Ti . The ion density is assumed equal
to the electron density and the Thomson scattering measurements of ne are used. The
correction values for each measured point are then interpolated from this and applied to
each point independently.
Thirdly, the centrum of the overall lineshape varies as a function of temperature and
density (see figure 4.18). This can be explained as a shift in the population in the upper
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Figure 4.18: Apparent line centra as a function of real temperature and for a range of densities.
This must be accounted for when calculating toroidal ion velocities.
states due to the l-mixing effect from unmixed to mixed as the density and temperature
increase. This variation must be accounted for when calculating the velocity from the
fitted measurements. The variation is of the same order as toroidal rotational speeds in the
plasma edge (∼ 1× 104 m s−1) so an accurate correction is essential to remove uncertainty
in the rotational velocity.
4.6.2 Zeeman effect and motional Stark effect broadening
As well as broadening due to the fine structure each transition is also effected by the
magnetic fields present in the plasma. This produces two effects.
Firstly the interaction of the magnetic field with the magnetic moment of the C5+ atom
produces a splitting in the energy level of each previously degenerate j-state according to
the values of each state’s spin projection along the magnetic field mj so that the splitting
is
∆EZ = gjµBmjB (4.6)
where gj is the Lande´ g-factor and µB the Bohr magneton. This splitting produces an
extremely complex spectrum of 944 separate transitions in the C5+ n = 8 → 7 transition
[96]. The spectra are polarised with three components (π and ±σ) which vary in intensity
according to the viewing angle with respect to the magnetic field direction (ϑ), which is
given by [96]
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Figure 4.19: Typical profiles for Bφ and Bθ in the MAST tokamak during the current flat-
top across the midplane radius. The vertical black line denotes the approximate position of the
separatrix at the midplane in the majority of MAST plasma scenarios during the flat-top
Iπ
Iσ
=
2 sin2 ϑ
1 + cos2 ϑ
(4.7)
Blom and Jupen (2002) [96] have fully analysed this problem and produced an empirical
fitting which assumes each polarisation group can be treated separately as a Gaussian, so
that the overall line can be fitted as a sum of three Gaussians with the overall broadening
given by
Wfitted =
√
W 2D +W
2
FS +W
2
Z (4.8)
where WD is the Doppler broadening, WFS is the fine structure broadening as found in
subsection 4.6.1 and WZ the broadening due to the Zeeman effect. The splitting between
the two σ components and the central π component is given empirically as ∆λZ(A˚) =
±0.1307B(T) [96]. In MAST plasmas typically Bφ ≈ 0.3 T, Bθ ≈ 0.2 T at the outer
midplane edge (see figure 4.19) and therefore B ≈ 0.36 T and Iπ/Iσ ≈ 0.36 when viewing
toroidally . By creating three copies of the fine structure spectrum found in section 4.6.1
with the appropriate splitting and intensity ratio and fitting to the resultant spectrum
the effect of the Zeeman splitting was therefore assessed for all relevant temperatures (see
figure 4.20) and the correction curve and values of WZ are shown in figure 4.21. For most
temperatures in the relevant range the Zeeman effect is small but it becomes especially
important for temperatures below 100 eV where smaller Doppler broadening leads to a
larger effect overall.
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Figure 4.20: The spectra of each component of the Zeeman effect, and the net spectrum resulting
from it at 100 eV
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Figure 4.21: Correction curves for calculating the real ion temperature from apparent tempera-
tures broadened by the Zeeman effect (dotted curve) and corresponding values for WZ as described
in equation 4.8
The second way in which the magnetic field affects the level structure of the atom
is due to Lorentz force felt by the atom as it moves through the magnetic field. The
atom therefore experiences an electric field in its own frame of reference. This produces a
broadening through the quadratic Stark effect given by[32]
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∆EQS ≈ (e(v ×B))2
n4a20
Z2µ0B
. (4.9)
For typical B-fields at the outer midplane plasma edge of 0.36 T and typical thermal
velocities (perpendicular to the magnetic field) for a carbon ion at 500 eV of ∼ 6× 104 m
s−1 the splitting in the degeneracy of the energy levels is approximately 1 × 10−5 eV. By
comparison the splitting due to the Zeeman effect is of order 2 × 10−4 eV for the largest
values of mj . Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the motional Stark effect broadening is
negligible.
4.6.3 Lifetime and pressure broadening
Two other mechanisms can lead to line broadening. Firstly, according to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, if a system survives in a quantum state for a time τ , the energy of
that state cannot be known to better accuracy than
∆E =
h¯
τ
(4.10)
This uncertainty produces a fundamental minimum spread in the possible energies of
a given transition. The shape of this broadening is a Lorentzian, with a characteristic
linewidth ∆EL = hγ where γ = 1/2πτ . For the n = 8→ 7 transition of C5+ the value of τ
is approximately 3× 10−9 s (scaling lifetime data for H I from Wiese and Fuhr (2009) [97]
(data via NIST [90]) by Z4). For this case therefore the perturbation on the energy of the
transition is ≈ 2× 10−7 eV. By comparison with the values in section 4.6.2 it is clear that
this broadening is negligible.
Perturbations in the energy of the system can also be induced due to the interaction
of nearby charged particles with the excited ion. This perturbing electric field produces
Stark broadening, similarly to the motional Stark effect discussed previously, although as
the source of the electric field here and in section 4.6.2 are different they must be treated
separately. The surrounding perturber ions are slow moving by comparison with the natural
excitation times τ so the quasi-static regime is appropriate. In this approximation the
half width of the spectral line shape due to the pressure broadening using the Helmholtz
approximation for the electric field is given by [98]
∆νSB ≈ 12Zph¯
Zmz
(
n2i − n2f
)
n2/3p (4.11)
where Zp and np are the charge and density of the perturber respectively and ni and
nf the principal quantum numbers of the initial and final states of the transition. For
our transition of interest at a density of 1 × 1019 m−3 this produces a half width value of
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Figure 4.22: Diagram showing the origin of pseudo velocities due to spatial gradients (left) and
velocity gradients (right) from McCone (2011) [43]
≈ 880 kHz or ∆ESB ≈ 4× 10−9 eV, which again is negligible in its effect on the lineshape.
This should not be surprising as the densities are very low, and the temperatures very high
compared to laboratory conditions when the converse is normally true and where Stark
broadening often dominates over Doppler broadening.
4.6.4 Pseudo velocity and cross sectional effects
If the emitting ions do not have the same velocity distribution as the overall ion popula-
tion then this can give rise to a non-representative emission profile. If there is a greater
probability for some ions to charge exchange with others due to either spatial gradients or
velocity gradients then this effect can arise.
With spatial gradients velocity dependent emission can arise due to the gyromotion of
the ions. With reference to figure 4.22 charge exchange occurs at positions A and B and the
ions move around their Larmor-orbits to position C before emitting. If there is a gradient
in the charge exchange probability across this region such that there is a greater probability
that charge exchange will occur at B then A then this will produce a false net velocity in
the Doppler spectrum.
This will only be important if the ions are excited for long enough to precess a significant
distance along their Larmor orbits. The angle precessed before emission is approximately
ωcτ where ωc = (ZeB)/mz is the cyclotron frequency and τ the lifetime of the excited
state. The lifetime can be approximated as ∼ 3 ns by simple scaling (see section 4.6.3),
while Bell and Synkowski (2000) [99] estimate it to be 0.7 ns using a collisional radiative
model and measure it to be 1.1 ns. By comparison the cyclotron frequency in the plasma
edge for C6+ is ∼ 1 × 107 rad s−1 . Clearly therefore this source of pseudo velocity is not
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important.
In neutral beams the donor atoms (in each energy component) are normally close to
monoenergetic and generally of much higher energy than that of the carbon ions. Therefore
if the donor atoms have a component of velocity in the toroidal direction then the relative
collisional energy between the carbon and deuterium can vary in the positive and negative
toroidal direction for ions of the same energy. This could give rise to a pseudo velocity in
the ion distribution if there is a gradient in the charge exchange probability as a function
of energy (see figure 4.22). However, the deuterium gas puff is pointed radially into the
plasma, so that any toroidal component will be very small. Therefore this effect can again
be ignored.
4.6.5 Contribution from other lines
Several other impurities have emission lines which are close to 5290.5 A˚. Of these the
most likely to be important based on expected abundances in the plasma is the O VI
n = 8 → 7 line. This has an almost identical wavelength (separated by -8 pm [75]), the
main differences are due incomplete screening by the 1s2 electrons in O VI [75]. Due to the
small difference, identifying the lines separately is impossible given the dispersion of the
available spectrometers, so it is necessary to estimate its possible effect on the temperature
and velocity measurements.
Although C6+ is assumed to be the main impurity in the plasma some contribution to
the measured charge exchange emission could come from the oxygen ions. Due to their
differing masses the O VI line is a factor of
√
3/4 narrower at the same temperature.
Therefore, if we were to assume that all the measured emission was in fact from O VI
this would lead to an underestimation of the true temperature of by a factor 0.81 at
Ti(Real) = 10eV to 0.76 at Ti(Real) = 500eV once fine structure corrections are accounted
for. However, a more realistic upper bound would be a 10% contribution from O VI. This
leads to a deviation from the true temperature of only 2-3%. Given that the contribution
from oxygen to the emission is unknown, it is reasonable therefore to neglect the effect this
would have on the measurement.
4.6.6 Spatial smearing of strong velocity gradients
In a region with strong velocity gradients the finite width of the observation chord can have
an effect upon the temperature results, resulting in artificial broadening of the temperature
spectrum. This occurs if emission from regions with different toroidal rotations is observed
in a single chord, which results in the observed spectrum being a sum of multiple Gaussians
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each with slightly different central wavelengths. An upper limit for this effect may be
estimated by assuming a very large gradient of ∆v = 10 km s−1 over the 3mm diameter of
a single chord. This would result in a maximum range of central wavelengths of ∆λSS of
0.176 A˚. This results in a distribution of Gaussians of
Pj(λ)dλ =
∫
A(λS)exp
(
−mjc
2 (λ− λS)2
2kBTλ
2
0
)
dλSdλ (4.12)
where A(λS) is given by
A(λS) =
√
∆λ2SS − (λ− λS)2 (4.13)
This gives a Gaussian overall from this slightly wider set of Gaussians. By fitting to
this we can compare the true and observed temperatures in this case (See figure 4.23).
From this it is clear that even at the upper limit the effect of this is very small. Generally
velocity gradients are likely to be a tenth of the proposed limit (approximately 1 km s−1
over 3 mm) in the edge and therefore corrections for this effect are likely to be very small
and have therefore not been made.
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Figure 4.23: Ratio of true to observed temperatures in the upper limit case of temperature
broadening due to spatial smearing of high velocity gradient regions.
4.7 Radial uncertainties
While the uncertainties in measured temperature and velocity is largely calculated from the
errors inherent in the fitting routine there are also mechanisms which produce uncertainty in
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the spatial direction. This includes calibration errors, as well as unavoidable uncertainties
due to the extended nature of the gas puff and the effect of the gyration of the carbon ions
about the magnetic field lines.
As discussed in section 4.6.4 the ions emit almost instantaneously when in the n = 8
state, so any uncertainty in the position of the carbon emission due to this is negligible.
The innate width is due to the finite area of each viewing chord, which are three separate
chords each of radius of 1.5 mm. There is also a calibration uncertainty in the position of all
chords relative to the MAST centre column. This is determined by using two light sources
to back-illuminate the two outermost chords. When these strike the HELIOS nozzle at a
known radius the toroidal optics are therefore directed at a known position in the vessel.
They can then be positioned at the desired radius using a micrometer screw with a fixed
relationship between its value and the movement of the chords along the axis between
HELIOS nozzle and the MAST centre column. This produces a further uncertainty of ±1
mm in the position of the chords with respect to the MAST geometry, though not to each
other as the chord spacings are known with better than 0.1 mm accuracy.
An infinitely narrow gas puff would intersect with only a single flux surface and maximise
the localisation. However, due to its extended nature, the gas puff cuts across several
surfaces and therefore stimulates active emissions from a broader region which introduces
additional spatial uncertainty. Based on the modelling of section 3.6.2 at the plasma edge
it can be estimated that the width of the gas puff We(r) (defined as where the density
of neutrals equals the background) as it enters the plasma is ∼ 6 cm. This broadens
approximately linearly so that 10 cm inside the edge it is ∼ 15 cm in L-mode and ∼ 11 cm
in H-mode (see figure 3.25), as the H-mode puff tends to become ionized in a smaller region
due to the increased density in H-mode, producing a narrower puff. The combination of all
these uncertainties results in a spatial error in the range of 1.9 mm at the plasma edge and
4.5 mm and 8.5 mm 10 cm inside the edge in H-mode and L-mode respectively. It should
be noted that halo neutrals (neutrals created due to charge exchange of the cold injected
neutrals with the hot bulk deuterium) are included in the GTNEUT modelling of section
3.6.2 and that this effect has therefore been included in the model.
The combination of these effects is that the uncertainty in the position of the emission
recorded by cannot be known to better accuracy than approximately ±4.4 mm at the edge
and approximately ±7− 11 mm at the innermost region covered by the system. This must
therefore be accounted for when considering the accuracy of the measurements.
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4.8 Fitting routine overview
Having defined and benchmarked the fitting routine and discussed corrections the fitting
process can now be fully described. Firstly active and background timeslices are selected
manually, using the gas puff waveform and line-integrated emission intensity as a guide.
The radial chord at background and active timeslices is then fitted. This gives both the
zero position for toroidal velocity measurements but also a measure of the change in back-
ground intensity between the background and active shots. Once each background chord
has been fitted the active chords are fitted using a four Gaussian fitting method where
the background lines are included as fixed parameters which have been scaled (either up
or down) by the ratio of the background to active peak line intensity (i.e. the ratio of
a0(active) : a0(background) in equation 4.1) recorded by the radial chord. Although this
does not account for any radial variation in background intensity this can still account for
the majority of the effect a spuriously large or small background could have on the fitting
accuracy.
As the background line fitting parameters are fixed the four-Gaussian fitting is equiva-
lent to two-Gaussian fitting with the background subtracted. Therefore the benchmarking
of section 4.5 is still applicable. If the deuterium line a is found to be large fitting to
background and active signals is repeated using three and six-Gaussian fitting respectively
where the second deuterium line b is also included and the background is fixed as before.
Once these fits have been made cuts are applied to remove poorly fitted profiles and areas
where the fitting is known to be unreliable and that can give spurious results. These apply
a cut on the reduced chi-squared value χ
2
ν > 2 (where ν is the degrees of freedom) and the
cut described in equation 4.5. For a fit to be accepted as good the reduced chi-squared
value should normally be close to one. However, due to the uncertainties in determin-
ing the error variance as discussed in section 4.4 a smaller reduced chi-squared cut would
most likely result in excluding good fits where the variance has been under-estimated, so
the value of two has been selected in order to automatically exclude only very poor fits.
The fitting process also permits manual examination and removal of obviously poor fits
(prior to temperature and velocity calculation to avoid human cherry-picking) in order to
compensate for this.
Once the fits to active data have been made temperatures and velocities are calculated
from the fitting parameters using equations 1.10 and 1.11 and the calibrations made in
Appendix C. At this point corrections to the data are made for fine structure, the Zeeman
effect and cross section effects, as discussed in section 4.6.
Chapter 5
The performance of the system
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4 the calibration of the ECELESTE system for recording C5+ charge exchange
emission has been described. In this chapter it is shown that it is possible to assess the effect
that the gas puffing had on the emission spectra, and to compare this with the predictions
of emission intensity made using the forward model of chapter 3. A qualitative analysis of
the carbon density in L-mode and H-mode is also made as well as assessing the effect of
ELMs on the particle density.
It is also necessary to determine the limitations of the ECELESTE system in terms of
time resolution and data quality. A series of system improvements are discussed in this
chapter, including designing and installing a new bandpass filter and a new valve for the
HELIOS nozzle as well as adding a new CCD camera. These adaptations are assessed in
terms of their improvement to the system and future improvements are also discussed to
determine the potential of the ECELESTE system in the future.
5.2 Intensity results
5.2.1 Effect of gas puffing
By examining the time evolution of the data recorded by the ECELESTE system, the
effect of the gas puffing on recorded charge exchange emission intensity profiles can be
determined. In figure 5.1 the effect of gas puffing on L-mode data is shown. It is clear that
the gas puffing has a significant effect on both the charge exchange emission and the edge
molecular deuterium emission (see figure 5.3), boosting the charge exchange emission by
up to a factor of 3-4 in terms of peak height (a0 in equation 4.1) and increasing the edge
molecular deuterium emission by a similar factor in both L-mode and H-mode (see figures
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4.3 and 5.3(a)). Figure 5.2 shows that as predicted from the carbon density in the edge
(see figure 3.20) the emission in H-mode is much greater than in L-mode, and the boost to
emission from gas puffing is correspondingly greater (although similar in numerical factor
at approximately 3-4 for certain chords). Gas puffing is an effective method of locally
boosting the emission from charge exchange, as predicted in chapter 3.
It is also possible to examine whether or not the gas puffing has a significant effect on
the performance of the plasma overall. As this measurement should essentially be used
in a non-perturbative manner, should the gas puff affect the discharge then this could
limit the viability of it’s use as a diagnostic. By using similar repeated shots (25221 and
25224) with either gas puffing on or off it is possible to assess whether a perturbation is
observed. As shown in figure 5.4 there are no significant differences in the radius of the
shot or electron density in the core that might be expected if the gas puff had a significant
fueling effect. Furthermore no systematic differences were ever observed when operating
with or without gas puffing. Therefore this indicates that the gas puffing can be regarded
as non-perturbative.
5.2.2 Comparison with modelling
It is possible to estimate the accuracy of the modelling of expected profiles of charge
exchange emission in chapter 3 by comparison with recorded charge exchange emission data
from ECELESTE. As the modelling simulated the expected intensity profile that would be
recorded by the ECELESTE spectrometer, a direct comparison between prediction and
reality is possible. The intensity data recorded in several typical H-mode profiles is shown
in figure 5.5, as well as the prediction of the emission profile modelling (the same data as
in figure 3.30) which has been scaled in the y-axis so as to fit the total emission data. The
measured ion and electron temperatures (from Thomson scattering) are shown in figure
6.6.
The shape of the original modelled profile is similar to the measured profiles, as the
active parts both have a peaked shape, while the background emission is broader and less
peaked. However, the peak position is further inside the separatrix in the model than in
reality, while the overall profile shape is narrower than predicted.
It seems most likely that both of these differences are due to the limitations of using
model profiles of Ti , Te and ne, as well as possibly inaccuracies in the neutral density
modelling or carbon density modelling. In order to help distinguish between these possible
origins of discrepancy the measured profiles of Ti from ECELESTE and Te and ne from
Thomson scattering for these timeslices are used in the emission model, with nC5+ and
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Figure 5.1: (a) a 3D surface plot showing the effects of gas puffing on the recorded peak height
of the carbon charge exchange emission for shot 20277 (b) Typical line integrated intensity time
profile for various rows of the CCD, where increasing row number denotes decreasing radius. The
counts are for the entire line integrated emission for a single chord in each row (i.e. both charge
exchange and molecular emission), showing the effect of the gas puffing and the delay in the effect
of the puffing on the recorded spectra for a typical L-mode shot. The black line denotes the voltage
signal to the HELIOS piezoelectric valve (i.e. when it is opened) and the black dashed line the
recorded radial chord data (i.e. plasma background)
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Figure 5.2: (a) a 3D surface plot showing the effects of gas puffing on the recorded peak height
of the carbon charge exchange emission for shot 20306 (b) Typical line integrated intensity time
profile for various rows of the CCD, where increasing row number denotes decreasing radius. The
counts are for the entire line integrated emission for a single chord in each row (i.e. both charge
exchange and molecular emission), showing the effect of the gas puffing and the delay in the effect
of the puffing on the recorded spectra for a typical H-mode shot. The black line denotes the voltage
signal to the HELIOS piezoelectric valve (i.e. when it is opened) and the black dashed line the
recorded radial chord data (i.e. plasma background). The red dashed lines indicate the position of
the H-mode according to line integrated D-alpha emission.
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Figure 5.3: a 3D surface plot showing the effects of gas puffing on the recorded peak height of the
deuterium line emission for (a) a typical L-mode (shot 20277) and (b) a typical H-mode shot (shot
20306)
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between similar repeated shots (using the same reference shot) with either
gas puffing on (shot 25221 blue, dashed) or off (shot 25224 red, solid). The traces of plasma current
(a) and heating power (b) show there was good replication of the first shot in the second prior to
disruption at 320 ms, while the traces of plasma radius (c) and core electron density (d) show no
perturbations from the gas puffs (e).
nC6+ calculated as in section 3.6.1. The results of this improved modelling are also shown
in figure 5.5. This shows a much closer resemblance between measured and modelled
intensity profiles, both in position and overall shape. The discrepancy in the ratio between
background and active emission seems likely to be due to uncertainties in the intensity of
the gas puff relative to modelled background.
Following the same principles the experimental and simulated L-mode intensity data
can be compared. The results are shown in figures 5.6. The agreement here is much
weaker, although the fit between model and measurement is again greatly improved by
using true values for Ti , Te and ne measured with ECELESTE and Thomson scattering.
In particular the measured data extends much closer to the separatrix than predicted.
This also appears to be true to a lesser extent in the case of H-mode profiles. This is
most likely to be due to C6+ extending closer from the core to the edge than predicted
by the model. As shown in section 3.3 the recombination times for C6+ are longer than
the characteristic transport times calculated. This implies that fully ionised carbon can be
transported outwards further beyond its equilibrium position given by figure 3.22 before
it recombines, which could explain this observation. Generally transport times are higher
in L-mode than H-mode plasmas leading to a larger outward drift in these cases prior to
recombination, which is also consistent with what is seen. Furthermore the position where
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Figure 5.5: Typical H-mode intensity profiles from shots (a) 20304, time = 296 ms, (b) 20306,
time = 357 ms and (c) 20302, time = 296 ms. These are compared with the original modelling from
chapter 3 (see figure 3.30) and updated modelling where measured profiles of Ti, Te and ne have
been used.
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C6+ density sharply decreases is highly sensitive to the temperature of the ions (see figures
3.2 and 3.22) so small discrepancies either in the model or measurements can significantly
change the position where this occurs. This could also be due to stronger diffusion or a
smaller neoclassical inward pinch velocity.
The close agreement between modelled and measured intensity profiles indicates that
the modelling theory is a reasonably accurate one to use and helps validate the underlying
assumptions within it (see chapter 3). The self consistent results also indicate that the
measured values of Ti can be regarded as reliable. As the recorded emission is consistently
recorded closer to the plasma edge than predicted by the modelling, this implies that
measurements in the pedestal region will have a better signal to background ratio than
expected as recorded intensity levels will be higher, which will increase the reliability of the
results.
5.2.3 Impurity density and the effect of ELMs
As shown clearly in the previous two sections the emission intensity recorded by the ECE-
LESTE system is significantly higher in H-mode than L-mode. This can be ascribed to
a build-up of carbon in the edge as discussed in section 3.6.1. The main transient events
which could affect the recorded emission are ELMs. From the recorded measurements it is
clear that the carbon builds up over several timeslices in ELM free H-modes and decreases
when ELMs occur. The loss appears to be right across the edge region. Examples of ELM
free and high ELM presence H-mode plasma shots are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 where
for the sake of clarity no gas puffing has been applied. This is in agreement with theory that
ELMs are associated with particle losses [24] and observations of electron density which
show similar losses due to ELMs [100].
As the integration time of the ECELESTE system is typically 10 ms, it is not possible
to determine any other influences from the ELMs as typical filament bursts are on the
order ≈ 100 µs in MAST (see figure 5.9(c)). However, it appears clear that the ELMs do
not significantly affect the intensity profile recorded by the system. This is consistent with
measurements of the ELM recovery time of 600-1000 µs, at which point the profile shape
of the electron density returns to its pre-ELM shape, although normally at a lower density
that slowly increases [100]. It is expected that the carbon should follow a similar recovery
if it is consistent with fast measurements of carbon density recorded at DIII-D [101].
Figure 5.9 shows the recorded intensity profile of an H-mode where the emission in-
tensity increase from the gas puff is spread over several consecutive timeslices. The lack
of significant change in the profile shape for the timeslice recorded from 250 to 260 ms,
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Figure 5.6: Typical L-mode intensity profiles from shots (a) 20306, time = 246 ms, (b) 20299,
time =246 ms and (c) 20169, time = 286 ms. These are compared with the original modelling from
chapter 3 (see figure 3.30) and updated modelling where measured profiles of Ti, Te and ne have
been used.
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Figure 5.7: (a) a surface plot showing the recorded background intensity of the recorded data
in a typical ELM free H-mode (shot 25162) (b) The D-alpha integrated emission recorded by a
photomultiplier tube.
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Figure 5.8: (a) a surface plot showing the recorded background intensity of the recorded data in
a typical H-mode with Type-I ELMs (shot 25162) (b) The D-alpha integrated emission recorded by
a photomultiplier tube.
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despite an ELM recorded at 0.258 ms, compared to the ELM free timeslice prior to this
and after this, implies that ELMs do not have a significant influence on the emission profile
beyond removing C6+ from the plasma and causing a resultant reduction in signal. The
higher intensity for the later timeslice is most likely to be due to higher input gas intensity
which peaks at 260 ms as shown in figure 5.9(b).
For ion temperatures and velocities it is difficult to disambiguate the effects of ELMs
from other changes in the plasma between timeslices. The effect of ELM expulsion is likely
to be an addition of hot and fast ions from further into the plasma onto the outer chords
as they are expelled. However, the dwell time of these ions in any given radial position as
they are expelled is likely to be very short as an entire ELM burst is approximately one
hundredth of the integration time. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that any effect of
ELMs on these results is likely to be small.
5.3 Measurement limitations
While a good deal of information can be gleaned from the recorded emission data, the
ECELESTE system does have several limitations, and it is necessary to discuss where
these lie. Improvements to the ECELESTE system made in the course of this work and
future improvements that are proposed are described in section 5.4.
In order for useful and accurate data to be recorded with ECELESTE, several factors
must be in favourable alignment. Firstly, the plasma must be at a correct radius. As the
radial extent of the viewing chords is only around 10 cm, the edge region of plasmas with
very large or small radius cannot be satisfactorily observed. Small plasmas will not be
viewed at all, while the emission observed from very large plasmas will not have a large
perturbation from the gas puffing, as the penetration is only significant up to ∼ 10 cm
from the plasma edge. All plasmas grow from a small merging compression in MAST at
start-up, and so the early part of the shot is never captured for all measurements currently
existing. Often the plasma will shrink at ramp down, so this is usually not captured either,
meaning often only the current flat top is observed. While the position of the chords can be
set at different major radii to accommodate large or small plasmas, this requires an entry
to the MAST machine area, and is not something that can be done from plasma shot to
plasma shot on an ad hoc basis.
Another limitation arises from the position of the plasma nozzle. The strength of the
modulation in the emission signal intensity is proportional to the position of the nozzle. In
the modelling this was assumed to be within ∼ 1 cm of the plasma edge. However, if the
plasma radius grows unexpectedly due to ELMs or vertical displacement events (VDE’s) for
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Figure 5.9: (a) Recorded peak heights for shot 20291, times indicated are the time at the end of
the 10 ms integration period, showing the lack of influence the ELM has on the intensity profiles.
(b) Integrated line intensity showing the influence that the active gas puffing has across this time.
The black line denotes the voltage signal to the HELIOS piezoelectric valve (i.e. when it is opened)
and the black dashed line the recorded radial chord data (i.e. plasma background). (c) The D-
alpha integrated emission recorded by a photomultiplier tube showing the time and duration of the
recorded ELM and end times of each timeslice integration period.
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example, the plasma can hit the nozzle. This is both damaging to the nozzle as it can cause
melting and halo currents, but can also cause a disruption in the plasma due to the ablation
of boron and nitrogen from the nozzle head which cools the plasma through radiation from
these heavy impurities. For this reason it is often necessary to situate the nozzle several
cm from the expected plasma edge. This causes a corresponding loss in the response of the
system as the gas puff is spread over a larger area as it enters the plasma, such that the
stimulation is spread over a larger area and does not lead to as large a spike in the emission
profile, due to less of the emission being observed. Furthermore, the observation is not as
localised so the radial resolution is also poorer.
Beyond this the signal becomes reduced by degradation of window transmission over
time, due to deposition onto the windows surface during plasma shots. Normally a shutter
would be installed to reduce this effect, but unfortunately shortly after the start of the
M7 MAST experimental campaign (January 2009 to April 2010) when most of the data
was recorded, the shutter mechanism failed and was not available to be repaired until the
end of this campaign. This is likely to have resulted in a reduction in overall signal level,
but it is not possible to compare similar shots from the start and end of the campaign to
quantify this as data was only recorded near the end of the campaign, although qualitatively
there appears to be a large difference in comparison with data from the M6 experimental
campaign prior to this. Transmission curves recorded for a new clean window, as installed
at the start of the campaign, compared to transmission of the ECELESTE optics window
at the end of the campaign, show that throughput is only 40% of what it was at the start
of the M7 campaign at the 529 nm wavelength (see figure 5.10).
Due to poor signal to noise ratio as a result of the above limitations, it is necessary
to record data over a time window of 5-10 ms. Therefore only evolutions in the plasma
on this timescale can be accurately determined. For example, ELMs occur normally on
a timescale of 100 µs and so will not be recorded. Similarly any movement of the outer
radius of the plasma will be averaged over during the recording of the data, and this further
reduces the spatial resolution when trying to determine features in the data. It therefore
becomes desirable to only select data where the outer radius does not change significantly
(as recorded by either the position of Dα peak emission [87], or from EFIT reconstruction
[102] of the magnetic signals).
In order for the extra deuterium introduced by the gas puffing to be dispersed around
the plasma, gas puffs must be spaced apart so that the active signal recorded by the
ECELESTE system returns to background level so that background can be recorded, and
so that the puffing does not significantly perturb the plasma. Data recorded as the puff
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Figure 5.10: Ratio of the transmission of the ECELESTE optics window at the end of the M7
campaign compared to that of a new and clean window. The absolute transmission of the clean
window is over 90% at 529 nm.
dies away are still valid but have a worse signal to background level as the neutrals are
removed. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that the timescale for this is around 40 ms. Therefore it
is also necessary to space the gas puffs at least 40 ms apart, leading to a further reduction
in the number of useful timeslices.
In its original form therefore, the ECELESTE system cannot be utilised as a routine
diagnostic to provide data at a fast rate throughout plasma shots. However, systemic im-
provements were made to increase availability and data quality, while further improvements
are also being developed. These are outlined in section 5.4.
5.4 System Improvements
5.4.1 Introduction
Because of the limitations of the charge exchange technique used, several ideas were planned
to improve the performance of the system. Improvements implemented or currently being
added to the system included a new bandpass filter, a new camera, a new piezoelectric
valve in the HELIOS nozzle and double-binning the data. The authors contribution in
each case was full control of double-binning implementation and purchase and design of
band pass filter, the contribution of the physics basis in the case of the piezoelectric valve
and assistance in the commissioning of the new camera. At the time of writing the double-
binned data and new filter had been fully installed with data recorded, while the camera
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and valve are currently being installed. These are all discussed and their impact assessed,
and further ways in which the system could be improved are discussed.
5.4.2 A new bandpass filter
Barr (new)
Glenns 1 (old)
Glenns 2 (old)
Figure 5.11: Transmission profiles as a function of wavelength for both the new Barr Associates
bandpass filter and the two original Glenns filters, measured using a PI Acton spectrometer.
In particular in L-mode expected signal levels are small, since the C6+ content in the
edge is low. Hence, the throughput through the spectrometer needs to be optimised. The
ECELESTE spectrometer had a choice of two similar bandpass filters manufactured by
Glenns which were purchased many years ago and were designed for core CXRS measure-
ments. These had had a transmission of only ≈ 30% at the charge exchange wavelength
and were too spectrally wide, potentially causing crosstalk between different chords if other
emission lines were allowed to pass onto the CCD at close-lying wavelengths. Furthermore
the filter shape was not flat in the bandpass region, which could lead to distortions in the
shape of the emission spectrum (see figure 5.11). For these reasons it was decided to replace
the bandpass filter with a more efficient design.
The main specifications were to maximise the transmission in the bandpass region and
to get this area as flat as possible to minimise distortions. This had to be balanced against
not making the filter too wide to avoid crosstalk from adjacent chords (because the slits are
horizontally next to each other there may be spectral contamination from one spectrum
to the other). This criteria was eased by using the chequerboard pattern in laying out
the chords on the CCD (see figure 4.1). It was also necessary to determine how large a
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Figure 5.12: Maximum temperature measurable as a function of plasma rotational velocity. At
large velocities the maximum measurable ion temperature becomes smaller, so this accommodating
the measurement of both must be balanced against the maximum possible spectral width of the
filter when it is being designed.
rotation and temperature could be accommodated before the edges of the filter distorted
the shapes. Temperature can only be determined if at least 1 standard deviation of the
Gaussian lineshape is visible on either side of the central wavelength position. Therefore
movement of this position from the centre of the filter due to plasma rotation reduces
the maximum temperature that can be determined. In the case of large rotations the
Doppler shift could result in the position of the majority of the charge exchange Gaussian
lying outside the transmission curve. Figure 5.12 illustrates the compromise between the
maximum temperature measurable due to Doppler shift as a function of plasma rotational
velocity. As shown in chapter 6 this should be more than adequate to accommodate the
temperatures and velocities typically present at the plasma edge. The resultant design was
a six-cavity filter manufactured by Barr Associates with a transmission spectrum shown in
figure 5.11. The improvement in signal level is shown in a comparison between the recorded
intensities in two similar shots at the same time, plasma density and outer radius, one with
the original Glenns filter and one with the new Barr filter (figure 5.13). This shows that
the signal level was increased by the expected factor of 2-4.
5.4.3 A new gas puffing piezoelectric valve and new nozzle head
As discussed in section 2.2.1 the gas injected through the HELIOS nozzle is controlled via
a piezoelectric valve. This is located around 1.5 m from the end of the nozzle (see figure
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Figure 5.13: Recorded ECELESTE emission as a function of major radius using the two spectral
filters in similar shots. The comparison between the intensity profiles shows that the Barr filter
transmits a greater signal than the Glenns filter by a factor of 2-4.
Figure 5.14: Schematic of the HELIOS system showing the position of the pre-existing valves and
nozzle head
5.14). This results in a delay between the signal and entry of the gas into the plasma of
∼ 15 ms with ±5 ms variability, and also means that the gas puff spreads out in space as
it travels down the pipe due to the Maxwellian distribution of velocities of the gas. This
means that the gas puff increases the signal above background for around 40 ms ±10 ms
(see figure 5.1). It was therefore decided to add an additional valve at the plasma facing
end of the nozzle so that the delay time would be reduced, and the variability eliminated.
The additional valve would also enable more intense, shorter puffs by delivering the same
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volume of gas in a shorter time, as the gas would not have as large a distance to travel and
expand as it moves along the piping. This would both increase the signal to noise ratio
and allow more gas puffs to be fitted into each shot, providing more data. By adding the
new valve the nozzle head had to be redesigned and a new nozzle head manufactured to
accommodate it.
The design of the valve therefore required the opening and closing times of the valve to
be as small as possible and the cycle time to be of the order 10 ms. The valve must also
allow at least the same volume of gas to flow per opening, so that the conductivity of the
system is as large as prior to the upgrade to avoid bottlenecks in the system due to the new
valve. It is also desirable to locate the valve as close as possible to the plasma. However,
this means that the valve must be mostly maintenance free as it is difficult to remove the
nozzle head when not in an engineering break, and that the valve must be able to survive
the bake out of the nozzle head (∼ 65 ◦C).
A local plenum was added and the existing pipe diameter of 4.76 mm increased, which
increases the conductivity limit on the system so that the limiting factor is now the new
valve. The blocking force of the valve was also required to be larger than the force due to
the gas pressure (∼ 10 N) and the valve needed to fit within the approximately cylindrical
nozzle head, the dimensions of which are 206 mm in length and 40 mm in inner diameter.
The valve was also required to fail open in order for the system to be used as it was
originally designed, in case of mechanical breakdown.
The plenum is large enough that the upstream pressure does not significantly change
while the valve is open. Using the same model as in section 3.6.2 the mass flow rate is thus
wholly determined by the area of the valve opening, i.e. m˙(t) = ρvA(t). Therefore the flux
is a time function of the effective blocking area of the ball as the valve moves in and out.
It was decided that the valve itself should be a ’ball-in-cone’ design. This has two main
advantages: firstly that a smooth self aligning fit is possible and secondly that the cone
shape also expands the area of the valve to increase flow throughput at the valve and thus
allow an actuator with a small movement to be used. The three main design possibilities
to drive the valve were a piezoelectric actuator directly connected to the valve inside the
nozzle head, a piezoelectric actuator outside the vessel driving the valve via a metal string,
or a mechanical pneumatic piston outside the vessel driving the valve in the same way.
The mechanical actuator was found to have a significantly large response delay of around
50 ms which would not be acceptable, while the response of the piezo-actuator was smaller
than 1 ms. The expansion of the string due to mechanical strain was determined to be too
large for a piezoelectric actuator to work effectively (∼ 750µm for a 1.5 m long, 0.5 mm
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diameter steel string) compared to typical movement of a piezo-actuator of 100-1000 µm,
so only the first option of using a piezoelectric actuator inside the nozzle head was viable.
Figure 5.15: The amplified piezoelectric actuator used in the gas valve design. The elastic me-
chanical amplifier surrounding the crystal stack increases the movement by up to a factor of ten.
An amplified piezoelectric actuator consists of a stack of piezoelectric crystals confined
in an elastic mechanical amplifier (see figure 5.15). This can produce movements of around
1% of the actuator’s length, up to a maximum of around 1 mm, and large blocking forces
of up to ∼ 2000 N [103]. It has a high force to mass ratio which produces a fast response
time, and as it is solid state it contains no moving parts to drive the actuator, making
mechanical failure due to fatigue unlikely. The movement is proportional to an analogue
voltage signal which makes the movement resolution very fine and it also can operate in
high vacuum. However, the displacement is small and it is limited by its Curie temperature
to less than 450 K [103]. It also cannot take large torsions.
In order to maximise the throughput area of the valve, the ball size and conical seat
were made large, at 25 mm in diameter and 18 mm in diameter at the point of contact
respectively. This allows the same volume of gas to flow past the valve as did prior to
its installation. The piezoelectric actuator used was a Dynamic Structures and Materials
leveraged piezo-actuator [104] with 110 µm of movement. Its small size (26× 36× 12 mm)
allowed it to easily be accommodated within the nozzle head. When a positive voltage
is applied the actuator expands, closing the valve (see figure 5.16). As it is pre-loaded a
negative voltage can be used to drive it open, allowing a fast repetition rate. The actuator
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Figure 5.16: The final design of the piezoelectric actuated gas valve with annotations of the major
components.
has a high resonant frequency of 3450 Hz [104], well below the expected frequency of use
of approximately 550 Hz. As required, this will also fail in the open position.
The nozzle head is constructed from hexagonal Boron. This has a very low heat conduc-
tivity of 0.06 W m−1 K [105]. ELMs and disruptions could hit the nozzle end and transfer
heat from the plasma to it, potentially heating the piezoelectric material above its Curie
temperature. However, it can be estimated that due to the insulating properties of the
boron nitride the actuator should be heated by less than 5 K. In order to further insulate
the actuator the gas flows into the space around the piezo-actuator, forming a small plenum
which also acts to cool the actuator.
5.4.4 A new CCD camera
As mentioned in section 2.2.4 due to the design of the initially employed camera only 48
timeslices could be recorded. In order to be compatible with the MAST-Upgrade project
the camera must be able to record data for at least 5 seconds, so this is entirely inadequate.
Furthermore the quantum efficiency of the original camera is very low by modern standards
at only around 18% at 529 nm. A new camera was also required as a back-up for the core
charge exchange system. For these reasons and in order to upgrade the performance of
ECELESTE in measuring the radial electric field (ER) two new Princeton Instruments
ProEM512B cameras were purchased.
These cameras have a similar area as the original camera (512 × 512 16 µm square
pixels) so that the existing camera support system does not need modification, but have
a much improved quantum efficiency of ∼ 95% at 529 nm. As the pixel size is smaller
the number of pixels recording part of the spectrum is increased, improving spectral fitting
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ability at a small cost to recorded intensity per pixel. They can also record continuously at
a frame rate of less than 2 ms as either 5 Mhz or 10Mhz amplifiers were available, compared
to 200 kHz in the original camera, and even faster for a limited time. The camera has two
forms of gain: from the pre-amplifier (similar to the previous CCD camera) and electron
multiplication gain. The former will improve slightly the signal to noise at higher gain, but
reduce the dynamic range, since the full well cannot be used. The latter will increase the
shot noise by 1.4 via the electron multiplication, but will almost eliminate the effect of
read-out noise, by amplifying the signal by up-to a factor of 1000. If noise is a large problem
a low noise amplifier at either 5 MHz, 1Mhz or 100 kHz is also available with reciprocal
gains of 1.15, 0.81 and 0.72 electrons per count respectively, compared to 2.5 electrons per
count in the original camera. Due to the combination of better quantum efficiency and
improved reciprocal gain even at 5 MHz using the low noise amplifier the increase in signal
should be a factor of ∼ 8 per pixel. At lower speeds this can be improved further.
Unfortunately these new cameras were not installed in time to produce data for this
thesis, but they should provide a significant improvement to the ECELESTE system and
mostly negate the problem of insufficient signal to noise ratio. This should allow a combi-
nation of higher speed data recording or higher quality data recorded on a similar 5-10 ms
timescale.
5.4.5 Double binning of data
A simple way used to improve the signal to noise ratio utilised prior to the installation of
the new cameras was to combine the recorded data of two chords together to produce a
single signal. This has the effect of doubling the signal but at the cost of halving the radial
resolution and spatial resolution. The number of recorded chords is reduced to 29 from 59
(not including the radial chord). For the data recorded in M7 when the data quality was
poor due to window degradation this improvement was therefore adopted. The result of
this is shown in figure 5.17 where as in section 5.13 a comparison between the recorded
intensities in two similar shots at the same time, plasma density and outer radius is made.
5.4.6 Further improvements
As well as the two new cameras, the poloidal optical system has been upgraded so that it
will have a much larger aperture f/2 optics. This means it should couple a similar amount
of light into the system as the toroidal optics. Furthermore a second spectrometer has been
added with up to 120 slits to record the poloidal views using the second new camera. Using
this system it should therefore be possible to record both toroidal (viφ) and poloidal (v
i
θ)
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Figure 5.17: Recorded ECELESTE emission as a function of major radius using either single-
binning or double-binning of data in similar shots (25156 and 25207 respectively, both at 200 ms).
The comparison between the intensity profiles shows the expected doubling of recorded signal.
velocities simultaneously, as well as ion temperatures from poloidal and toroidal directions.
This can be used either as a double check that the temperatures recorded are correct, or
the toroidal system can be moved to extend the region where Ti is measured in the edge.
This would mean that temperatures could be measured for a wider range of plasma radii
and during a longer part of the shot. Moreover the system could now be used exclusively
to measure C6+charge exchange emission as viφ and v
i
θ can be used to determine ER. This
would remove the necessity of changing over between the two different measurements and
decrease calibration uncertainties.
5.5 Conclusion
The impact that the gas puffing has on recorded intensity profiles in the ECELESTE
spectrometer is shown to be significant in both H-mode and L-mode plasma shots. The
effect of increased C6+ density in H-mode results in a higher signal and therefore higher
quality data as predicted in chapter 3. By using recorded values of Te, ne, and Ti the
forward modelled profiles shown in section 3.7.2 are improved upon and shown to generally
agree with recorded intensity profiles in H-mode. In L-mode the agreement is weaker and
this is most likely to be due to an underestimation of the extension of C6+ ions to large
radii in the model. The effects of ELMs on the data are also investigated and it is shown
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that these are unlikely to affect the temperature and velocity profile shapes due to their
fast transient nature. However, the ELMs do result in a density decrease due to particle
losses and can thus reduce the signal level.
The limitations to the ECELESTE system due to the small spatial extent of the chords,
positioning of the nozzle and required spacing of the gas puffing are discussed. Window
degradation issues also have limited the throughput of the system, aggravating a low signal
to background ratio for a large amount of data. To address these issues several system
improvements were designed, including a new bandpass filter, double-binning of data, a
new valve for the HELIOS nozzle and new CCD cameras. The new bandpass filter and the
double binning of data have been implemented and their effect on the signal level assessed.
The improvements due to the new fast HELIOS valve/nozzle, the second spectrometer and
the new CCD cameras can not be shown, since no data has been collected, although the
system is now fully implemented. These improvements and their impact on the performance
of the system are discussed.
Having established the ECELESTE system performs closely to the predictions of chap-
ter 3 the recorded temperature and velocity profiles are analysed in 6.
Chapter 6
Analysis of velocity and
temperature results
6.1 Introduction
The performance of the ECELESTE system as discussed in chapter 5 indicates that using
gas puffing of neutral deuterium in charge exchange with carbon ions to determine ion
temperatures and toroidal velocities is feasible. In this chapter typical toroidal velocities
for L-mode, Ohmic and H-mode shots are presented which have been deduced from the
charge exchange emission spectra.
A large reverse velocity shear (positive gradient opposed to the generally negative gra-
dient with increasing radius) in the plasma edge in H-mode, L-mode and Ohmic discharges
is consistently observed close to the separatrix of the plasma. No reverse shear is observed
in L-mode discharges in counter-rotation experiments while rotation becomes negative in
the outer region close to the separatrix, indicating that the shear is linked to ion drifts.
The Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow is proposed as a likely candidate to produce these results and an
estimation of the expected contribution from diamagnetic and E × B components of the
flow is made.
Typical temperature results in H-mode and L-mode are presented and a comparison
between measurements from ECELESTE of Ti are compared to Te from Thomson scattering
and Ti from core CXRS where available. In some cases the ion temperature in H-mode
does not display a similar steep gradient as the electrons in the pedestal region, resulting
in a large ratio between Ti and Te at the separatrix. An assessment of whether this is
compatible with equilibration times between the ions and electrons is made. The effect a
large disparity between Ti and Te in the edge region would have on the power balance is
also examined to ensure that this does not significantly effect the power fluxes in the edge
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region, and to determine whether differences in the heating sources could be responsible
for the difference.
A gyrokinetic formalism predicts that the gradient scale length of the ion temperature
must be large in the banana collisionality regime, but that this requirement does not hold
in more collisional regimes or for the electrons, indicating a possible connection between
collisionality and ion temperature gradient. A dimensionless scan of collisionality has been
made which supports this argument. The compatibility of this with predictions of ion to
electron temperature ratio in the scrape-off layer is also assessed.
6.2 Toroidal velocity results
The true test of the ECELESTE system is its performance in measuring ion temperatures
and velocities in the edge region. The velocity results are discussed here, with temperature
results in section 6.3. The velocities are determined as discussed in section 1.5 with absolute
values found using the radial chord when that is available and otherwise determined less
accurately from calibration from a spectral lamp and ratio of spectrometer grating position
(see appendix C). In the following all results use the radial chord method except in the
case of the counter-rotation measurements. Positive rotation is designated as the direction
of positive Ip in normal operation which is counter-clockwise when viewing the tokamak
from above. This is also the direction of neutral beam injection, while Bφ is negative in
this case.
The results for L-mode and Ohmic rotation are shown in figure 6.1. The results in
L-mode with beams on show good agreement with those from the core CXRS system when
r/a <∼ 0.95 but show a large reverse shear outside this of up to ∼ 40 km s−1. The core
CXRS system also records a reverse shear, but typically smaller in size than that measured
by ECELESTE. The results for Ohmic discharges are very similar to those in L-mode, with
a reverse shear of similar size. This implies that the inverse shear rotation is generally
driven by intrinsic rotation processes in the outer edge region, not by neutral beam torque.
This shear will be discussed in section 6.2.1. Average rotation velocity of the carbon ions
at r/a = 0.9 from the available results with the standard deviation in values is 22 ± 6 km
s−1 for L-mode discharges, while for Ohmic discharges it is 13 ± 7 km s−1. While this is
not statistically significant it does indicate that it is likely that rotation inside the inverse
shear region is driven at least partially by neutral beams.
Results for H-mode (see figure 6.2) generally show a much higher rotational velocity
and greater negative gradient in the edge region compared to L-mode and Ohmic results.
The higher rotation could be expected due to increased beam torque from NBI while large
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Figure 6.1: Typical L-mode and Ohmic velocity profiles from ECELESTE (black data points)
compared with vφ data from the core CXRS system (red data points with line). Figures (a) (shot
20162, time = 226 ms) and (b) (shot 20169 time = 226 ms) are typical L-mode profiles, while figures
(c) (shot 20274 time = 266 ms) and (d) (shot 20303 time = 296 ms) are typical Ohmic profiles.
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Figure 6.2: Figures (a) (shot 20301, time = 246 ms) and (b) (shot 20302 time = 296 ms) show
typical ECELESTE H-mode velocity profiles where reverse shear is observed (black data points)
compared with vφ data from the core CXRS system (red data points with line).
gradients are linked to production of H-mode plasmas through suppression of turbulence
[106]. The ECELESTE results are often larger than the results from core CXRS. It is
unclear why there is a large discrepancy in some cases, although it could be linked to the
uncertainties due to the large instrument function in the core CXRS system or a different
value for the radial velocity recorded by the radial chord for each spectrometer (although
both core CXRS and ECELESTE have a radial view from the same position). Relative
values between chords have smaller uncertainties however.
In H-mode when measurements are available close to the separatrix a similar reverse
shear to those recorded in L-mode/Ohmic shots is observed, generally with steeper gradient
and located much closer to the plasma edge than in L-mode/Ohmic discharges. Due to
the radial positioning uncertainties (see section 4.7) and the uncertainty in determining
the separatrix position using EFIT [102] it is unclear whether the shear in this case occurs
inside the LCFS or in the SOL, but in the L-mode/Ohmic case the reverse shear clearly
lies inside the separatrix.
Counter-rotation experiments were made during June 2009, where both Ip and Bφ are
reversed so that the neutral beam torque opposes the current direction. L-mode measure-
ments were made during this campaign and example results shown in figure 6.3. In all
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Figure 6.3: Figures (a) (shot 22526, time = 266 ms) and (b) (shot 22531 time = 266 ms) show
typical L-mode velocity profiles in counter-rotation MAST operation from ECELESTE (black data
points) compared with vφ data from the core CXRS system (SS beam red data points with line,
SW beam orange data points with line).
cases no reverse shear is observed, while the velocity often becomes negative close to the
plasma edge. This could imply that the shear direction is reversed, which would indicate
that it is driven by ion drifts, which reverse direction when Bφ is reversed. Possible causes
of this reverse shear are discussed in the following section.
6.2.1 Driving mechanisms for edge shear
Reverse shear near the plasma edge has been observed in several tokamaks including
ASDEX-U [101], DIII-D [107] and C-Mod [45] using CXRS from deuterium [101], helium
[101], boron [45, 101] and carbon [101, 107]. Measurements showing a similar structure
have also been made using Mach probes on the EAST tokamak [108] and in JET [109],
which indicate the reverse shear extends into the SOL, and that this rotation is intrinsic,
which is in agreement with the results from Ohmic discharges on MAST. The shear reversal
in the CXRS cases are all in H-mode and are of order ∼ 12 − 17 km s−1 for ASDEX-U,
∼ 8 km s−1 for DIII-D and ∼ 10 km s−1 for C-Mod, which is much less than the values of
up to ∼ 20− 30 km s−1 and ∼ 40 km s−1 recorded by ECELESTE in H-mode and L-mode
respectively. For the Mach probes the values recorded are up to M = 0.6 in the SOL for
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JET in L-mode discharges which corresponds to ∼ 25 km s−1 while the change in velocity
is ∼ 10 km s−1 for EAST in Ohmic discharges.
Chankin et. al. (2000) [110] use the SOL transport code EDGE2D [111] to model the
parallel flows in the scrape-off-layer and near edge plasma of JET discharges. This suggests
that flows in the SOL due to ∇B and centrifugal drifts are mostly responsible for the flow in
this region. The intrinsic rotation due to these drifts in the near edge in this model qualita-
tively matches what is observed on MAST from ECELESTE data, with a positive gradient
close to the separatrix in normal operation and negative in counter operation. However, the
velocities measured by ECELESTE in counter-rotation and normal operation experiments
are not symmetrical about zero, unlike the predictions of the EDGE2D modelling. How-
ever, if, as is suggested by the comparison of Ohmic and L-mode data, net positive rotation
is driven by neutral beams, there is reasonable qualitative agreement between the model
and observations. However, the predicted rotation speeds from EDGE2D are only up to
M = 0.2 for JET SOL parallel flows, compared to M = 0.6 measured in JET [109], and
predicts up to only M = 0.1 at the separatrix (see figure 6.4). ECELESTE measurements
suggest Mach numbers for MAST in the range M ∼ 0.8 − 1.0 at the separatrix in L-mode
and Ohmic cases, and M ∼ 0.4− 06 in H-mode. It is not possible to directly compare the
modelling with the measurements for MAST but it is likely that the predicted SOL flows
would also not be large enough to account for all rotation.
The reversal of the edge flow direction in counter-rotation discharges indicates that the
Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow may be responsible for some of the flow. This is a parallel return
current along the field lines to balance the poloidal ion drift velocity to ensure divergence
free ion flux on the field lines, which is projected onto the toroidal velocity chords of
ECELESTE. This can be calculated for a species j as [112]
vPSφ = 2qv⊥cosθ
∣∣∣∣BφB
∣∣∣∣ (6.1)
where θ is the angle of the position observed in the tokamak to the midplane, in the
poloidal plane, so that θ = 0 along the outer midplane radius. v⊥ is given by [112]
v⊥ =
(
ER − ∇pj
enj
)
× B
B2
(6.2)
By fitting a modified hyperbolic tangent function to the electron density [113] and a
polynomial to the ion temperatures, while using q ≈ q95, it is possible to determine the
diamagnetic flow contribution of the carbon ions to the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow (the second
term inside the brackets of equation 6.2) as ∇pC/enC = ∇pi/eni and we assume ni ≈ ne.
In L-mode and Ohmic plasmas typical values for the results shown above for the peak in
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Figure 6.4: EDGE2D code calculations for JET SOL parallel flows, showing the calculated sym-
metry about zero in the results and lack of flows when all drifts are turned off. In this case Ip and
Bφ were directed in the clockwise direction viewed from above, so positive flow is in the opposite
direction from MAST although the ∇B is still in the downward direction. From Erents et. al.
(2000) [109].
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the diamagnetic flow in the toroidal direction are ∼ 80 km s−1 while in H-mode they are
∼ 180 km s−1(see figure 6.5). However, the counter-balance to this is a radial electric field
with typical minimum well value of +1 to -4 kV m−1 in L-mode and -4 to -12 kV m−1 in
H-mode [53] which results in Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter E×B flow velocity values of approximately 0
to -100 km s−1 in L-mode and -60 to -120 km s−1 in H-mode (see figure 6.5) at r/a ∼ 0.975.
These two tend to oppose and cancel in the pedestal resulting in a small or zero net flow.
The position of the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow in the pedestal region is approximately correct
to account for the reverse shear. Furthermore, the measurements indicate that ER can
become positive close to the plasma edge [53] which would produce a net positive flow.
In H-mode the gradient of ER is steeper and closer to the separatrix, which would also
be compatible with observations. However, without simultaneous measurements of ER
to determine its contribution to the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow it is impossible to determine if
the observed rotation is due to a net flow resulting from the two drifts. Unfortunately
ECELESTE is the measurement system used to determine ER in the MAST tokamak,
meaning simultaneously finding ER and v
C
φ is not possible. However, this mechanism
could explain the observed rotation profiles and the measurements are consistent with
what could be expected from this flow. With the upgrade to the MAST poloidal system
5.4.6 simultaneous measurement of ER and vφ will be available.
Xu et. al. (2011) [108] identify the dip in rotation with reverse shear outside this as
the location of steep edge pressure gradients and large negative radial electric field (ER)
in EAST, which would support the suggestion that the reverse shear observed in MAST is
connected to the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow. They further conclude that this flow dominates over
turbulent Reynold’s stress, ion orbit losses and collisional perpendicular shear viscosity as
sources of drag in the edge, identifying charge exchange with neutrals as the main source of
negative torque at the plasma edge. The neutrals have a rotational velocity much smaller
than the equilibrated ions, producing a drag on the rotation.
To determine whether this is likely to be an important effect when considering the
Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow in the MAST tokamak the ratio of the torque from both the neoclas-
sical Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow and that from neutral charge exchange can be calculated as the
torque due to charge exchange is given by [114]
TCX = 〈JCXRBθ〉 ∼ nD0ni〈σvi〉CXmi (vi − vD0) (6.3)
where J is the current of the flow, vD0 the toroidal velocity of the neutrals and 〈σvi〉CX
the rate coefficient for total charge exchange between deuterium and C6+ carbon ions.
Therefore the ratio can be estimated as
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Figure 6.5: Projection onto the toroidal viewing chords of the diamagnetic and E×B components
of the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow for typical L-mode (dashed lines, shot 20167 time = 226 ms) and H-
mode (solid lines, shot 20302, time = 296 ms). The measured toroidal rotation speeds measured
by ECELESTE are also shown, indicating that non-zero cancellation between the two components
could account for the reverse shear observed close to the edge of the plasma. The example ER data
shows the typical range of measured ER in L-mode and H-mode [53].
TCX
TPS
=
〈JCXRBθ〉
〈JPSRBθ〉
≈ nD0〈σvi〉CXmi
eRBθ
(6.4)
where vPSφ ≈ vi − vD0 is assumed. For typical values in MAST at the plasma edge of
Bθ ≈ 0.2, R ∼ 1.4 m, n0D ≈ 1017 and 〈σvi〉CX ≈ 10−14 [115] this suggests a maximum
ratio at r/a = 1 of TCX/TPS ∼ 1× 10−3, implying the impact of neutral drag should not
significantly change the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow at the plasma edge. Although peak input from
gas puffing is two orders of magnitude higher increased local torque due to the gas puffing
is also not important as it is the global average influx which is the important quantity in
determining the charge exchange torque [114].
6.3 Temperature results
Comparison with recorded measurements of Te from Thomson scattering and T
core
i from the
core CXRS system (when available) offers a way to assess the reliability of the ECELESTE
measurements T edgei . Figure 6.6 shows examples of typical H-mode profiles. Generally there
is good agreement between Te and T
edge
i for all r/a < 0.95 with a large enough combined
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Figure 6.6: Typical H-mode temperature profiles from ECELESTE compared with Ti data from
the core CXRS system and Te data from Thomson scattering. Figures (a) (shot 20167, time = 296
ms) and (b) (shot 20169 time = 286 ms) show examples where there is good agreement between
Te and T
(
i edge) across the entire edge region, while figures (c) (shot 20291 time = 256 ms) and (d)
(shot 20301 time = 246 ms) show examples where the ion temperature remains high and maintains
a small gradient across the pedestal region, in comparison to the large gradient in the electron
temperature.
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error in the measured values of both that it seems likely that Ti ∼ Te in this region. As
expected, towards the inboard side the performance of the system deteriorates due to the
reduced signal levels as the gas puff becomes ionized as it propagates into the plasma. In
general the pedestal region (as defined by the position of the pedestal in ne measured by
Thomson scattering) is the region of highest signal level and therefore the most reliable
results. The region very close to the separatrix can also often have larger errors, in line
with the recorded intensity measurements (see section 5.2). In H-mode the core CXRS
system is often unable to provide reasonable values for r/a > 0.9 − 0.95 due to the small
signal from the neutral beam. However, where available the measurements do again appear
to be within error in most cases.
In many H-mode results the ions often do not appear to have a pedestal. The electron
temperature often displays a large pedestal which is strongly correlated in position with
the recorded pedestal in ne. In many cases the ions do not show a large gradient and the
temperatures of ions and electrons can diverge greatly from similar values at the top of the
electron pedestal to extremely different ones at the separatrix. However in other cases the
ions do display a similar gradient in line with the electrons so that Te ∼ Ti across the entire
edge region. This phenomenon will be investigated in the following sections.
In L-mode the errors are higher, again due to low signal levels, compared to H-mode (see
figure 6.7). However the data is in good agreement with both Te and T
core
i . No significant
consistent deviations from Te ∼ Ti can be determined within the measurement ability of
the system.
6.4 Are disparities between ion and electron temperatures
permitted?
If the ion and electron temperatures differ significantly, this is only likely to be true if
the thermalization time between the two species is significantly longer than the thermal
transport time of the ions. The transport time is given by equation 3.2 while the ion-
electron equilibration time is given by [5]
τie =
3
√
2π3/2memi
nie4Z2i ln Λ
(
kBTi
mi
+
kBTe
me
)3/2
(6.5)
As the thermalization time of the ions and carbon impurities is always much shorter
than that for equilibration between the electrons and either species the correct time to use
is that for the equilibration between the bulk deuterium ions and electrons as collisions
between the two will dominate over interactions between carbon and electrons in equili-
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Figure 6.7: Typical L-mode temperature profiles from ECELESTE compared with Ti data from
the core CXRS system and Te data from Thomson scattering. Figures (a) (shot 20306, time = 246
ms) and (b) (shot 20299 time = 246 ms) show there is good agreement between Te, T
(
i edge) and
T corei across the entire edge region
bration between all species. Returning to the model profile for H-mode used in section 3.3
the transport times and thermalization times can be estimated. The thermalization time
between deuterium ions and the electrons becomes larger than the transport time in the
plasma edge at approximately r/a ∼ 0.9. A higher flatter temperature across the pedestal
region (defined as 0.95 ≤ r/a ≤ 1 in the model), while maintaining Te as before (see figure
6.8), to simulate the high pedestal temperatures recorded makes little difference to the ratio
between τtrans and τie, although slightly reducing it (see figure 6.9).
Due to the uncertainties in estimating the heat diffusivity χi and pressure gradient scale
length Lp, the modelling can only give an indication of the true values. However, it appears
clear that a difference between the electron and ion temperature can be maintained in the
pedestal region if τie and τtrans are of the same order as determined in this analysis. For
a difference to be maintained though, there must be a driver of the temperature difference
which applies to some shots and not others. This will be investigated in the following
sections.
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Figure 6.8: The model profiles used to calculate τie, τtrans and τci in the case both of a low
pedestal profile in the ions which matches Te and a high ion temperature in the pedestal region
similar to those observed in figures 6.6(c) and 6.6(d)
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Figure 6.9: Calculated values for τie, τtrans and τci from model profiles in the case both of a low
pedestal profile in the ions which matches Te and a high ion temperature in the pedestal region
similar to those observed in figures 6.6(c) and 6.6(d)
6.5 Ion and electron power balance
In the plasma a radial power balance in the ions and electrons is maintained such that
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3
2
∂
∂t
niTi +∇r (qconv + qcond) = Pin (6.6)
The first term in this equation is the rate of change of energy, the next two refer to the
radial fluxes due to convection and conduction, while these are balanced by the external
heating power Pin.
For the ions the detailed radial balance equation is represented by [116]
3
2
∂
∂t
niTi +
∑
j
(
1
r
∂
∂r
(
5
2
rnjTiVj
)
− Vj ∂
∂r
njTi
)
−1
r
∂
∂r
rniκi
∂
∂r
Ti = P
i
heat + qie − Pchx + Pneut + Prot (6.7)
where stress terms are neglected and j refers to each ion species. The first term is again
the rate of change of the thermal energy, while the next two terms relate to the power
loss flows due to convection (the second referring to dissipation of the drifts by diffusion)
and the next to flows due to conduction. This is balanced on the right hand side by an
expansion of Pin containing all sources and sinks. P
i
heat is the heating power to the ions,
which in MAST is dominated by the neutral beam heating. The ion electron heat exchange
is given by qie and is defined as negative if Ti > Te so that heat is transferred from the ions
to the electrons. Pchx gives the power loss by charged ions to neutrals at the plasma edge
through charge exchange while Pneut is the energy gained from hot (e.g. recycled) neutrals
which are ionised. Prot is the heating of the ions due to frictional damping of the plasma
rotation.
For the electrons there is a similar equation given by [116]
3
2
∂
∂t
neTe +

1
r
∂
∂r
(
5
2
rneTeVe
)
+
∑
j
Vj
∂
∂r
njTi


−1
r
∂
∂r
rneκe
∂
∂r
Te = P
e
heat − qie − Pioniz − Prad (6.8)
where the left hand terms are the equivalent of those listed above (the second term in
the convection terms being equal and opposite to that in the ion energy balance). The
heating term for the electrons P eheat includes both heating from neutral beams and a large
contribution from Ohmic heating which overwhelmingly donates energy to electrons over
the ions due to the mass difference between them. The terms Pioniz and Prad refer to the
power lost by the electrons in ionising neutrals and the power radiated by impurities (which
is produced through electron collisions) respectively.
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By using the transport analysis code TRANSP [116, 117] to calculate this power balance
for the ions and electrons, it is possible to determine whether a large discrepancy between
the ion and electron temperatures in the edge region can be accommodated within the
power balance equations. The power fluxes can be calculated from the power densities
from Stoke’s theorem by integrating over the volume enclosed by a given flux surface and
divided by the surface area of each flux surface, as determined by EFIT [102]. In other
words the power flux F across each flux surface ψ for each term k in equations 6.7 and 6.8
is given by
F kj
∣∣
ψ
=
∫ V (ψ)
0 P
k
j
S(ψ)
(6.9)
where P is the power density on a given flux surface for each term k while S is the
surface area enclosing volume V , so that everywhere
∑
k F
k = 0. In other words the power
balance holds on each flux surface.
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Figure 6.10: Edge ion and electron temperature profiles (shot 25290, time =0.250 ms) used in
TRANSP [116, 117], produced from measurements of Ti and Te using the MC
3 analysis chain. Full
lines denote the scenario where Ti ≈ Te is assumed and dashed lines the scenario where Ti > Te in
the edge region.
The results of this for a typical shot where the edge temperature has been determined
to be high compared to the electron temperature (shot 25290) are shown in figure 6.10 for
two cases, firstly where it is assumed that Ti = Te and secondly for the case where Ti is
much larger than Te in the edge region, with an approximately flat profile, both produced
in the integrated analysis chain MC3 from measurements of Ti and Te.
Figure 6.11 shows that in the case of a large difference in temperature between the ions
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Figure 6.11: Power flux across each flux surface at a given minor radius (LFS midplane) for each
of the terms of equations 6.7 and 6.8 calculated from equation 6.9for the ions (top) and electrons
(bottom) respectively. Full lines denote the scenario where Ti ≈ Te is assumed and dashed lines the
scenario where Ti > Te in the edge region.
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and electrons, the heat exchange term makes only a small contribution to the overall power
balance, which is dominated by large inward heating flux from neutral beam heating (and
Ohmic heating generated in the centre in the case of electrons) and a large outward flux by
convective and conductive flows in the plasma edge in the case of both electrons and ions
due to the steep pressure gradients in H-mode. This is essentially a cross over from outward
heat transport by convection to conduction as the dominant mechanism (see figure 6.11).
Therefore this implies that ion-electron temperature differences in the edge can easily be
accommodated.
The power densities (see figure 6.12) also show that there are no significant heating
sources in the edge from neutral beams for the ions. Furthermore the effect of charge ex-
change of neutrals with ions has a modest negative effect while the heating due to rotational
damping and ionization of neutrals appears negligible. For the electrons the effect of the
ionization losses and impurity radiation in the edge region also appear negligible, while the
effect of ion electron heat exchange is also reasonably small. Therefore there are no obvious
differences in heating between the ions and the electrons in the edge region which could
account for the observed ion temperatures being much higher than electron temperatures
in the edge.
6.6 The effect of collisionality
As shown in the previous section there are no obvious heating differences in the plasma edge
which could drive a large temperature difference between the ions and electrons. Another
possible cause is a difference in the behaviour of the plasma ions and electrons in different
transport regimes.
Due to the variation in the magnetic field strength B in the poloidal direction from
a maximum at the inner midplane (Bmax) to a minimum at the outer midplane (Bmin),
particles with a small velocity component parallel to the magnetic field can undergo a
magnetic mirror reflection when they are moving towards the region of higher field strength.
The result of this is that the particle can be trapped bouncing back and forth in the outer
midplane region of the plasma in a banana orbit (see figure 6.13). The transport regime at
the edge then depends on the collisionality of the plasma. If collisions are frequent enough
that the particles are detrapped from their orbits before completing a banana orbit then
the result is that the transport becomes dominated by Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter diffusion with a
typical step length of [5]
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Figure 6.12: Power density in the edge region for each of the terms of equations 6.7 and 6.8 for
the ions (top) and electrons (bottom) respectively, excluding conduction and convection. Full lines
denote the scenario where Ti ≈ Te is assumed and dashed lines the scenario where Ti > Te in the
edge region.
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Figure 6.13: Poloidal cross section of a particle in an elongated cylindrical geometry with either
a passing orbit or a banana orbit, showing the typical shape of both [118]
DPS ∼
(
1 + 2
η‖
η⊥
q2
)
Dclass (6.10)
where η‖, η⊥ is the resistivity or the plasma in the directions parallel and perpendicular
to the magnetic field respectively, q is the safety factor and Dclass the classical diffusivity.
If the edge of the plasma is hot or the density low, the number of collisions between the ions
can become small. Therefore a large fraction of the particles can complete whole banana
orbits. In this case the thermal diffusion becomes large so that the typical step length of
diffusion becomes [5]
Dbanana ∼
(
q2
ǫ3/2
)
Dclass (6.11)
where ǫ = r/R is the inverse aspect ratio of the magnetic surface. In this banana regime
the diffusion step length is larger than in the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter regime by a factor ∼ 1/ǫ3/2
(approximately 2 in MAST). The intermediate case between the two is called the plateau
regime.
6.6.1 Gyrokinetic theory of ion pedestal behaviour
The gyrokinetic formalism developed by Kagan and Catto [119] makes a prediction which
describes the observed behaviour in the MAST plasma edge ion temperatures. Gyrokinetics
is a simplified form of the full kinetic equations where the Larmor orbit motion of the ions
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and electrons (which has a much higher frequency than other processes of interest) has
been averaged over. It is often used to study turbulence, most commonly in the core of
the plasma but generally cannot make predictions about areas such as the plasma pedestal
region and internal transport barriers (ITBs), due to the difficulties produced by large
departures from flux surfaces in the steep gradient regions [119]. By changing the radial
variable from the guiding centre location to canonical angular momentum this problem can
be overcome, allowing predictions to be made about the pedestal region. This formulation
concludes that in the pedestal an ion temperature pedestal is not permitted in the banana
regime, and that a similar behaviour is expected in the plasma rotation [119].
The full derivation of the gyrokinetic formalism is beyond the scope of this thesis (see
Kagan and Catto (2008) [119]), but a brief explanation of this prediction is described below,
following the arguments of the paper.
The paper has been derived for conventional tokamaks of larger aspect ratio than spher-
ical tokamaks, but the formalism should still be applicable in this case. It makes the
assumptions that the gradient scale length of the magnetic field L ≡ | ln(B)|−1 is much
greater than the gyroradius ρi ≡ vith/ωic, i.e. that
ρi
L
≪ 1, (6.12)
and that the magnetic field is constant in time. Both of these are reasonable in the
MAST tokamak for the purposes herein.
The distribution function f evolves in time according to the equation
df
dt
= C{f} (6.13)
where C is the collision operator. This includes all of the gyromotion, and so the
distribution function is written such that f = f(q1, . . . , qn, ϕ) where ϕ is the gyrophase.
Therefore equation 6.13 becomes
∂f
∂t
+
∂f
∂q1
∂q1
∂t
+ . . .+
∂f
∂qn
∂qn
∂t
+
∂f
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
∂t
= C{f}. (6.14)
This is then averaged over the gyrophase as
〈·〉 ≡ 1
2π
∮
dϕ(·) (6.15)
where the variables qj are held fixed. These variables are such that their total time
derivatives are gyroindependent as long as assumption 6.12 is true.
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The radial variable chosen is the canonical angular momentum
ψ⋆ ≡ ψ − mic
Zie
Rv · φˆ (6.16)
(where vi = v‖inˆ+ v⊥i (eˆ1 cosϕ+ eˆ2 sinϕ), where nˆ = eˆ1 × eˆ2 is the normal vector to
B) while the other variables are chosen to be poloidal angle θ, toroidal angle ζ, magnetic
moment µ and kinetic energy E = v2i /2. The canonical angular momentum is useful to
choose as it is an invariant of the motion of the particle around its banana or passing orbit,
unlike ψ.
Applying the gyrokinetic averaging to these variables q results in the gyrokinetic variable
q⋆ and its time derivative q˙⋆ so that the gyroaveraged equation becomes
∂f¯
∂t
+ ψ˙⋆
∂f¯
∂ψ⋆
+ θ˙⋆
∂f¯
∂θ⋆
+ ζ˙⋆
∂f¯
∂ζ⋆
+ E˙⋆
∂f¯
∂E⋆
= 〈C{f}〉 (6.17)
where the magnetic moment µ⋆ has been neglected as it is unimportant except at
higher orders. For a stationary and axisymmetric plasma any function of the invariants of
the motion ε = E⋆+Ze/Mφ¯ and ψ⋆ will make the left side vanish. If f¯ is a Maxwellian then
the right hand side vanishes if the ion-ion collisions dominate (accepted as Cii{f}/Cie{f} ∼√
(mi/me) so the average of the collision operator will be zero. Therefore an exact solution
in this case is a rigidly rotating Maxwellian [120].
However, equation 6.17 has a dependence on the gyrokinetic poloidal angle θ⋆, and in
a non-stationary but still axisymmetric plasma it has a time dependent part as well as a
dependence on the average potential φ¯ so that the equation becomes
∂f¯
∂t
∣∣∣∣
ε
+ θ˙⋆
∂f¯
∂θ⋆
∣∣∣∣
ε
= 〈C{f}〉 − Ze
M
∂φ¯
∂t
∂f¯
∂ε
. (6.18)
The second term on the left hand side and first term on the right of equation 6.18 are
of higher order than the other two so this simplifies to
θ˙⋆
∂f¯
∂θ⋆
∣∣∣∣
ε
= 〈C{f}〉 (6.19)
to first order.
If one transit averages over this equation (i.e. average over either one banana orbit or
one passing orbit for the trapped and passing particles respectively) then the average of
the collisions is again zero and we return to the rigidly rotating Maxwellian solution.
If one assumes steep gradients in the ion distribution of order the poloidal gyroradius
ρθ = (mjv⊥)/(ejBθ) then the ordering assumed above still holds if ρi ≪ ρθ. This is strongly
true in conventional tokamaks but in MAST ρi ∼ ρθ at the low field side while ρi ≪ ρθ
at the high field side. By flux-surface averaging however the ordering will still hold. This
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allows regions with steep gradients such as internal transport barriers and pedestals to be
examined.
The paper then demonstrates that in the case of the core the spatial variation with
respect to ρθ is small so the transit average is only over each flux surface and each flux
surface equilibrates with itself. In the banana regime in the pedestal region the particles
affect the equilibration of neighbouring flux surfaces due to the steep gradients and de-
partures from the flux surface of order the poloidal gyroradius ρθ, coupling adjacent flux
surfaces together. Therefore the entire pedestal must be treated as a closed surface to be
transit averaged over. In this case temperature and rotational frequency can only vary
slowly compared to the ρθ scale length so that in the pedestal region
ρθ∇ lnTi ≪ 1 and (6.20)
ρθ∇ lnω ≪ 1. (6.21)
where ρθ∇ lnX is the dimensionless inverse gradient scale length of variable X. In the
Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter regime this solution does not hold because the collisions start to dominate
and change the ordering of the equation. Therefore the condition that the solution must be
a Maxwellian to first order no longer holds. Physically the collisions reduce the scale length
in the pedestal so that the coupling between all flux surfaces is broken. In the case of the
electrons ρeθ ≪ ρiθ so that this analysis also does not hold. This allows the electrons and
ions to have a different behaviour in the banana regime, and permits the large discrepancies
in temperature that are observed.
6.6.2 Dimensionless scan of collisionality
The characteristic time to detrap the particles from their banana orbits is given by [121]
τdetrap = τcoll (∆θ)
2 (6.22)
where ∆θ is the trapping angle of the magnetic mirror cone in velocity space. As
equilibration between the deuterium and carbon ions is very fast (see figure 6.9) and as
the density of D+ is much greater than that of C6+ it can be assumed that it is the
collisionality of the deuterium ions that is important in determining the transport regime.
The time taken for a particle to complete one banana orbit is called the bounce time τbounce,
and the collisionality is defined as
ν∗ ≡ τbounce
τdetrap
(6.23)
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so that ν∗ < 1 is defined as the banana regime and ν∗ > ǫ−3/2 is defined as the Pfirsch-
Schlu¨ter regime. The intermediate region 1 < ν∗ < ǫ−3/2 is defined as the plateau regime.
On MAST typical values are a ≈ 0.65 m and R ≈ 0.85 m so that ǫ−3/2 is typically about
1.5 in the MAST tokamak. The collisionality is calculated using the expression from Sauter
et. al. (1999) [122] for arbitrary aspect ratio and collisionality as
ν∗i = 4.90× 1018
qRniZ
4 ln Λii
T 2i ǫ
3/2
(6.24)
where lnΛii is the coulomb logarithm given by [122]
ln Λii = 30− ln
(
Z3
√
ni
T
3/2
i
)
. (6.25)
In order to assess the impact of the edge collisionality on the gradient of the ions at
the plasma edge in H-mode a dimensionless scan of collisionality was made. This was
conducted by adjusting the plasma current Ip and toroidal magnetic field Bϕ in tandem so
that q, β etc remain approximately constant. Figure 6.14 shows the relationship between
ρiθ|∇ lnTi| and ν∗ for this set of measurements. The gradient is fitted across the pedestal
region, which has been defined from the position of the pedestal in the electron density,
while the collisionality is determined at the centre of the pedestal.
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Figure 6.14: The correlation between inverse ion temperature gradient scale length of the deu-
terium ions across the pedestal region with the collisionality of the deuterium ions recorded at the
centre of the pedestal region is shown. The collisionality of the carbon ions is also shown on the
top axis for comparison. The solid line is only to guide the eye.
For the ions there is a strong correlation between the collisionality and the dimensionless
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inverse gradient scale length of the ions. The recorded values straddle the region between
the banana regime and the plateau/Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter regimes. This implies that the argu-
ments of section 6.6.1 are consistent with what is measured and provides evidence that
the coupling of flux surfaces due to the larger step length in the banana regime could be
responsible for the small gradients and large discrepancy between Ti and Te in the plasma
edge.
It is interesting to note that the edge is often in a mixed collisionality regime, as the
carbon ions have a collisionality larger than the deuterium ions by a factor (ZC/Zi)
2 = 36
when deuterium-carbon collisions dominate. This indicates that, as predicted, it is the
collisionality of the deuterium ions which is important.
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Figure 6.15: A correlation plot between ion temperature at the pedestal centre and the dimension-
less inverse gradient scale length across the pedestal for the ions, showing a weak or non-existent
correlation between the two. This implies that collisionality, not simply ion temperature, is the
driving factor in the gradient of the ions in the pedestal.
It is also worth noting that ν∗ is dependent upon the ion temperature as ν∗ ∝ 1/T 2i .
The result of the flattened ion profiles would be to result in a smaller value of ν∗ than
would be the case if Ti ≈ Te. However, there appears to be no correlation between the ion
temperature recorded at the pedestal centre and the inverse gradient scale length recorded
across the pedestal (see figure 6.15). Therefore the relationship appears to truly be between
collisionality and inverse gradient scale length which strongly implies that it is flux surface
coupling which is responsible for the flattening of ion temperatures in the pedestal region,
leading to a lack of pedestal in the ions in the banana regime.
The collisionality should also limit the gradient of the velocities recorded, as the pre-
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diction in the banana regime is for a rigidly rotating Maxwellian, implying equation 6.21.
Figure 6.16 shows the relationship between gradient scale length of velocity in the edge
region and collisionality. The implications are that gradients are small irrespective of col-
lisionality regime and so compatible with the predictions from section 6.6.1. This suggests
that unlike in the case of the ion temperatures there are no drivers that would produce
a large gradient in the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter regime that are restricted in the banana regime,
and so the gradients are similar everywhere. The large reverse shear gradients that are
observed in some H-mode cases (see section 6.2) are restricted here to the near SOL where
measurements outside the separatrix are available, and so do not locally produce a large
gradient.
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Figure 6.16: Velocity dimensionless inverse gradient scale length of the deuterium ions across the
pedestal region compared with the collisionality of the deuterium ions recorded at the centre of the
pedestal region is shown. There appears to be no correlation between the two but the condition of
equation 6.21 is fulfilled.
6.6.3 Compatibility with the scrape-off layer
The result of the high ion temperatures in the pedestal is that at the separatrix the ion and
electron temperature can differ by a factor of up to ∼ 8. Figure 6.17 shows the influence
of collisionality on the ratio τ = Ti/Te at the separatrix. This shows that there is again a
clear relationship between the collisionality and the ratio of ion and electron temperatures
at r/a = 1, as would be expected if the gradient of Ti in the pedestal is much shallower
than Te.
To assess whether the recorded temperature ratios are compatible with expectations
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of ion to electron temperature ratio (τ) recorded by the ECELESTE
spectrometer system and Thomson scattering system respectively at the separatrix, with collisional-
ity at the separatrix. Modelling data from OSM2-EIRENE for MAST H-modes and L-modes [42], as
well as modelled data from JET discharges using OSM [111] and CMOD discharges using EDGE2D
[111] are also shown for comparison. The modelled and measured data indicates an increase in τ
with decreasing collisionality, while the measured data also appears to be compatible with the edge
code results shown.
in the SOL comparisons are made in figure 6.17 with the predictions from modelling of
τ upstream compared with upstream collisionality from several edge transport codes for
transport. Predictions for MAST are from OSM2-EIRENE [42], while predictions for the
ratio from CMOD are using the EDGE2D code [111] and from JET using onion-skin mod-
elling [111]. Although these do not cover the same collisionality region as the measurements,
there is nonetheless an increasing ratio between Ti and Te as the collisionality decreases
and extrapolation of this trend implies compatibility with the ratio determined by the
ECELESTE measurements.
Ion temperature measurements in the SOL are often hard to come by, but in recent
years progress has been made by using Segmented Tunnel Probes (STP’s) [124, 125] as
well as Retarding Field Analysers (RFA’s) [123, 126, 127]. A comparison made by Kocˇan
et. al. (2008) [123] of the measurements of τ as a function of r/a on multiple machines
show that a large ratio between Ti and Te is common at the LCFS (∼ 1.5 ≤ τ ≤∼ 5),
and can be even larger in the far SOL (see figure 6.18). A ratio greater than 1, and often
2-3, is also observed inside the LCFS. Measurements from the same paper (see figure 6.19
made 2-3 cm outside the separatrix on Tore Supra using an RFA show τ in the range 4-7
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Figure 6.18: Survey of ion to electron temperature ratio τ across the edge region as a function of
ρ = r/a in multiple machines in a variety of scenarios, showing that tau is often higher than one
even inside the LCFS and often significantly higher at r/a = 1. From Kocˇan et. al. (2008) [123]
and with a strong dependence on ne, which collisionality is proportional to. All of this
indicates that the measurements made are compatible with predictions and measurements
in the SOL. An RFA for MAST [128] is currently installed and is undergoing commissioning
at the time of writing. It is hoped that measurements made simultaneously with this and
the ECELESTE system and core CXRS system should provide ion temperatures across the
entire plasma radius from plasma core to the far SOL. This should also allow independent
means of measuring τ at the separatrix of MAST for comparison with the measurements
made by ECELESTE.
The sheath effect is a significant influence on the ion and electron energies in the SOL.
This effect arises due to the negative potential eVsf of the target and other solid surfaces
due to the flux difference between ions and electrons. This potential produces a repulsive
effect upon the electrons. Therefore, assuming a Maxwellian distribution in the energies of
the electrons, it is clear that only the most energetic electrons will overcome this repulsion
to strike the target, the rest being reflected within the sheath region. Essentially this
reduces the ensemble energy distribution of the electrons which cools them and sets up a
flow towards the divertor. This lost energy is transferred to the ions, which are accelerated
to hit the solid surface by the negative potential.
At low collisionality temperature gradients along the parallel direction are likely to
be small and the simple SOL model [111] is appropriate. This description from Stangeby
(2000) [129] gives the relationship between the particle fluxes and heat fluxes of each species
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Figure 6.19: (a) SOL Ti data recorded by an RFA and Te data from the RFA and a tunnel
probe (TP) as a function of electron density measured 2-3 cm outside the LCFS at the Tore-Supra
tokamak. (b) The resultant ratio in τ as a function of density, from Kocˇan et. al. (2008) [123]
at the sheath edge as
qjse = γjkBTjΓse (6.26)
where qjse and Γse are the one-way heat and particle fluxes of species j towards the
surface at the sheath edge and γj the sheath heat transmission coefficient of that species.
For the electrons γe ≈ 5.5 while for the ions the situation is more complicated as the ion
velocity distribution is unlikely to be a Maxwellian and so a full kinetic analysis is required.
However, a recommended value is γi ≈ 2.5 [129]. In the assumption that the input power
from the plasma qjin is equal so that q
e
in = q
i
in then if equipartition between the ions and
electrons is low (i.e. low collisionality) then
qein = q
e
se = 5.5kBTeΓse = 2.5kBTiΓse ≈ qise = qiin (6.27)
The result of this is that in the SOL
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Ti
Te
≈ 2.75. (6.28)
Effectively, as the target acts as a heat sink for the electrons and the ions, it does so
more effectively for the electrons, resulting in a lower electron temperature in the SOL.
If electron power fluxes from the plasma are larger than ion fluxes then this does not
necessarily hold. However, calculations from the power balance of section 6.5 show that they
are approximately equal. The effect of hydrogenic recycling is also generally an electron
cooling process as the ionization is due to electron collisions. Similarly impurity radiation is
generally driven by electron excitation. Overall, therefore, a high difference in temperature
between Ti and Te is compatible with predictions for the SOL. The cooling effect of the SOL
may contribute significantly to the large gradient in electron temperature in the pedestal
and significantly contribute to the temperature differences between the two species in the
edge.
6.7 Conclusion
Typical results from ECELESTE for toroidal rotational velocity of the carbon ions are
shown. These show a large reverse shear close to the separatrix in normal operation in
both H-mode and L-mode. In counter rotation experiments no reverse shear is found, but
negative rotation is observed, suggesting the edge shear is driven by ion drifts which have
a dependence on Bφ which reverses in counter rotation operations. Systematic differences
in the rotation speed of the ions in Ohmic and L-mode discharges indicate that some net
positive rotation is driven by neutral beam torque, but the similar size of reverse shear in
both types of discharge further indicate that this is likely to be intrinsic rotation.
Reverse shear in the plasma edge has been observed in several other tokamaks, indicating
this unlikely to be an isolated phenomenon on MAST. Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow is proposed as
a possible driving mechanism for the reverse shear. The opposing components of this flow
due to E × B and diamagnetic contributions are large enough that non-zero cancellation
between them could accommodate the observed toroidal rotation measurements. Other
possible contributors to the rotation are also discussed and the size of their contribution
assessed to be inadequate to produce a large enough effect upon the rotation to account
for the reverse shear.
Results for ion temperatures in H-mode and L-mode are also shown. In L-mode agree-
ment between ECELESTE measurements, core CXRS and Thomson scattering is good,
indicating that Ti ≈ Te is a good assumption in this case in the edge. For H-mode the
results indicate that this is not always true in the pedestal and small ion temperature
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gradients compared to those in electron temperature can sometimes result in a large ratio
between Ti and Te at the separatrix. Calculations indicate that equilibration times be-
tween ions and electrons are long enough that discrepancies between the two are permitted
in the pedestal. Power balance modelling using TRANSP [116, 117] indicates both that a
difference between Ti and Te can easily be accommodated within the power balance, and
that there are no obvious heating sources in the pedestal region that could account for the
difference between the two species.
A gyrokinetic formalism developed by Kagan and Catto (2008) [119] suggests a link
between the collisionality regime of the ions and the gradient scale length, indicating that
in the banana regime ion temperature gradient scale lengths should be small, while not
imposing this restriction upon the ions in more collisional regimes and not for the electrons.
Physically this arises due to flux surface coupling across the pedestal due to the larger
diffusive step length due to banana orbits. A dimensionless scan of collisionality supports
this theory with only small gradient scale lengths observed when the deuterium ions are
in the banana regime and an increase in inverse gradient scale length outside this regime.
The dimensionless scan also indicates a relationship between τ = Ti/Te at the separatrix
and collisionality as a result of these small gradients. This therefore has an influence on
the SOL. Modelling from several tokamaks indicates that this is compatible with what is
expected. Processes in the SOL which generally have a cooling effect upon the electrons are
discussed as drivers to produce a large gradient in the electron temperature in the pedestal
region.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Summary
A novel experimental method using gas puffing of neutrals to stimulate charge exchange
emission has been developed to measure ion temperatures and toroidal rotation velocities
in the plasma edge of a tokamak.
Various initial issues were first addressed in chapter 3 to enable the development of the
diagnostic, including identifying appropriate spectral lines, the gas puff gas, the effects of
background emission, the penetration of the gas puff and the level of signals that could be
expected. The charge exchange emission from the C6+(n = 8→ 7) transition was identified
as the optimum line for use in the MAST tokamak due to its emission wavelength and the
high density of carbon in the plasma. The cross section for charge exchange from ground
state deuterium into the n = 8 state of C6+ is extremely low at the temperatures in the
edge. However the resonance in cross section between deuterium in the n = 2 state and the
n = 8 level of carbon makes deuterium the optimal donor neutral and ensures that a large
charge exchange signal from this line is possible. Collisional radiative modelling indicated
that the population of D0(n = 2) is large enough to outweigh contributions from the ground
state of deuterium and that this is the dominant charge exchange process. Calculations
indicate that the assumption that impurity and deuterium ions temperature are equal is
good in the edge of the MAST tokamak. The main background emission processes were
identified as electron excitation of C5+ and radiative recombination of electrons with C6+
and their effective rate coefficients calculated.
Model profiles of the electron density, C6+, C5+ and background and active (gas puffed)
neutral deuterium have been deduced using typical recorded measurements and the KN1D
and GTNEUT codes. Modelling of the gas puff using GTNEUT indicated a penetration
of up to 10 cm into the plasma with a narrow localised region of increased neutral density
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above background, indicating that the gas puff did not significantly spread laterally. The gas
puff profiles were combined with the calculated rate coefficients to produce model profiles
of the background and active intensity profiles in both L-mode and H-mode scenarios. The
models indicated that the background signal was dominated by charge exchange emission,
but that electron excitation and radiative recombination (to a lesser extent) were significant
components of the emission intensity. The charge exchange emission resulting from the gas
puff was predicted to be stronger in H-mode than L-mode due to increased carbon density
in H-mode.
Initial results showed a complex spectrum in the edge region of the plasma which arises
due to emission from close lying emission lines to the charge exchange line. These lines
were identified as molecular deuterium emission and a multi-Gaussian fitting routine was
developed to accommodate this spectral complexity. Although fine structure and Zeeman
splitting implies that the emission is the sum of hundreds of close lying emission lines it was
found that the charge exchange line was well fitted by a single Gaussian if correction factors
for all significant distortions were applied to the result. The main corrections found were
for fine structure, Zeeman splitting and the broadening due to the instrument function,
and correction factors were calculated in these cases. The fitting routine was benchmarked
against simulated spectra to identify the region of validity within the parameter space and
to detect systematic errors. Sources of noise were identified and the expected errors in
temperatures and velocities evaluated, as well as uncertainties in radial positioning.
Having developed a fitting routine for the charge exchange emission line an assessment
was made of the performance of the diagnostic by analysing recorded intensity results
under different scenarios. The effect of gas puffing was shown to provide a good signal
to background ratio, and that the modelling predictions that H-mode performance should
exceed that in L-mode were observed. A comparison with modelling results showed good
agreement of the measured spectra in H-mode and reasonable agreement in L-mode. The
effect of ELMs upon the profiles was to expel carbons from the plasma but they did not
greatly effect the profile shape. The limitations in the capability of the diagnostic were
mainly identified as a limited spatial extent in minor radius of 10 cm limiting the size of
measurable plasmas to a small range of radii. A low signal to background ratio lead to
long integration times (typically 10 ms) in the measurements. A slow repetition rate for
the measurements due to limitation in the gas puff rate was also identified as a limiting
factor.
To help remedy the limitations of the diagnostic, a series of system improvements have
been implemented or are in the process of being installed. These include a new bandpass
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filter to improve signal throughput, double-binning of data to improve signal levels and
statistics, a new camera which will also provide much greater recorded signal levels and
a new gas valve located in the HELIOS nozzle head to improve repetition rate and time
resolution.
Typical temperature and velocity profiles have been recorded and are presented. With
the toroidal rotation velocity measurements, good agreement is generally seen between
the core CXRS system and the results from ECELESTE in L-mode, although less good
agreement is seen in H-mode. It is unclear why this is the case, as both instruments use the
radial chord subtraction method. A large reverse shear appears present in Ohmic, L-mode
and H-mode profiles in standard operation although the shape of this differs in H-mode
from the L-mode and Ohmic cases. In counter rotation experiments, L-mode results do
not show reverse shear but can become negative in the same region, suggesting that this
shear is driven by ion drifts which reverses when the sign of the toroidal magnetic field
also reverses. An asymmetry about the zero rotational velocity position is observed and
is ascribed to neutral beam torque effects on the plasma. Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter parallel flow is
identified as the most likely candidate to explain the velocity shear observations, and an
estimate of diamagnetic and E×B contributions is made (chapter 6).
With the ion temperature measurements, good agreement between core CXRS and
temperatures from Thomson scattering is observed in L-mode. In H-mode good agreement
is generally observed for radii smaller than the pedestal region. In the pedestal in some
cases good agreement with Thomson scatter temperatures is still found, but in others a
smaller temperature gradient in comparison to the Thomson electron temperature gradient
is observed, leading to large ratios of the ion and electron temperatures at the separatrix.
Calculations of equilibration times between the ions and electrons indicate that differences
between the two species are permitted, while power balance analysis indicates that the
observed ion and electron temperature differences could be present. However, no obvious
heating sources can be identified to drive a temperature difference. Gyrokinetic theory
suggests a link between ion temperature gradient and collisionality which places a limit on
the ion temperature gradient scale to be small when the ions are in the banana regime.
This limit does not hold in more collisional regimes and does not apply to the electrons.
A dimensionless scan of collisionality supports this as only small gradients are observed in
the banana regime, with larger gradients and a closer alignment between ion and electron
temperatures observed when the edge collisionality is in the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter/Plateau region
with an apparent transition from one to the other observed.
The compatibility of the temperature results from the developed diagnostic with the
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scrape-off layer is assessed and comparison with modelling predictions from various ma-
chines and codes made which suggests the results are consistent with expectations (see
Kocan et. al. 2008). Kocˇan et. al. (2008) suggest that a large ion to electron tempera-
ture ratio at the upstream position is not unusual. The sheath effect is calculated to be a
contributing factor in this difference.
7.2 Suggestions for further work
There is scope for taking the results found here further. In the case of the velocity results
further experiments in counter rotation could illuminate more fully the flows involved and
ECELESTE ER measurements with helium puffing using repeated shots for direct compari-
son could provide more accurately the contribution from E×B flows to the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter
flow. NCLASS modelling [130] could also allow a comparison of results with neoclassical
theory. New poloidal views could also assess the effect of poloidal flows (see below). Fur-
thermore the unexplained discrepancy between core CXRS and the ECELESTE results
should be further investigated to obtain the source of disagreement.
In the case of the ion temperatures the effect of edge ion transport due to small ion
temperature gradients could be further investigated and NCLASS and Chang-Hilton neo-
classical values could be compared to the measured transport. SOL modelling using, for
example, OSM2-EIRIENE in a low collisionality case would allow greater understanding
of the results in this region and a direct comparison between model and experiment. The
retarding field analyser recently installed on MAST should allow ion and electron tempera-
ture studies in the SOL which can be combined with ECELESTE measurements for further
validation.
The system improvements due to newly installed cameras and new gas valve have yet
to be fully installed but the potential for faster higher quality measurements should allow
ECELESTE to become an even more effective diagnostic. The installation of a new camera
and upgrade to fibre optic cables should improve intensity levels in the poloidal system
and allow charge exchange measurements using these chords as well by using a second
spectrometer. This presents the possibility of simultaneously measuring Ti, vφ, vθ and ER
using this setup. This should therefore provide a great deal of data to study edge shear
and L-H transitions for example.
The potential of the ECELESTE diagnostic is large and it should be able to provide
useful data in the edge for both MAST and MAST-Upgrade, allowing greater understanding
of this important plasma region.
Appendix A
Derivation of semi-classical cross
sections
A.1 Low energy cross section
In the semi-classical atomic system ve can be found from the balance between the centripetal
and Coulomb forces:
meve
2
r
=
Zpe
2
ker2
(A.1)
where ke = 1/4πε0 is the Coulomb constant. Using this and the fact that L = mever =
nh¯ and that Ry = (kee
2)/2a0 we find that
ve ≈ Zp
np
√
2Ry
me
. (A.2)
The resonance occurs when Einit = Efinal, i.e. when
1
2
mevinit
2 − keZpe
2
rra0
=
1
2
mevfinal
2 − keZie
2
rra0
(A.3)
where rr is the normalised radius at this resonance position. Rearranging this we get
2Ry
(
Zp
2
2np2
+
Zi
rr
)
= 2Ry
(
Zi
2
2ni2
+
Zp
rr
)
. (A.4)
The electron can exchange to the other nuclei if the potential at the saddle point between
the two is low enough, i.e. approximately equal to the electrons binding energy. At the
saddle point the electric field due to the two nuclei will be zero, i.e.
E =
(
keZie
(ria0)2
− keZpe
(rpa0)2
)
rˆ = 0 (A.5)
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where ri and rp are the distance of the two nuclei from the saddle point respectively
such that rr = ri + rp. Substituting this in we can solve this to find a quadratic equation
for either ri or rp. Solving we find two solutions and take the positive one, which leads to
ri =
rr
√
Zi√
Zp +
√
Zi
and rp =
rr
√
Zp√
Zp +
√
Zi
. (A.6)
We also know that the electric potential at the saddle point is equal to the potential of
the electron, i.e.
V =
RyZp
2
np2
=
2RyZp
rp
+
2RyZi
ri
. (A.7)
Substituting for ri and rp from equation A.6 we thus find that
RyZp
2
np2
=
2Ry
rr
(√
Zp +
√
Zi
)2
. (A.8)
We therefore have two equations A.4 and A.8 which we can solve to find the two
equations 3.4 and 3.5 used in section 3.4:
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Zp
2
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Thus by substituting fro rr from equation A.9 we can derive equation 3.6:
σlow ≈ 1
2
πa0
2rr
2 = 8
πa0
2np
4Zi
Zp
3
[
1 +
√
Zp/Zi + Zp/4Zi
]
. (A.11)
A.2 Intermediate energy cross section
In the intermediate energy case the electric potential at the saddle point must equal the
kinetic energy of the ion, not the energy of the electron. Therefore we find that
V =
1
2
mev
2 =
2RyZp
rp
+
2RyZi
ri
. (A.12)
Therefore following the same derivation as before we find that
b = a02Ry
(√
Zp +
√
Zi
)2
.
1
2mev
2
= a02Ry
Zm
1
2mev
2
(A.13)
where we have now defined Zm. If P(Capture) ≈ (b/v)(ve/a) where a = (a0np2)/Zp
then substituting equations A.13 and A.2 into this gives us
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P(Capture) ≈ ZmZp
2
np3
(
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We therefore get an estimate for the cross section at intermediate energies as
σmed ≈ πb2P(Capture) = πa02Zm
3Zp
2
√
2np3
(
2Ry
1
2mev
2
)7/2
. (A.15)
Approximating so that σlow ≈ 8πa0
2np4Zi
Zp3
and that Zm ≈ Zi for large Zi we find that,
defining ε = (12mev
2)/(2Ry)
σmed ≈ σlow Zi
2Zp
5
27ε7/2n7p
= σlow/εˆ (A.16)
where we have now defined εˆ. We can thus interpolate by defining σinterpol = σlow/(1+
εˆ).
Appendix B
Derivation of the choked mass flow
rate for an ideal gas under
isentropic conditions
The mass flow rate can be defined as
m˙ = ρvA (B.1)
In the case of an ideal gas v = Mvs where M is the Mach number and vs is the sound
speed, given by
vs =
√
γkBT
m
(B.2)
and
ρ =
mp
kBT
. (B.3)
Substituting equations B.2 and B.3 into equation B.1 gives
m˙ = A
√
γm
kB
M
p√
T
(B.4)
We wish to know the mass flow rate as a function of upstream absolute temperature
and pressure of the gas Tu and pu respectively. If the flow of the gas along the pipe is
isentropic (i.e. adiabatic and reversible) then the following relations are true
p = pu
(
T
Tu
)γ/(γ−1)
(B.5)
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Substituting these two equations into B.4 gives
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For choked flow M = 1 so that the particle flow rate (molecules s−1) is therefore
N˙ =
m˙
m
= A
√
γ
mkB
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2
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(B.8)
Appendix C
Fitting calibrations
Prior to fitting the data it was necessary to calibrate the spectrometer by finding the
instrument function and dispersion, as well as to calculate the sources of noise in the data.
In order to produce radially accurate data the position of the viewing chords was also
calibrated. These calibrations are discussed in this appendix.
If a line is monochromatic upon entering the ECELESTE system, any subsequent broad-
ening measured is due to the instrument function. This is the additional broadening of a
spectral line caused by the imperfections of the spectroscopic system used. It is a combina-
tion of contributions from all components of the system but is dominated by the Czerny-
Turner spectrometer.
In order to measure the instrument function, a low pressure copper lamp was coupled
into the toroidal optics using a diffuser to provide a uniform source of light. By doing this
the dispersion of each chord in the 10× 12 array can be measured simultaneously and any
spectral aberrations detected. The dispersion of the spectrometer is wavelength dependent
(see below) and copper produces a strong spectral line at 5292.52 A˚ which is sufficiently
close to the emission line at 5290.50 A˚ to produce an accurate measurement of the instru-
ment function. As the lamp is low pressure and low temperature the line is essentially
monochromatic. A second spectral line from neon filler gas also lies nearby at 5298.19 A˚
and is used to measure the dispersion (see below). In order for other close lying spectral
lines not to overlap and interfere the filter was retained within the system so that only these
two lines were visible on the CCD from each chord. A white light calibration (essentially
measuring the transmission shape of each chord) ensured that this was of sufficient spectral
width that it did not effect the lineshape of the instrument function.
In order to quantify the instrument function the measured data was fitted with a Gaus-
sian lineshape using the same least squares fitting routine as used to fit the measured data
(see section 4.3). As shown in figure C.1 the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the
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Figure C.1: Variation in the full width half maximum (FWHM) of Gaussian fits to the instrument
function of the ECELESTE spectrometer (in pixels)
instrument functions varies considerably over the surface of the CCD. This is most likely
to be due to barrel distortion from the demagnifying lens and means that dispersion and
instrument function of every chord must be individually assessed to determine the effect of
these variations.
The dispersion of the spectrometer can be calculated or measured. The equation for
this is given as [131]
∆λ
∆x
=
d
nf
cos
((
arcsin
nλ
2d cos ǫ
)
− ǫ
)
(C.1)
where 1/d is the lines per mm of the grating, n is the order of the grating being used, f
is the focal length of the spectrometer, λ the wavelength of light and ǫ the angle between
the mirrors and the grating. For the ECELESTE spectrometer ǫ = 1.025 ± 0.001 radians,
f = 1±0.01 m, n = 1 and d = 1/2400 mm per line, giving the dispersion as 3.463±0.002 A˚
mm−1. However, this does not take into account the variation due to optical abberrations
and optical path differences.
By measuring two emission lines with a known wavelength separation the dispersion of
each chord can be determined. The copper lamp contains a neon filler gas which has an
emission line at 5298.19 A˚. By measuring the distance on the CCD between the two lines
the dispersion can be determined individually. The resulting measurement of A˚ngstroms
per pixel can be converted to A˚ngstroms per mm to compare with equation C.1 if the width
of a single pixel (p = 22.5µm) and magnification of the lens (M = 2.0) are known using
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∆λ
∆xmm
=
1
pM
∆λ
∆xpixels
(C.2)
This gives figures slightly larger than predicted by equation C.1, implying a better
resolution for the velocities and temperatures, although the result is not large enough to
make a great difference. Overall variation in the dispersion is over a total range of 3.462
to 3.526 A˚ mm−1, with a mean and standard deviation of 3.480 ± 0.010 A˚ mm−1 (see
figure C.2). Using an average value for the dispersion would produce a maximum error
(the largest discrepancy between mean and measured values) of 1.3% in the value of the
measured velocity and temperature. Although this is small, individual dispersions have
nonetheless been used to minimise error propagation.
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Figure C.2: Variation in the dispersion of the spectrometer measured using Gaussian fitting of
two emission lines of known spectral separation in A˚ per mm
As the instrument functions are sufficiently close to Gaussian to be represented as such,
the deconvolution of the instrument functions from the overall fit can be done algebraically
using
σD =
√
σM − σI (C.3)
where σM is the measured broadening, σD is the broadening due to the Doppler effect
and σI is the broadening due to the instrument. This removes the need for a complex
forward model to account for the instrument function and greatly simplifies the calculation
of ion temperatures with little to no loss of accuracy.
When the radial chord is employed the velocity can be measured by fitting a constant
to the data as a function of time (see figure C.3). By using a cut in the normalised χ2N
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Figure C.3: Timetrace of the measured position of the radial chord. A constant is fitted to the
data to find the zero rotation velocity.
value only correct points are selected for the fitting. The fitted result can be used as a zero
reference point to calculate the velocities as
λS − λ0 = pi − ci
pr − cr
∆λ
∆x
(C.4)
where p is the measured centroid position, and c the measured calibration position of
the measured chord (i) and radial chord (r). If the radial chord is not available then account
must be made of the recorded position of the spectrometer grating, which is moved to take
the measurement. The calibrated position ci is found from the measured pixel position by
adjusting for the different measured wavelength and the different grating position. In this
case ci is found as
ci = cmeas −∆λcal +∆A pixels (C.5)
where ∆λcal and ∆A are the shifts in wavelength between the calibration wavelength
and the charge exchange emission’s natural wavelength in pixels, given by
∆λcal =
(5292.52 − 5290.5)
∆λ
∆x
pixels (C.6)
and ∆A is the shift in the position in the dial given by
∆A =
Acal −Ameas
2∆λ∆x
pixels (C.7)
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where the factor 2 arises because the display reads double the actual wavelength orien-
tation of the spectrometer. The Doppler shift can then be calculated as
λS − λ0 = (pi − ci) ∆λ
∆x
(C.8)
Because the ci cancel in equation C.4 the uncertainties in dial position and wavelength
value are eliminated.
For the velocity measurements therefore the errors in the case with a radial chord are
calculated as
σDopp =
√
σ2disp + σ
2
meas + σ
2
cal + σ
2
radcal + σ
2
radfit
∆λ
∆x
(C.9)
where each term is, in order, the total Doppler shift error, the error in the dispersion
calculation, the error in the calibration line fitting, the calibration in the radial chord’s
calibration line fitting and the error in the fit to the timetrace of the radial chord. In the
case without a radial chord the error is given by
σDopp =
√
σ2disp + σ
2
meas + σ
2
cal + σ
2
wl + σ
2
A
∆λ
∆x
(C.10)
where σwl is the uncertainty in wavelength position and σA the error in the dial position.
As σA is large and because the ci cancel in equation C.4 the uncertainties in dial position
and wavelength value are eliminated, so this is the preferred methodology.
In terms of velocity the error in velocity can be calculated as
σv =
σDopp
λ0
c (C.11)
For the temperatures the error is calculated as
σT (pixels) =
√
σ2disp + σ
2
meas + σ
2
cal
∆λ
∆x
(C.12)
where the measurement and calibration errors in this case refer to the widths of the
measured lines. This is transformed to a temperature error as
σT (eV ) =
√
2T (eV )
σ2T (Pixels)
T (pixels)
. (C.13)
Appendix D
Acronyms and Symbols
Symbol Meaning
θ Poloidal direction in tokamak geometry
φ Toroidal direction in tokamak geometry
T Temperature
vφ Toroidal velocity
vθ Poloidal velocity
n Density
p Pressure
e Electrons or electric charge of an electron
i Bulk ions (deuterium)
z Impurity ions
C Carbon
ωp Plasma frequency
ωc Cyclotron frequency
τcoll Collision time
Ry Rydberg energy (13.61 eV)
vth Thermal velocity
R Major radius
r Minor radius
a Separatrix position such that r/a = 1
ER Radial electric field
CXRS Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
LCFS Last Closed Flux Surface
ELM Edge Localised Mode
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